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ADVERTISEMENT.

The geometricians of the last century paid gx'eat atten-

tion to the Indeterminate Analysis, or what is commonly
called the Dlophant'me Algebra; but Bachet and Fermat
alone can properly be said to have added any thing to what
Diophantus himself has left us on that subject.

To the former, we particularly owe a complete method
of resolving, in integer numbers, all indeterminate problems

of the first degree * : the latter is the author of some methods

for the resolution of indeterminate equations, which exceed

the second degree
-f*;

of the singular method, by which we
demonstrate that it is impossible for the sum, or the dif-

ference of two biquadrates to be a square \ ; of the solution of

a great number of very difficult problems ; and of several

admirable theorems respecting integer numbers, which he

left without demonstration, but of which the greater part has

since been demonstrated by M. Euler in the Petersburg

Commentaries ||.

* See Chap. 3, in these Additions. I do not here men-
tion his Commentary on Diophantus, because that work, pro-

perly speaking, though excellent in its way, contains no dis-

covery.

t These are explained in the 8th, 9th, and 10th chapters of

the preceding Treatise. Pere Billi has collected them from dif-

ferent writings of M. Fermat, and has added them to the new
edition of Diophantus, published by M. Fermat, junior.

X This method is explained in the 13th chapter of the pre-

ceding Treatise; the principles of it are to be found in the Re-

marks of M. Fermat, ontheXXVIth Question of the Vlth Book

of Diophantus.

II
The problems and dieorems, to which we allude, are
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In the present century, this branch of analysis has been

almost entirely neglected ; and, except M. Euler, I know no

person who has applied to it: but the beautiful and nu-

merous discoveries, which that great mathematician has

made in it, sufficiently compensate for the indifference

which mathematical authors appear to have hitherto enter-

tained for such researches. The Commentaries of Peters-

burg are full of the labors of M. Euler on this subject,

and the preceding Work is a new service, which he has ren-

dered to the admirers of the Diophantine Algebra. Before

the publication of it, thei-e was no work in which this science

was treated methodically, and which enumerated and ex-

plained the principal rules hitherto known for the solution

of indeterminate problems. The preceding Treatise unites

both these advantages : but in order to make it still more
complete, I have thought it necessary to make several Ad-
ditions to it, of which I shall now give a short account.

The theory of Continued Fractions is one of the most
useful in arithmetic, as it serves to resolve problems with

facility, which, without its aid, would be almost unmanage-
able ; but it is of still greater utility in the solution of inde-

terminate problems, when integer numbers only are sought.

This consideration has induced me to explain the theory of

them, at sufficient length to make it understood. As it is

not to be found in the chief works on arithmetic and algebra,

it must be little known to mathematicians ; and I shall be
happy, if I can contribute to render it more familiar to them.

At the end of this theory, which occupies the first Chapter,

follow several curious and entirely new problems, depending
on the truth of the same theory, but v/hich I have thought
proper to treat in a distinct manner, in order that their

solution may become more interesting. Among these will

particularly be remarked a very simple and easy method of

reducing the roots of equations of the second degree to Con-
tinued Fractions, and a rigid demonstration, that those frac-

tions must necessarily be always periodical.

The other Additions chiefly relate to the resolution of in-

scattered through the Remarks of M, Fermat on the Questions

of Diophantus ; and through his Letters printed in the Opera

Mathematica, &c. and in the second volume of the works of
Wallis.

There are also to be found, in the Memoirs of the Academy
of Berlin, for the year 1770, & seq. the demonstrations of some
of this author's theorems, which had not been demonst'rated

before.
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determinate equations of tlio first and second degree ; for

these I give new and general methods, both for the case in

which the numbers are only required to be rational, and for

that in which the numbers sought are required to be integer

;

and I consider some other important matters relating to the

same subject.

The last Chapter contains researches on the functions *

which have this property, that the product of two or more
similar functions is always a similar function. I give a general

method for finding such functions, and shew their use in the

resolution of different indeterminate problems, to which the

usual methods could not be applied.

Such are the principal objects of these Additions, which

might have been made much more extensive, had it not been

for exceeding proper bounds ; I hope, however, that the sub-

jects here treated will merit the attention of mathematicians,

and revive a tase for this branch of algebra, which appears to

me very worthy of exercising their skill.

CHAPTER I.

CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

1. As the subject of Continued Fractions is not found in

the common books of arithmetic and algebra, and for this

reason is but little known to mathematicians, it will be pro-

per to begin these Additions by a short explanation of their

theory, wliich we shall have frequent opportunities to apply

in what follows.

In general, we call every expression of this form, a con-

tinuedjraction^

b
« + — . 1 ^

7^8^~+^ + ,&c.

* A term used in algebra for any expression containing a

certain letter, denoting an unknown quantity, however mixed
and compounded with other known quantities or numbers.

Thus, ax + yx; 2x— a V( ) ; 3x/ + ^/ (
—-=^),are al}

functions of x.

H H
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in which the quantities a, /3, y, $, &c. and b, c, d, &c. are

integer numbers positive or negative ; but at present we shall

consider those Continued Fractions only, whose numerators

6, c, d, &c. are unity ; that is to say, fractions of this form,

1 1

r^ + -+4+>&c.

a, /3, y, &c. being any integer numbers positive or negative

;

for these are, properly speaking, the only numbers, which are

of great utility in analysis, the others being scarcely any
thing more than objects of curiosity.

2. Lord Brouncker, I believe, was the first who thought
of Continued Fractions ; we know that the continued frac-

tion, which he devised to express the ratio of the circum-

scribed square to the area of the circle was this

;

but we are ignorant of the means which led him to it. We
only find in the Arithmetica injinitorum some researches on
this subject, in which Wallis demonstrates, in an indirect,

though ingenious manner, the identity of Brouncker's ex-

, . , . 3 X 3 X 5 X 5 X 7, &c. ^_ ,

pression to his, which is, ^—^—^

—

j^
—
r~Y~ ' "^^ there

also gives the general method of reducing all sorts of con-

tinued fractions to vulgar fractions ; but it does not appear

that either of those great mathematicians knew the principal

properties and singular advantages of continued fractions

;

and we shall afterwards see, that the discovery of them is

chiefly due to Huygens.
3. Continued fractions naturally present themselves, when-

ever it is required to express fractional, or imaginary quan-
tities in numbers. In fact, suppose we have to assign the

value of any given quantity a, which is not expressible by
an integer number ; the simplest way is, to begin by seeking

the Integer number, which will be nearest to the value of a,

and which will differ from it only by a fraction less than

unity. Let this number be a, and we shall have a — a equal

to a fraction less than unity ; so that will, on the
•' a— cc

contrary, be a number greater than unity: therefore let M
1

'
z= b ; and, as b must be a number greater than unity,
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we may also seek for the integer number, which shall be
nearest the value of h ; and this number being called /3, we
shall again have h — ^ equal to a fraction less than unity

;

1
and, consequently, '7

—

- will be equal to a quantity greater

than unity, which we may represent by c ; so that, to assign
the value of c, we have only to seek, in the same manner,
for the integer number nearest to c, which being represented
by 7, we shall have c — y equal to a quantity less than

1
unity ; and, consequently, —— will be equal to a quantity,

c y
d, greater than unity, and so on. From which it is evident,
that we may gradually exhaust the value of a, and that in

the simplest and readiest manner; since we only employ
integer numbers, each of which approximates, as nearly as
possible, to the value sought.

1 1
Now, since = b, we have «—« = —, and

a — a. b

a — a.-\- -z-', likewise, since -r—o= c, we have b= ^-\ ;

'

. 1
and, smce = d, we have, in the same manner,c—y ' '

1
<? = y + -Tj &c. ; so that by successively substituting these

values, we shall have

b

1

J +

«^=* + i4-i.

=«+4-.l ]

and, in general, «= a+ -^ ,
1 i

It is proper to remark here, that the numbers a, /3, y, &c.
which represent, as we have shewn, the approximate integer
values of the quantities a, 6, c, &c. may be taken each in
two different ways; since we may with equal propriety
take, for the approximate integer value of a given quantity,
either of the two integer numbers between which thatquan-

H H 2
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tity lies. There is, however, an essential difference between

these two methods of taking the approximate values, with

respect to the continued fraction which results from it : for

if we always take the approximate values less than the true

ones, the denominators ^, y, J, &c. will be all positive;

whereas they will be all negative, if we take all the ap-

proximate values greater than the true ones; and they

will be partly positive and partly negative, if the approximate

values are taken sometimes too small, and sometimes too

great.

In fact, if a be less than a, a ~ a will be a positive quan-

tity ; wherefore b will be positive, and |3 will be so likewise :

on the contrary, a— a will be negative, if a be greater than

a ; then b will be negative, and ^ will be so likewise. In

the same manner, if ^ be less than 6, 6 — /3 will always be

a positive quantity ; therefore c will be positive also, and,

consequently, also y ; but if /3 be greater than b, b — /3 will

be a negative quantity ; so that c, and consequently also y,
will be negative, and so on.

Farther, when negative quantities are considered, I un-

derstand by less quantities those which, taken positively,

would be greater. We shall have occasion, however, some-

times to compare quantities simply in respect of their ab-

solute magnitude; but I shall then take care to premise,

that we must pay no attention to the signs.

It must be remarked, also, that if, among the quantities

b, c, d, &c. one is found equal to an integer number, then

the continued fraction will be terminated ; because we shall

be able to preserve that quantity in it : for example, if c

be an integer number, the continued fraction, which gives

the value of a, will be

1 1

'^ c

It is evident, indeed, that we must take y = c, Avhich

gives d = = i = 00 ; and, consequently, <Z = oo

;

so that we shall have

7 -Tqo '

the following terms vanishing in comparison with the infinite
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quantity oc. Now, ^ = ^> wherefore we shall only have

1 1

"^ c

This case will happen whenever the quantity a is com-
mensurable ; that is to say, expressed by a rational fraction

;

but when a is an irrational, or transcendental quantity, then

the continued fraction will necessarily go on to infinity.

4. Suppose the quantity a to be a vulgar fraction,

—, A and B being given integer numbers; it is evident,
,

B

A
that the integer number, a, approachmg nearest to—, will

be the quotient of the division of a by b ; so that supposing

the division performed in the usual manner, and calling

a, the quotient, and c the remainder, we shall haveAC B
a = — ; whence h = —. Also, in order to have

B B c

the approximate integer value (3 of the fraction — , we have

only to divide D by c, and take /S for the quotient of this

division; then calling the remainder d, we shall have

D C
Z> — /S = —, and c = — . We shall therefore contmue'^

c D

to divide c by d, and the quotient will be the value of

the number y, and so on ; whence results the following

very simple rule for reducing vulgar fractions to continued

fractions.

Rule. First, divide the numerator of the given fraction

by its denominator, and call the quotient a ; then divide the

denominator by the remainder, and call the quotient /3;

then divide the first remainder by the second remainder,

and let the quotient be y. Continue thus, always dividing

the last divisor by the last remainder, till you arrive at a

division that is performed without any remainder, which must

necessarily happen when the remainders are all integer

numbers that continually diminish ; you will then have the

continued fraction
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^ y -h-f, &c.

which will be equal to the given fraetion,

5. Let it be proposed, for example, to reduce y^' to a

continued fraction.

First, we divide 1103 by 887, which gives the quotient 1,

and the remainder 216; 887 divided by 216, gives the

quotient 4, and the remainder 23 ; 216 divided by 23, gives

the quotient 9, and the remainder 9 ; also dividing 23 by 9,

we obtain the quotient 2, and the remainder 5 ; then 9 by

5, gives the quotient 1, and the remainder 4 ; 5 by 4, gives

the quotient 1, and the remainder 1 ; lastly, dividing 4 by 1,

we obtain the quotient 4, and no remainder ; so that the

operation is finished : and, collecting all the quotients in

order, we have this series 1, 4, 9, 2, 1, 1, 4, whence we
form the continued fraction

I I o 3 —. 1 I JL
Ts"? "^ + _(_ I

~"a
I ±
* ' 4-JL

6. As, in the above division, we took for the quotient the

integer number which was equal to, or less than, the fraction

proposed, it follows that we shall only obtain from that

method continued fractions, of which all the denominators

will be positive numbers.

But we may also assume for the quotient the integer

number, which is immediately greater than the value of the

fraction, when that fraction is not reducible to an integer,

and, for this purpose, we have only to increase the value of

the quotient found by unity in the usual manner ; then the

remainder will be negative, and the next quotient will ne-

cessarily be negative. So that we may, at pleasure, make the

terms of the continued fraction positive, or negative.

In the preceding example, instead of taking 1 for the

quotient of 1103 divided by 887, we may take 2; in which

case we have the negative remainder —671, by which we
must now divide 887; we therefore divide 887 by —671,

and obtain either the quotient — 1, and the remainder 216,

or the quotient — 2, and the remainder — 455. Let us take

the greater quotient — 1 : then divide the remainder —671
by 216; whence we obtain either the quotient —3, and the

remainder -23, or the quotient — 4, and the remainder

193. Continuing the division by adopting the greater

quotient —3, wc have to divide the remainder 216 by the
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remainder —23, which gives either the quotient — 9j and
the remainder 9, or the quotient —10, and the remainder
— 14, and so on.

In this way, we obtain

1103 _ _i_ 1
887- +-l-f-3+-L+,&e.

in which we see that all the denominators are negative.

7. We may also make each negative denominator po-

sitive by changing the sign of the numerator ; but we must
then also change the sign of the succeeding numerator ; for

it is evident that

Then we may also, if we choose, remove all the signs — in

the continued fraction, and reduce it to another, in which all

the terms shall be positive ; for we have, in general,

{f' +i+,&c.}={'^-l+T+;^+,&c.}

as we may easily be convinced of by reducing those two
quantities to vulgar fractions *.

We may also, by similar means, introduce negative terms

instead of positive ; for we have

f^+T+,&C. ='^ + l-T+-;ij+,&C.

whence we see, that, by such transformations, we may always

simplify a continued fraction, and reduce it to fewer terms

:

which will take place, whenever there are denominators equal

to unity, positive, or negative.

In general, it is evident, that, in order to have the con-

tinued fraction approximating as nearly as possible to the

1 V
* Thus, the mixed number, 1 A -= —-; therefore

V— 1 V—

1

and, consequently,
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value of the given quantity, we must always take a, ^, 7,

&c. the integer numbers which are nearest the quantities

a, 6, c, &c. whether they be less, or greater than those quan-

tities. Now, it is easy to perceive that if, for example, we
do not take for a the integer number which is nearest to a,

either above or below it, the following number ^ will neces-

sarily be equal to unity ; in fact, the difference between a

and a will then be greater than 4, consequently, we shall

have b = less than 2 ; therefore )3 must be equal to
a—

a

unity.

So that whenever we find the denominators in a con-

tinued fraction equal to unity, this will be a proof that we
have not taken the preceding denominators as near as we
might have done; and, consequently, that the fraction

may be simplified by increasing, or diminishing those de-

nominators by unity, which may be done by the preceding

formulae, without the necessity of going through the whole

calculation.

8. The method in Art. 4 may also serve for reducing

every irrational, or transcendental quantity to a continued

fraction, provided it be expressed before in decimals ; but as

the value in decimals can only be approximate, by aug-

menting the last figure by unity, we procure two limits,

between which the true value of the given quantity must
lie ; and, in order that we may not pass those limits, we
must perform the same calculation with both the fractions

in question, and then admit into the continued fraction

those quotients only which shall equally result from both

operations.

Let it be proposed, for example, to express by a con-

tinued fraction the ratio of the c'u-cumference of the circle to

the diameter.

This ratio expressed in decimals is, by the calculation of

Vieta, as 3,1415926535 is to 1 ; so that we have to reduce

, . . 3, 1415926535
^ .• i r .• 1 .1

the fraction
i nAQQAnnnQQ ^^ ^ contmued fraction by the

method above explained. Now, if we take only the fraction

3 14159
\ nnnnn ' ^^ ^^^ ^^^ quotients 3, 7, 15, 1, &c. and if we

, , n . 3, 14160 ^ ,

take the greater fraction nnnno^ ^^'^ ""^ ^"^ quotients J,

7, 16, &c. so that the third quotient remains doubtful;
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whence we see, that, in order to extend the continued frac-

tion only beyond three terms, we must adopt a value of the
circumference, which has more than six figures.

If we take the value given by Ludolph to thirty-five

decimal places, which is 3,14159, 26535, 89793, 23846,
26433, 83279, 50288 ; and if we work on with this fraction,

as it is, and also with its last figure 8 increased by imity, we
shall find the following series of quotients, 3, 7, 15, 1, 292,
1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 14, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, ], 84, 2, 1, 1, 15,
3, 13, 1, 4, 2, 6, 6, 1 ; so that we shall have

Circumference
= ^ + 7+ _i.

^'+i- + ,&c.

Diameter '' + 1-5

And as there are here denominators equal to unity, we may
simplify the fraction, by introducing negative terms, ac-

cording to the formula of Art. 7, and shall find

Circumference
;

—

± = 3 4- ±
Diameter ^ + tV_ •

T I + , &c.

Circumference ] ,

Diameter ~ 7 +T3 ^
1

294 + 3 +-^-3 + ,&c.

9. We have elsewhere shewn how the theory of continued
fractions may be applied to the numerical resolution of
equations, for which other methods are imperfect and in-

sufficient *. The whole difficulty consists in finding in any
equation the nearest integer value, either above, or below
the root sought ; and for this I first gave some general rules,

by which we may not only perceive how many real roots,

positive or negative, equal or uneqvial, the proposed equation
contains, but also easily find the limits of each of those roots,

and even the limits of the real quantities which compose the
imaginary roots. Supposing, therefore, that x is the un-
known quantity of the equation proposed, we seek first for
the integer number which is nearest to the root sought, and
calling that number a, we have only, as in Art. 3, to make

* See the Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin, for the years
1767 and 1768; and Le Gendre's Essai sur la Theorie des
Nombres, page 133, first edition.
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X = a -] ; ^, j/, 2, &c. representing here what was de-

noted in that article by a, 6, c, &c. and substituting this

value instead of x, we shall have, after removing the frac-

tions, an equation of the same degree in j/, which must have
at least one positive, or negative root greater than unity.

After seeking therefore for the approximate integer value

of the root, and calling that value /3, we shall then make

J/
= jS + — , which will give an equation in z, having like-

wise a root greater than unity, whose approximate integer

value we must next seek, and so on. In this manner, the

root required will be found expressed by the continued

fraction

^ ^ d +, &c.

which will be terminated, if the root is commensurable;
but will necessarily go on ad infinitum, if it be incom-
mensurable.

In the Memoirs just referred to, there will be found all

the principles and details necessary to render this method
and its apphcation easy, and even different means of abridg-

ing many of the operations which it requires. I believe

that I have scarcely left any thing farther to be said on this

important subject. With regard to the roots of equations

of the second degree, we shall afterwards give (Art. 33 et

seq.) a particular and very simple method of changing them
into continued fractions.

10. After having thus explained the genesis of continued

fractions, we shall proceed to shew their application, and
their principal properties.

It is evident, that the more terms we take in a continued

fraction, the nearer we approximate to the true value of the

quantity which we have expressed by that fraction ; so that

if we successively stop at each term of the fraction, w^e

shall have a series of quantities converging towards the given

quantity.

Thus, having reduced the value of a to the continued

fraction,

^ S +, &c.

we shall have the quantities.
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or, by reduction,

'''
/3 ' /3y+l '^^-

which approach nearer and nearer to the value of a.

In order to judge better of the law, and of the con-

vergence of these quantities, it must be remarked, that, by
the formulae of Art. 3, we have

1 1 1
a = a -f —, 6 = /3 + — , c = y + -^, &c.

Whence we immediately perceive, that a is the first ap-

proximate value of a ; that then, if we take the exact value

of a, which is —j— , and, in this, substitute for b its ap-

proximate value |3, we shall have this more approximate

value —-— ; that we shall, in the same manner, have a

third more approximate value of a, by substituting for b its

^ - /3c4-l .... {cc0+l)c+a
exact value , which mves a = —r =

, and then

taking for c the approximate value y; by these means
the new approximate value of a will be

Continuing the same reasoning, we may approximate nearer,

by substituting, in the above expression of a, instead of c,

its exact value, ^-—j—, which will give

and then taking for d its approximate value $, we shall have,

for the fourth approximation, the quantity

( («/3+l)7+ a)5+a^-i^l
^^-^^ 7—-—TTi;

—

w > and so on.
{By + l)S + '

Hence it is easy to perceive, that, if by means of the

numbers a, /3, y, J, &;c. we form the following expressions,

* See note, p. 471.
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A = a a' = 1

B = |Sa 4- 1 b' = ^
c = yB + A c' = 7b' + a'

D = JC + B d' = Jc' + b'

K = £D + C e' = Ed' + c'

&C. &C.

we shall have this series of fractions converging towards the

A B c D E r p

tiuantity a, —.—r —^

; .—-, &c.^ ' a' b' c' d' e' f'

If the quantity a be rational, and represented by any
V . . .

fraction —j- , it is evident that this fraction will always be the

last in the preceding series ; since then the continued frac-

tion will be terminated, and the last fraction of the above

series must always be equal to the whole continued fraction.

But if the quantity a be irrational, or transcendental, then

the continued fraction necessarily going on ad infimticm, we
may also continue ad iitfinitum the series of converging

fractions.

11. Let us now examine the nature of these fractions.

1st, It is evident that the numbers a, b, c, &c. must con-

tinually increase, as well as the numbers a', b', c', &c. for

1st, if the numbers a, /3, y, &c. are all positive, the numbers
a, b, c, &c. a', b', c', Sic. will also be positive, and we shall

evidently have b 7 a, c 7 b, d 7 c, &c. and b' =, or 7 a',

c* 7 b', d' 7 c', &c.

2dly, If the numbers a, /3, y, &c. are all, or partly ne-

gative, then amongst the numbers a, b, c, &c. and, a', b', c',

there will be some positive, and some negative ; but in that

case we must consider that we have, by the preceding

formulae,

B Ic ad^b„— =^+-, -=y-f— , _ = J + _, &C.
A a b ' b c c

whence we immediately see, that, if the numbers a, ^, y, &c.

are different from unity, whatever their signs be, we shall

necessarily have, neglecting the signs, — 7 1 ; and there-

A C
fore — ^ 1 ; consequently, — 7 1, and so on : therefore

b 7 A, c 7 B, &c.

There is no exception to this but when some of the num-
bers a, /3, y, &c. are equal to unity. Suppose, for example,

that the number y is the first which is equal to + 1 ;
wc
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shall then have b 7 A, but^c L b, if it happens that the frac-

tion — has a different sign from y ; which is evident from

the equation— = y H ; because, in that case, y H^ B B ' B

will be a number less than unity. Now, I say, in this case, we
must have d 7 b ; for since y =: + 1 , we shall have (Art. 10),

c = +14-^, and c 7 —. + 1 ; but as c and d are~ a a

quantities greater than unity (Art. S), it is evident, that

this equation cannot subsist, unless c and d have the same

signs ; therefore, since y and J are the approximate integer

vSues of c and d, these numbers y and ^ must also have the

C A
same sign. Farther, the fraction —= y -\ must have

the same sign as y, because y is an integer number, and

A C— a fraction less than unity; therefore— , and ^, will be
B •' B

quantities of the same sign ; consequently, — will be a po-

sitive quantity. Now, we have — = 8-\ ; and hence,

multiplying by— , we shall have — = [- 1 ; so that

— being a positive quantity, it is evident that — will be

greater than unity ; and therefore d 7 b.

Hence we see, that, if in the series A, b, c, &c. there be

one term less than the preceding, the following will ne-

cessarily be greater ; so that putting aside those less terms,

the series will always go on increasing.

Besides, if we choose, we may always avoid this incon-

venience, either by taking the numbers a, |3, y, &c. positive,

or by taking them different from unity, which may always

be done.

The same reasonings apply to the series a', b', c', &c. in

which we have likewise

d

whence we may form conclusions similar to the preceding.

3' - c . A' D' . b'
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12. If we now multiply cross-ways the terms of the con-

secutive fractions, in the series —r. —r» —r> &c. we shall
a' b' c"

find ba' — ab' = 1, cb' — Bc' —. ab' — ba',

DC' — CD' = Bc' — cb', &C.

whence we conclude, in general, that

ba' — ab' = 1

cb' — bc' = — 1

Dc' -- Cd' =: 1

ed'— dk'zt — 1, &C.

This property is very remarkable, and leads to several

important consequences. ABC
First, we see that the fractions —7, —r» —7, &c. must be

b' b' c'

already in their lowest terms ; for if, for example, c and c'

had any common divisor, the integer numbers cb' — bc'

would also be divisible by that same divisor, which cannot

be, since cb' — bc' zr — 1.

Next, if we put the preceding equations into this form,

B A 1

b'"!'"""!^'

C B 1

c' b'
~

c'b'

D C 1

d' c' ~c'd'

---=-— &c.
e' d' d'e"

^

it is easy to perceive, that the differences between the ad-

. A B C • 11

joining fractions of the series -j, —^, —7-, are continually

diminishing, so that this is necessarily converging.

Now, I say, that the difference between two consecutive

fractions is as small as it is possible for it to be ; so that

there can be no other fraction whatever between those two

fractions, unless it have a denominator greater than the de-

nominators of them.

c D
Let us take, for example, the two fractions—^, and — , the

1
difference of which is -j-y, and let us suppose, if possible,
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in
that there is another fraction, —, whose value . falls between

n

the values of those two fractions, and whose denominator n
Tit

is less than c', or less than d'. Now, since — is between
n

-7-, and —:, the difference of — , and -r, which is r— ,or
c' d" n d nd '

nc — md
, , , 1 1 T«. 1

D
1^— .must be less than —,—;, the diiierence between —r

nd c'd' d'

and -7- ; but it is evident that the former cannot be less than
c'

—
J

; and therefore if w z d', it will necessarily be greater than

-TT . Also, as the difference between — , and —, cannot be less
CD' w' d'

than—:, it will necessarily be greater than -7-7, if w z. c',
wd' -^ ° do'

whereas it must be less.

13. Let us now see how each fraction of the series

A B
—j-, —|-, &c. will approximate towards the value of the

quantity a. For this purpose, it may be observed that the

formulae of Article 10 give

a6 -f- 1 _ cd-{-B

BC-|-0 D^+C
a — —,—;—

:

a —
B'c-f-A' B'e-\-d

and so on.

c
Hence, if we would know how nearly the fraction —, for

example, approaches to the given quantity, we seek for the

c
difference between ~ and a ; taking for a the quantity

-n ;, we shall have
c'a + B'

c _ cfZ + B c Bc' — cb' 1

" ~
c'
~ dlT^'" d ~ d{dd + b')

"" d{dd + b'Y

because bc' — cb' = 1, (Art. 12). Now, as we suppose S the
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approximate value of d, so that the difTcrence between d
and 5" is less than unity (Art. 3), it is evident that the value

of d will lie between the two numbers J and <J + 1, (the

upper sign being for the case, in which the approximate
value ^ is less than the true one d, and the lower sign for the

case, in which J is greater than cZ), and, consequently, that

the value of c'^ + b', will also be contained between these

two, c'J + b', and c^^" ± 1 ) + b', that is to say, between d'

c
and d' ± c' ; therefore the difference a r will be contained

G

between these two limits -r-r, —r—r-.—rr ; whence we may
c'd' c'(d ± c')

^

c
judge of the degree of approximation of the fraction -j .

14. In general, we shall have,

A< ' A'b

B 1

a =
b' b'(b'c+a')

- £ 1
"* ~ d "^

c'(c'd!+B')

a — —, —r-—. ;., and so on.
d' d'(d'^ + c')

Now, if we suppose that the approximate values, a, jS, y,
&c. are always taken less than the real val ues, these numbers
will all be positive, as well as the quantities b, c, d, &c. (Art. 3.)

and, consequently, the numbers a', b', c', &.c. will be likewise

all positive ; whence it follows, that the differences betweenABC
the quantity a, and the fractions —p, —j, — , &c. will be

alternately positive and negative ; that is to say, those frac-

tions will be alternately less and greater than the quantity a.

Farther, Si% b 7 $, c 7 y^ d 7 $, &c. by hypothesis, we
have b 7 b', (b'c + a') 7 (b'/ -\- a'), and also 7 c'*,

(c'^ + b') 7 (c'^" + b'), and therefore 7 d', &c. and as

6 /. (/3 + 1), c z (y + 1), (i z (J + 1), we have 6 z (b' + 1),

* For since c 7 y, therefore b'c 7 By ; and, consequently,
(b'c + a') 7 (s'y + a') which is 7 c', because n'y + a' = c',

page 476. And it is exactly the same with the other quan-
tities. B.
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(b'c + a') Z (B'(y + 1) + a') z (c' + b'), also

(c'd + b') z (c'(^ + 1) + b') z (d' + c'), &c. so that the

A B C
errors in taking; the fractions —r, —7, —7, &c. for the value

'^ a' b" c'

•11, 1 1 1 n ,
ot «, would be respectively less than -7-., -7-7, -r~7 5&c.butr ^ a'b' b'c' cd'111.
greater tha

,, , ,

—;;, ,, :
,
—n-, -,,

, ,

—rr,&c. which shews^
a'(b'-|-a')' b'(c'-I-b') c(d'-|-c')

how small those errors are, and how they go on diminishing

from one fraction to another. ABC
But farther, since the fractions —r, —r, ^—r, 8cc. are al-

a' b' c

ternately less and greater than the quantity «, it is evident,

that the value of that quantity will always be found between
any two consecutive fractions. Now, we have already seen

(Art. 12), that it is impossible to find, between two such

fractions, any other fraction whatever, which has a denomi-

nator less than one of the denominators of those two frac-

tions ; whence we may conclude, that each of the fractions

in question, express the quantity a more exactly than any.

other fraction can, whose denominator is less than that of the

c
succeeding fraction ; that is to say, the fraction —p, for ex-

ample, will express the value of a more exactly than any

other fraction — , in which n would be less than d'.
n

15. If the approximate values a, /3, y, &c. are all, or

partly, greater than the real values, then some of those num-
bers will necessarily be negative (Art. 8), which will also

render negative some terms of the series a, b, c, &c. a', b', c',

&c. consequently, the differences between the fractions

—
J-,
—, —J-, &c. and the quantity «, will no longer be al-

ternately positive and negative, as in the case of the pre-

ceding articles : so that those fractions will no longer have
the advantage of giving the limits in plus and minus of the

quantity a ; an advantage which appears to me of very great

importance, and which must therefore in practice make us

always prefer those continued fractions, in which the de-

nominators are all positive. Hence, in what follows, we
shall only attempt an investigation of fractions of this kind.

1 1
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A B C D
16. Let us, therefore, consider the series —,» -rj —,> —r' '

a' b' c' d'

&c. in which the fractions are alternately less and greater

than the quantity a, and which it is evident, we may divide

into these two series

:

A -£_ — Jl

a'* c" e"^""'

JB_ _D_ J^
b" d'* f"

•

of which the first will be composed of fractions all less than

a, and which go on increasing towards the quantity a ; the

«econd will be composed of fractions all greater than a, but
which go on diminishing towards that same quantity. Let
us therefore examine each of those two series separately ; in

the first we have (Art. 10, and 12),

c

c'

A
'7 = y

a'c'

r. C = e

c'e"
&c.

and in the second we have,

B D =

D

d'
- F

V =
d'f"

&c.

Now, if the numbers y, 8, s, &c. were all equal to unity, we
might prove, as in Art. 12, that betAveen an}' two consecutive

fractions of either of the preceding series, there could never be
found any other fraction, whose denominator would be less

than the denominators of those two fractions ; but it will not
be the same, when the numbers y, J, s, &c. are greater than
unity ; for, in that case, we may insert between the fractions

in question as many intermediate fractions as there are units

in the numbers y— 1, 5 — l,e— 1, &c. and for this pur-
pose we shall only have to substitute, successively, in tlie

values of c and c', (Art. 10), the numbers 1, ~, 3, y, in-

stead of y ; and, in the values of n and d', the numbers
1, S, 3, S, instead of 5", and so on.

17. Suppose, for example, that y=4, we have c= 4b+a
and c' = 4b' + a', and we may insert between the fractions

A C—, and —7) three intermediate fractions, which will be
a' c' ,
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B+A 2b + A Sii+A

7+7" 2b'+a" 3n' + A''

Now, it is evident, that the denominators of these fractions

form an increasing arithmetical series from a' to c' ; and we
shall see that the fractions themselves also increase con-

A C
tinually from — to -y ; so that it would now be impossible

to insert in the series

A B + A 2b + A 3b + A 4b+ A C

T" 7+1" 2b'+ a" 3b' + a" 47+1" °^ "7'

any fraction, whose value would fall between the values of
two consecutive fractions, and whose denominator also would
be found between the denominators of the same fractions.

For, if we take the differences of the above fractions, since

ba' — ab' z: 1, we have,

B+A A 1

b'+ a'
~

a^ ~
a'(b' + a')

2b + A B + A 1

2b' +a' b' + a' (b'+a') X (2b'+ a')

3b + a 2b+a 1

3b'+ a' 2b'+ a'
"

(2b'+ a') X (3b'+ a')

c 3b+a _ 1

c' ~ 3b'+ a'
"

(3b'+ a')c'
'

whence we immediately perceive, that the fractions

—.-, —. r, &c. continually increase^ since their differences
a" b' +a" ^ '

are all positive ; then, as those differences are equal to unity, if

divided by the product of the two denominators, we may
prove, by a reasoning analogous to that which we employed

(Art. 12), that it is impossible for any fraction, —, to fall be-

tween two consecutive fractions of the preceding series, if

the denominator n fall between the denominators of those

fractions ; or, in general, if it be less than the greater of the

two denominators.

Farther, as the fractions of which we speaR are all greater

than the real value of a, and the fraction —r is less than it, it
b'

is evident that each of those fractions will approximate to-

wards the value of the quantity a, so that the difference

1 1 2
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will be less than that of the same fraction and the fraction

—r; now, we find
b'

A B 1

a' b'
~

a'b'

B +

A

B 1

b' + a' b'
~

(b' + a')b'

2b+a B 1

2b' + a' b'
~ (2b'+a')b'

3b +A B 1

3b' + a' b' ~(3b' + a')b'

c B 1

c' b'
~

c'b''

Therefore, since these differences are also equal to unity

divided by the product of the denominators, we may apply

to them the reasoning of Article 12, to prove that no fraction,

77t—, can fall between any one of the fractions
n •'

A B-f"A 2b4-A B—r, —. 7, r—

;

,, &c. and the fraction —r, if the denomi-
a" b'+ a" 2b' + a' b"

nator n be less than that of the same fraction ; whence it

follows, that each of those fractions approximates towards

the quantity a nearer than any other fraction less than a, and
having a less denominator ; that is to say, expressed in

simpler terms.

18. In the preceding Article, we have only considered the

\ c
intermediate fractions between —r, and—r ; but the same will

A C'

C
be found true of the intermediate fractions between -r, and

c'

E EG.
—,, between -7 and -7, &,c. if e, ij, &c. are numbers greater
E E G

thain unity.

AVe may also apply what we have just said with respect to

,„ .AC„ ,, .BDF„
the iirst series -;, —,, &c. to the other series -,, —:, —r, &c.

a' c" b' d' f'

so that if the numbers ^, ?, are greater than unity, we may

insert between the fractions —r and —r, -7 and —r, &c. dif-
b' d" d' f'
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ferent intermediate fractions, all greater than a, but which
will continually diminish, and will be such as to express the

quantity a more exactly than could be done by any other

fraction greater than a, and expressed in simpler terms.

Farther, if /3 is also a number greater than unity, we may
a

likewise place before the fractiotis -: the fractions^
b'

A+1 2a+1 3a4-1 „ ^ jSa+1
, . b—

:j
—, —^— , —5—

, ccc. as tar as —r—
, that is -, and

these fractions will have the same properties as the other in-

termediate fractions.

In this manner, we have these two complete series of

fractions converging towards the quantity a.

Fractions increasing and less than a.

A B+A 2b+a 3b+ a yB+A
7" 7+v' 2b' + a" Sb'+a" ^^' ^^7+^"

c D + c 2d+c 3d + c „ fD + C— fie
c" d' + c" 2d'+c" 3d' + c" £d' + c"

I F+E 2f + e 3f + e -

e" f' + e" 2f' + e" 3f' + e''

Fractioms decreasing and greater than a.

a + 1 8a + 1 3a+ 1 /3a + 1

B C -1- B 2c+ B Jc + B

"7' 7+T" 27T7' ^^7+7'

D E+ D 2e+D 3e+D
1^' eT^" 2e'+d" 3e' + d"

If the quantity a be irrational, or transcendental, the two

preceding series will go on to infinity, since the series of

ABC
fractions —,, -r, —„ &c. which in future we shall call

a' b' c'

principal fractions, to distinguish them from the intermediate

fractions, goes on of itself to infinity. (Art. 10.)

But if the quantity a be rational, and equal to any fraction,

V ...— , we have seen in that article, that the series in question

will terminate, and that the last fraction of that series will be
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V .

the fraction —r itself; therefore, this fraction must also ter-
v'

minate one of the above two series, but the other series will

go on to infinity.

In fact, suppose that 5 is the last denominator of the

continued fraction ; then —y will be the last of the principal

fractions, and the series of fractions greater than a will be

terminated by this same fraction —p. Now, the other series

of fractions less than a, will naturally stop at the fraction

—jj which precedes —p ; but to continue it, we have only

to consider that the denominator e, which must follow the

last denominator J, will be = x (Art. 3) ; so that the

fraction —p, which would follow — in the series ofprincipal

c • ,,, OOD + C D ,1, /..
tractions, would be -, r = —; * ; now, by the law of in-

ood'-j-c' d'
•'

termediate fractions, it is evident that, since g = x , we
C E

might insert between the fractions —;- and -y, an infinite
C E

number of intermediate fractions, which would be

D-f-c 2d-(-c 3d-|-c

d4^' Sd'H-c" anH-"^'

So that in this case, after the fraction —,in the first series of

fractions, we may also place the intermediate fractions we
speak of, and continue them to infinity,

19. Problem. A fraction expressed by a great number
of figures being given, to find all the fractions, in less terms,

which approach so near the truth, that it is impossible to

approach nearer without employing greater ones.

* Because an infinite quantity cannot be increased by ad-
dition ; and therefore go d + e = oo d, and oo d' -|- c == ood' ;

consequently,

OCD -f C CCD D

qod'+c ood
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This problem will be easily resolved by the theory which
we have explained.

We shall begin by reducing the fraction proposed to a

continued fraction after the method of Art. 4, observing to

take all the approximate values less than the real ones, in

order that the numbers jS, 7, $, &c. may be all positive

;

then, by the assistance of the. numbers found, a, (3, y, &c.

we form, according to the formulae of Art. 10, the fractions

^l '

c—p, &c. the last of which will necessai'ily be the

same as the fraction proposed ; because in that case the con-

tinued fraction terminates. Those fractions will alternately

be less and greater than the given fraction, and will be suc-

cessively expressed in greater terms ; and farther, they will be
such, that each of those fractions will be nearer the given

fraction than any other fraction can be, which is expressed

in terms less simple. So that by these means we shall

have all the fractions, that will satisfy the conditions of

the problem, expressed in lower terms than the fraction

proposed.

If we wish to consider separately the fractions which are

less, and those which are greater, than the given fraction, we
may insert between the above fractions as many interviediate

fractions as we can, and form from them two series of con-

verging fractions, the one all less, and the other all greater

than the fraction proposed (Art. 16, 17, and 18) ; each of

which series will have separately the same properties, as the

A B P
series of principal fractions — , -^ , —|^, &c. for the frac-

tions in each series will be successively expressed in greater

terms, and each of them will approximate nearer to the

value of the fraction proposed than could be done by any
other fraction whether less, or greater, than the given frac-

tion, but expressed in simpler terms.

It may also happen, that one of the intermediate fractions

of one series does not approximate towards the given fraction

so nearly, as one of the fractions of the other series, although

expressed in terms less simple than the former; for this

reason, it is not proper to employ intermediate fractions, ex-

cept when we wish to have the fractions sought either all

less, or all greater, than the given fraction.

20. Example 1. According to M. de la Caille, the solar

year is ^665^. 5''. 48'. 49", and, consequently, longer by 5''

48'. 49" than the common year of 365**. If this difference
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were exactly 6 hours, it would make one day at the end of
four common years : but if we wish to know, exactly, at the

end of how many years this diffeience will produce a certain

number of days, we must seek the ratio between S^*", and
5^ 48'. 49'', which we find to be 1-^4—; so that at the end
of 86400 common years, we must intercalate 20929 days, in

order to reduce them to tropical years.

Now, as the ratio of 86400 to 20929 is expressed in very

high terms, let it be required to find ratios, in lower terms,

as near this as possible.

For this purpose, we must reduce the fraction |o4t^ ^^ ^

continued fraction, by the rule given in Art. 4, which is

the same as that by which the greatest common divisor of
two given numbers is found. This will give us

20929)86400(4 = a
83716

2684)20929(7 = ^
18788

2141)2684(1 = y
2141

543)2141(3 = *

1629

512)543(1 = £

512

31)512(16 = ^

496

16)31(1 = r,

16

15)16(1 = 6

15
»

1)15(15 = I

15

0.

Now, as we know all the quotients a, |3, y, &c. we easily

A B
form from them the series —, . —r, &c. in the following

a' b'
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manner

:

4, 7,
4 19

1,

3 3

3,
I 7.8
TV »

I, 16, I,

I6i 1704 1865
To" ? 6 5 5' S'9+ J

1,

S 5 69
I 3 4 y

'

15.
86400
10 9 1 9 J

489

the last fraction being the same as the one proposed.
In order to facilitate the formation of these fractions, we

first write, as is here done, the series of quotients 4, 7, 1, &c.
and place under these coefficients the fractions 4} V, V, &c.
which result from them.
The first fraction will have for its numerator the number

which is above it, and for its denominator unity.

The second will have for its numerator the product of
the number which is above it by the numerator of the first,

plus unity, and for its denominator the number itself which
is above it.

The third will have for its numerator the product of
the number which is above it by the numerator of the
second, plus that of the first ; and, in the same manner,
for its denominator, the product of the number which is

above it by the denominator of the second, plus that of the
first.

And, in general, each fraction will have for its numerator
the product of the number which is above it by the nu-
merator of the preceding fraction, plus that of the second
preceding one ; and for its denominator the product of the
same number by the denominator of the preceding fraction,

plus that of the second preceding one.

So that 29 = 7 X 4 + 1, 7 = 7; 33 = 1 x 29 + 4,

8 = 1x7 + 1; 128 = 3 X 33 + 29, 31 = 3 x 8 + 7,
and so on; which agrees with the formulae of Art. 10.

Now, we see from the fractions 4, ^j ¥> &c. that the
simplest intercalation is that of one day in four common
years, which is the foundation of the Julian Calendar; but
that we should approximate with more exactness by inter-

calating only 7 days in the space of 29 common years, or
eight in the space of 33 years, and so on.

It appears farther, that as the fractions 4, y, y, &c. are
alternately less and greater than the fraction |||4|^, or

24''
.

e-i, . Q, .Q„ , the intercalation of one day in four years would

be too much, that of seven days in twenty-nine years too

little, that of eight days in thirty-three years too much, and
so on ; but each of these intercalations will be the most
exact that it is possible to make in the same space of time.

Now, if we arrange in two separate series the fractions
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that are less, and those that are greater than the given
fraction, we may also insert different secondary fractions

to complete the series ; and, for this purpose, we shall follow

the same process as before, but taking successively, instead

of each number of the upper series, all the integer numbers
less than that number, when there are any.

So that, considering first the increasing fractions,

I, 1, I, 15,
± 3 3 I 6 1 2_8 6 5 ^6 4^°£
I' T' 39' 69+' a'bgio'

we see that, since unity is above the second, the third, and
the fourth, we cannot place any intermediate fraction, either

between the first and the second, or between the second and
the third, or between the third and the fourth ; but as the

last fraction stands below the number 15, we may place,

between that fraction and the preceding, fourteen inter-

mediate fractions, the numerators * of which will form the

arithmetical progression 2865 + 5569, 2865 + 2 x 5569,
2865 + 3 X 5569, &c. their denominators will also form
the arithmetical progression 694 + 1349, 694 + 2 x 1349,

694 + 3 X 1349, &c.

So that the complete series of increasing fractions will be

1 6 I g 8 6 5 8 4 3 4 I 400 3 19 57^ Z 5 i 4 i

39' 694' X043> T39i' 4TTT ' 6 O 9 O '

3 6_2 7 9 41848 47417 5 2, 986 S 8 S 5 S

8 7 TS" ' 10 13 7' I I486' i 2.TTT' T4: 184'
6969 3 7 5 ^ 6 g 8 o 8 3 I ^_AJ1P1688 2,5 I823I' I 9 5 b o5 2 o y z 9 •

And, as the last fraction is the same as the given fraction, it

is evident that this series cannot be carried farther. Hence,
if we choose to admit those intercalations only in which the

error is too much, the simplest and most exact will be those

of one day in four years, or of eight days in thirty-three

years, or of thirty-nine in a hundred and sixty-one years,

and so on.

Let us now consider the decreasing fractions,

7, 3, J6, I.

2 9 i as a 7 o 4 5 5 6 9
T ' TT > "S 5 S ' TT+ 9 •

And first, on account of the number 7, which is above the

first fraction, we may place six others before it, the nume-
rators of which will form the arithmetical progression,

4 -{- 1, 2 x 4 -f 1, 3 X 4 + 1, &c.

and the denominators of which will form the progression

* Because 44tt is the principal fraction between Vt^ >
^^^

i^T-TTJ ^s is found in the foregoing scries. See page 485. B.
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1, 2, 3, &:c. * ; also, on account of the number 3, we may
place two intermediate fractions between the first and the

second; and between the second and the third we may-

place fifteen, on account of the number 16 which is above the

third ; but between this and the last we cannot insert any,
because the number above it is unity.

Farther, we must remark, that, as the preceding series is

not terminated by the given fraction, we may continue it as

far as we please, as we have shewn, Art. 18. So that we
shall have this series of decreasing fractions.

5 9 I 3 17 Z 1

> T5
2 s 29
6- > T >

62 95
15' 23

123
J

2 8 9
To J

450 6
I 9 > I

11 7 7 2 9 3^
7> 226>

I 094
26 5 J

12 5 5

30+ J

1416
3 + 3 »

15 7 7 17 3 8
4- 2 I >

1899
4-60 J

2 6
4-9 9 J

2 2 2 1 2

5 T 8" '

i 3 8 2
S 7 7 5

2 543
6 I 6 >

2704. S 5 69
13+95

91969 I 7 8 3 <

> +320
)9 2647 69 3 5 I I 69

6 5 S > a 2. 2 7 S 7 > 6 + 113 6' 8 506S
437 569 Sjc
I 0T9 94' "

which are all less than the fraction proposed, and approach
nearer to it than any other fractions expressed in simpler
terms.

Hence we may conclude, that if we only attend to the

intercalations, in which the error is too small, the simplest

and most exact are those of one day in five years, or of two
days in nine years, or of three days in thirteen years, &c.

In the Gregorian calendar, only ninety-seven days are in-

tercalated in four hundred years ; but it is evident, from
the preceding series, that it would be much more exact, to

intercalate a hundred and nine days in four hundred and
fifty years.

But it must be observed, that in the Gregorian reforma-
tion, the determination of the year given by Copernicus was
made use of, which is 365*^. 5\ 49'. 20''

: and substituting

this, instead of the fraction 1%-—, we shall have ||4§^|, or
rather 444 ; whence we may find, by the preceding method,
the quotients 4, 8, 5, 3, and from them the principal

fractions,

4, 8, 5, 3.

± 33 I_69 5 40
iJ 8' 4i' I3i>

which, except the first two, are quite different from the
fractions found before. However, we do not perceive

among them the fraction tj^° adopted in the Gregorian
calendar; and this fraction cannot even be found among
the intermediate fractions, which may be inserted in

* See page 4<85.
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the two series ±, '^-j? , and y , 44I ; for it is evident, that it

could fall only between those last fractions, between Avhich,

on account of the number i^, which is above the fraction 4tt>
there may be inserted two intermediate fractions, which will

be '^-^~, and y^' ; whence it appears, that it would have
been more exact, if in the Gregorian reformation they had
only intercalated ninety days in the space of three hundred
and seventy-one years.

If we reduce the fraction 'L^°, so as to have for its nu-
merator the number 86400, it will become -|o4^y|, which
estimates the tropical year at 365'^. 5^. 49'. 12".

In this case, the Gregorian intercalation Avould be quite

exact; but as observations make the year to be shorter

by more than 20'', it is evident that, at the end of a certain

period of time, we must introduce a new intercalation.

If we keep to the determination of M. de la Caille, as

the denominator 97 of the fraction tP/ hes between the de-

nominators of the fifth and sixth principal fractions already

found, it follows, from what we have demonstrated (Art. 14),

that the fraction '3— will be nearer the truth than the frac-

tion "^ ; but as astronomers are still divided with regard

to the real length of the year, we shall refrain from giving a

decisive opinion on this subject ; our only object in the

above detail is to facilitate the means of understanding con-

tinued fractions and their application : with this view, we
shall also add the following example.

21. Example 2. We have already given, in Art. 8, the

continued fraction, which expresses the ratio of the circum-

ference of the circle to the diameter, as it results from the

fraction of Ludolph ; so that we have only to calculate,

according to the manner taught in the preceding example,

the series of fractions, converging towards that ratio, which
will be

3j 7, 15, 1, 292, 1, 1,

Z^ a a 3 3 3 3^5 5 103993 10434.8 g 08 3 4 1

1 > T ' 10 65 I TT> 33I02> 33215? 663I7>

1, 2, 1, 3, 1,
31a 6 8 9 8 3 3 7 i 9 i i 4. 6 4- O 8 4, 2 729 4 3 54. 1 935 i

9 9 STl ' X'STTTTJ 3 6 4-9'J i > i 3 6 I 2" O > TTi 5 O 3 T>

14, 2, 1, 1,

8 14 3 8 5 7 16 5707065 2 4 5 8 5 09^1 41155 7^9 8 T
ass 1058 2J 5274 6 197 ' 7 8 256779 ' » 3 i O 6 2 9 77'

2, 2, 2
I 06 8 96 6 8 9_6 a 54949 I779 61679504 5 4
T40 2 6 2TT1 ' T'lSas+SS ' i 9 6i i'i'9 6C1i

2, 1, 84,
I 4 8 8 5 3 9^-68 7 a 1 O 53343i4i 1783366 2 1 6 5 3 I

47 5 8 I 67 6 S a J TTCTTTTTTs"



5 3 7 115
1,

19917 34-
I 7 09690779+83'

15,
l397SS2i8Sa6789
4-4-4iii+6770Z853 >
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2,
3 S87785776I03
I I + 2 O 17632075

I,

8 9589 37 7 68937
285I7IS+61558'

3, 1 3,
4. 2822 45 9334-9304- AZ£ 66 749320 6 7 74 I

1 3 6 3 8 I 2 I 5 7 O Ii7> ' I8i^49i0 48 i 14 37 "4

'

61348 9952 5417045 3024627303 3735921
195279916 9 6 8 4 4 9I» 9627687726S5 2:TT'8" '

2, 6,
666 27445 5 9 ^8888 87 4 3001O 9 46591O69243
21 208 174623389 I67> 13687673 5467 I87340>

6, I,

2 6 46 693125 1 39304 34s 30767 040 71730373588
842468587 4 2 6 5 i 3 20 7? 9793453 22893 700547 •

These fractions will therefore be alternately less and
greater than the real ratio of the circumference to the

diameter ; that is to say, the first -f
will be less, the second

y: greater, and so on; and each of them will approach
nearer the truth than can be done by any other fraction ex-

pressed in simpler terms ; or, in general, having a deno-

minator less than that of the succeeding fraction : so that we
may be assured that the fraction 4- approaches nearer the

truth than any other fraction Avhose denominator is less than

7; also the fraction "^^ approaches nearer the truth than
any other fraction whose denominator is less than 106 ; and
so of others.

With regard to the error of each fraction, it will always
be less than unity divided by the product of the deno-
minator of that fraction, by the denominator of the following

fraction. Thus, the error of the fraction 4 will be less than

1
~, that of the fraction V will be less than =—ttt^., and so^ ' 7x 106

on. But, at the same time, the error of each fraction will

be greater than unity divided by the product of the de-

nominator of that fraction, into the sum of this denominator,
and of the denominator of the succeeding fraction; so

that the error of the fraction 4 will be greater than ~,

1
that of the fraction %? greater tlian ^ ttt,? and so on

^ ^ 7 X 113

(Art. 14).

If we now wish to separate the fractions that are less than
the ratio of the circumference to the diameter, from those

which are greater, by inserting the proper intermediate

fractions, we may form two series of fractions, the one in-
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creasing, and the other decreasing, towards the true ratio in

question ; in this manner we shall have

Fractions less than the ratio of the circumference to the

diameter.

i z} ±L ^9 51 113 135 157 I_7J
1' 8'> i5> ia' a'9» 3 6' TT ' To' 5 57'
2_oj gas a 4 5 a 6 7 2_8_9 3 i_i 33^ AJ.1.6+' 71' 78' TT ' 9 2.' 9~9 ' id6> ai9>
J O 4 3 1398 1753 ai08 1463 Sirf,
33 n i 4Trr ' TTT ' "eTT ' TT4 '

"''"•

Fractions greater than the ratio of the circumference to the

diameter.

4 7_ lO 13 i_6 19 ii 3 5 5 1 04 3 4 3
iJ 2» 3' T' 5' 6' T' 113' 33215'
3 116 8 9* 114 6 40 8 5 4 I 9 3 5 I 855632.08 16570 7 06 5

99531' 364913' 1725033' 17 13 5 6 1 5' 5 1? 4 (5 1 9 7 '

4 1 1557987 148O514883 Q^r-,

T 3 100 2976' 47 i 1 6 5 7 O 7 5
^^*^'

Each fraction of the first series approaches nearer the

truth than any other fraction whatever, expressed in simpler

terms, and the error of which consists in being too small

;

and each fraction of the second series likewise approaches

nearer the truth than any other fraction, which is expressed

in simpler terms, and the error of which consists in its being

too large.

These series would become very long, if we were to con-

tinue them as far as we have done that of the principal

fractions before given. The limits of this work do not

permit us to insert them at full length ; but they may be

found, if wanted, in Chap. XI. of Wallis's Algebra. {Opcr.

Mathemat.).

SCHOLIUM.

22. The first solution of this problem was given by Wallis

in a small treatise, which he added to the posthumous works
of Horrox, and it is to be found in his Algebra as quoted
above ; but the method of this author is indirect, and veiy

laborious. That which we have given belongs to Huygens,
and is to be considered as one of the principal discoveries of

that great mathematician. The construction of his pla-

netary automaton appears to have led him to it : for, it is

evident, that, in order to represent the motions and periods

of the planets exactly, we should employ wheels, in which
the teeth are precisely in the same ratios, with respect to

number, as the periods in question ; but as teeth cannot be
multiplied beyond a certain limit, depending on the size of
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the wheel, and, besides, as the periods of the planets are in-

commensurable, or, at least, cannot be represented, with any
exactness, but by very large numbers, we must content our-

selves with an approximation ; and the difficulty is reduced

to finding ratios expressed in smaller numbers, which ap-

proach the truth as nearly as possible, and nearer than

any other ratios can, that are not expressed in greater

numbers.
Huygens resolves this question by means of continued

fractions as we have done; and explains the manner of
forming those fractions by continual divisions, and then

demonstrates the principal properties of the converging

fractions, which result from them, without forgetting even
the intermediate fractions. See, in his Opera Posthuma, the

Treatise entitled Desc7-iptio Automati Planetarii.

Other celebrated mathematicians have since considered

continued fractions in a more general manner. We find

particularly in the Commentaries of Petersburgh (Vol. IX.
and XI. of the old, and Vol. IX. and XI. of the new),

Memoirs by M. Euler, full of the most profound and ingenious

researches on this subject; but the theory of these fractions,

considered in an arithmetical view, which is the most
curious, has not yet, I think, been cultivated so much as it

deserves; which was my inducement for composing this

small Treatise, in order to render it more familiar to mathe-
maticians. See, also, the Memoirs of Berlin for the years

1767, and 1768.

I have only to observe farther, that this theory has a
most extensive application through the whole of arithmetic

;

and there are few problems in that science, at least among
those for which the common rules are insufficient, which do
not, directly or indirectly, depend on it.

John Bernoulli has made a happy and useful application

of it in a new species of calculation, which he devised for

facilitating the construction of Tables of proportional parts.

See Vol. I. of his Recueilpour les Astronomes.

CHAP. II.

Solution ofsome curious and new Arithmetical Problems.

Although the problems, which we are now to consider, are

immediately connected with the preceding, and depend on
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the same principles, it will be proper to treat of them in a

direct manner, without supposing any thing of what has been

before demonstrated: by which means we shall have the

satisfaction of seeing how necessarily these subjects lead

to the theory of Continued Fractions. Besides, this theory

will be rendered much more evident, and receive from it a

greater degree of perfection.

23. Problem 1. A positive quantity a, Avhether rational or

not, being given, to find two integer positive numbers, p and

q, prime to each other ; such, that p — aq (abstracting from

the sign), may be less than it would be, if we assigned to p
and q any less values w'hatever.

In order to resolve this problem directly, we shall begin

by supposing that we have already found values ofp and q,

which have the requisite conditions ; wherefore, assuming for

7- and s, any integer positive numbers less than p and q, the

value of p — aq must be less than that of r — as, abstract-

ing from the signs of these two quantities; that is to say,

taking them both positive : now, if the numbers r and s be

such, that ps — qr — ±i 1, (the upper sign applying when

p — aq is a positive number, and the under, when p — aq
is a negative number) we may conclude, in general,

that the value of the expression y — az will always be

greater (abstracting from the sign) than that of p — aq, as

long as we give to s and i/ only integer values, less than

those of p and q, we may hence draw the following con-

clusion.

Fii'st, it is evident, that we may suppose, in general,

7/ = pt + ru, and z = qt -\- ru, t and u being two unknown
quantities. Now, by the resolution of these equations, we

,
sy— rz qy—pz -, -, o •

have t zz — , u =. =^
; and therefore, smce

ps—qr qr—ps
ps — qr = ± 1, t = ± [si/ — 7-z), and u = ± [qi/ ~ pz)

;

whence it is evident, that t and 7i will always be integer num-
bers, since p, q, r, s, y, and z are supposed to be integers.

Therefore, since t and n are integer numbers, and p, q, r, s

integer positive numbers, it is evident, in order that the values

of j/ and z may be less than those of/? and q, that the num-
bers t and u must necessarily have different signs.

Now, I say, that the value of r — as will also have a dif-

ferent sign from that of p — aq; for, making p — aq = r,

7) P ?' It

and r — as =. r, we shall have - = a -\- -, - = aA—

;

q
* q s s

. , p r 1
but the equation, ps— qr = + 1, gives -— - = +— ;
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wherefore — ±_-— ; and, since we suppose the doubt-

ful sign to be taken conformably to that of the quantity

1 .PR
,

/? — «2', or p, the quantity must be positive, if r be

positive ; and negative, if p be negative : now, as * Z gf, and

R P
a 7 P {hup.), it is evident that - 7 -, (abstracting from

s q ^

the sign) ; therefore, the quantity will always have

its sign different from that of - ; that is to say, from that

of R, since s is positive ; and, consequently, p and r will ne-
cessarily have different signs.

This being laid down, we shall have, by substituting the
above values ofy and z,

y — az — {p — aq)t + (;• — as)u =. vt -\- rz«.

Now t and u having different signs, as well as p and r, it is

evident, that vt and ku will be quantities of like signs;

therefore, since t and u are integer numbers, it is clear that

the value of j/ — az will always be greater than p ; that is

to say, than the value oip — aq, abstracting from the signs.

But it remains to know whether, v/hen the numbers p and
q are given, we can always find numbers r and s less than
those, and such that ps — qr = +1, the doubtful signs being
arbitrary ; now, this follows evidently from the theory of
continued fractions ; but it may be demonstrated directly,

and independently of that theory. For the difficulty is re-

duced to proving, that there necessarily exists an integer and
positive number less than p, which being assumed for r,

will make qr ± 1 divisible by p. Now, suppose we suc-

cessively substitute for r the natural numbers 1, 2, 3, &c. as
far as /?, and that we divide the numbers g' ± 1 , 9,q ±\,
Sq + \, &.C.

i^g' + 1 by p, we shall then have p remainders
less than p, which will necessarily be all different from one
another ; since, for example, \i mq ±_ 1, and nq ±1 (vi and
n being distinct integer numbers not exceeding p), when di-

vided by p, give the same remainder, it is evident that their

difference {m — n)q, must be divisible by p ; now, this is im-
{)ossible, because q is prime to p, and m — 11 is a. number
ess than p.
Therefore, since all the remainders in question are integer,

positive numbers less than p, and different from each other,

K K
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and are p in number, it is evident that must be among
those remainders, and, consequently, that there is one of the

numbers q + ^, ^q + I, Qq + 1, ^c. pq ± 1, which is di-

visible by^:>. Now, it is evident that this cannot be the last ; so

that there is certainly a value of r less than p, which wiU
make rq + 1 divisible by p ; and it is evident, at the same
time, that the quotient will be less than q ; therefore there

will always be an integer and positive value of r less than j),

and another similar value of s, and less than q, which will

satisfy the equation s = —-^, or ps — q?- — + 1.

24). The question is therefore now reduced to this ; to find

four positive whole numbers, p, q, r, s, the last two of which

may be less than the first two ; that is, rip, and s L q, and
such, that ps— qr = ±: 1 ; farther, that the quantities p — aq,

and r — as^ may have different signs, and, at the same time,

that r — as may be a quantity greater than p—aq, abstract-

ing from the signs.

In order to simplify, let us denote r by p\ and s by ^', so

that we have p^ — gjj' r=: + 1 ; and as q 7 q {hi/p.), let a be
the quotient that would be produced by the division of q by

q\ and let the remainder be q', which will consequently be
Z (^ ; also, let /x' be the quotient of the division of q' by q',

and q;" the remainder, which will be Z q" ; in like manner,

let jw," be the quotient of the division of q^' by g'"', and q" the

remainder Z g-'", and so on, till there is no remainder ; in

this way, we shall have

9 = ^ ^ + ?"

q^ =^q" -'rq'"
qi = [x,"q"i + q'"

q'" = [x,"'q'''+ q\ &c.

where the numbers p., ju-', /x", 8cc. will all be integer and

positive, and the numbers j)-> q\ q") <?'"> ^^.c. will also be in-

teger and positive, and will form a series decreasing to

nothing.

In like manner, let us suppose

p = [J'P' + p"

p' =ijjp" +p"'
pf = fjip'" + p^'-

p"' =
fjj''p'" + J)\ &c.

And as the numbers p and^ are considered here as given,

as well as the numbers /x, |u,', ,a", &c. we may determine from

these equations the numbers p", p'", /?*", Sec. which will

evidently be all integer.
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Now, as we must have 'pq — qi^ — + 1» wc shall also

have, by substituting- the preceding values of }) and §', and
effacing Avhat is destroyed,^Y — q'p^ = ± 1. Again, sub-

stituting in this equation the values of p' and 5^', there will re-

sult 'p^q" — q''p"' =: + 1, and so on ; so that we shall have,

generally,

p q' — q p' = ± 1

p' q' — q' p" = + 1

So that, if 5'"', for example, were = 0, we should have
— (^'p" = + 1 ; also, §-" rr 1, and p^" = + 1 : but if </'' were
= 0, we should have — q^^'p^" rr :f 1 ; therefore g'"' — 1, and
p^^ = + 1 ; so that, in general, if qz = 0, we shall have
qo—^ z= 1 ; and then /^? = + 1, if p is even, and j!;^ = ^ 1,

if p is odd.

Now, as we do not previously know whether the upper, or

the under sign is to take place, we must successively sup-

poLS^e = 1, and == — 1 : but I say that one of these cases

Ya:.j at all times be reduced to the other ; and, for this pur-
pose, it is evidently sufficient to prove, that we can always

make the ^ of the term q?, which must be nothing, either

even, or odd, at pleasure.

For example, let us suppose that q^^' = 0, we shall then

have q" = 1, and q' 7 1, that is q" = 2, or 7 2, because

the numbers q, q\ q", &;c. naturally form a decreasing series ;

therefore, since q" = iJ'q'" -\- q" ; we shall have g'' — (J', so

that ju,"rr or 7 2 ; thus, if we choose, we may diminish yJ'hy

unity,without that number being reduced to nothing, and then

q", which was 0, will become 1, and q^zzO ; for putting [^"—1,

instead of ^a", we shall have q' =. {i^"
— 1)q" + q''' ; but

5" rr ju,", q'" = 1 ; wherefore, q^" =. 1 ; then having
q'" zz ^"q'^ + q'', that is, 1 =. ju,'" -j- q"'\ we shall necessarily

have ju-'" = 1, and q"' zz 0.

Hence we may conclude, in general, that if qi =: 0, we
shall have q^

—
^ = 1, and^? =: + 1, the doubtful sign being

arbitrary.

Now, if we substitute the values of^ and q, given by the

preceding formulas, in /? — aq, those of p' and <^', in p^— aq\
and so of others, we shall have

p — aq = y. (p' —aq' ) + p" — aq"

p' — aq' = ijJ Ip" —aq" ) + p'" — aq'"

p" — aq'' = (J^''{p"' ~aq"') -l-p'^ — aq'"
pin _ ^^111 _ ^y;"^^iv_^^iv^ + p^ — aq% Sec.

whence Ave find

K K 2
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acf — p" p —aq
p'— ag' p — aq

^ aq"'-p"' p'-ag'
f* pii-og" '^ pi'— ag<'

II _ ^^" ~ P'^ P" "~ ^^'

^ ~ p"~uf ^ f~af

2^" — ag^^ p'" — aq''-

Now, as by hypothesis the quantities p — oq, and p'— aq',

are of different signs ; and farther, as p' — aq' (abstracting

from the signs) must be greater than p — aq, it follows

that — „ will be a negative quantity, and less than unity.

Tliereforc, in order that ^^ may be an integer, positive num-

aq"-p"
bar, as it must, it is evident, that -r ; must be a po-

p — aq'

sitive quantity greater than unity ; and it is obvious, at the

same time, that fL can only be the integer number, that is

immediately less than ~~ —
; that is to say, contained be-

, ,. . aq"—j)" , aq" — p" , ^
tween the limits -^ ,» and -r —, — 1 ; tor since

p — aq' p — aq

p — aq aq"— rl'

I 7 0, and Z l,we shall have y^ Z -^
j
and

p'—aq '
' ~ p—ap
aq" — p
p— aq'

an" — p"
Also, since we have seen, that -7 y must be a positive

p — ctd
quantity greater than unity, it follows that — 7, Avill be

a negative quantity less than unity, (I say less than unity,

abstracting from the sign). Wherefore, in order that i^J may
aq"— p'"

be an integer, positive number, -^
j^
must be a positive

quantity greater than unity, and consequently the number jw.

can only be the integer number, which will be immediately

aq'"—p"'
below the quantity -~j ^,.

In the same manner, and from the consideration, that f*"
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must be an integer, positive number, we may prove, that the

quantity -~
;;•, will necessarily be positive, and greater

than unity, and that f^" can only be the integer number im-
mediately below the same quantity ; and so on.

It follows, 1st, that the quantities p — ag, p — aq',

p'' — aq", &c. will successively have different signs ; that is,

alternately positive and negative, and will form a series con-
tinually increasing. 2dly, that if we denote by the sign Z
the integer number which is immediately less than the value
of the quantity placed after that sign, we shall have, for the

determination ojf the numbers ju,, yJ, |u,", &c.

ad'— p"

f* ^1—

^

' p'— aq

^ ^ f-a^'

l^ ^p"'-aq"'

Now, we have already seen, that the series q, q\ q'^ &c.

must terminate in ; and that then the preceding term will

be 1, and the term corresponding to in the other series

p, p', p", &c. will be = + 1 at pleasure.

For example, let us suppose that 5*" = 0, we shall then

have q'" = 1, and p^" — 1; therefore

p'" — aq'" = p'" — a, and
p'"— aq'" = 1;

therefore p'"— a must be a negative quantity, and less than

1, abstracting from the sign ; that is, a — p'" must be 7 0,

and Z 1 ; so that p'" must be the integer number im-
mediately below a ; we shall therefore know the values of
these four terms,

p^ = 1 q" =
p'" L a f = 1

by means of which, going back through the former formulae,

we may find all the preceding terms. We shall first have
the value of /x", then we shall have p" and q', by the formulae,

p" =z
fjj'p'" + p'% and

q" = ^y + ^'v

;

from which we shall get {j^', and then p' and q' ; and so of the

rest.

In general, let q? — 0, then we shall have q=.—^, and

p^ zi I ; and shall prove, as before, that p"—^ can only be the
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integer number immediately below a ; so that we shall have

these four terras,

p^ = 1 ^e =
joe— 1 /_ a ^?—1 = 1 ;

M'e shall then have

cm—pi 1
P-s-- z.—r

—

-—I ^p^— — aqi—' a — p?—

JO.?—^ zl

aq^—'^ — pi

jn— — aqi—
^f—3 =r ixi—^pi—'^ + /»?—', g'e—^ = fj/^—^q?—- + ??—

S

and so on.

In this manner, therefore, we may go back to the first

terms, ^ and q; but it must be observed, that all the suc-

ceeding terms, p', q', p', q\ &c. possess the same properties,

and serve equally to resolve the problem proposed. For it

is evident, in the preceding formulae, that the numbers

P-> p'j P "> &c- ^'^d g, g-', g-", &c. are all integer and positive,

and form two series continually decreasing; the first of

which is terminated by unity, and the second by 0.

Farther, we have seen that these numbers are such, that

Vi ~ ^P' =^ i I5 pV — (ZP" — + 1> ^c. and that the quan-

tities p — aq, p' — a(f, p' — aq", &c. are alternately positive

and negative, and at the same time form a series continually

increasing. Whence it follows, that the same conditions

which exist among the four numbers p, q, r, s, or p, q, p\ q,
and on which, as we have seen, the solution of the problem

depends, equally exist among the numlxrs p\ q, ;;", q'\ and
among these, p", q'', p'\ cf, and so on.

Therefore, beginning with the last terms p% and 0?, and
going back always by the formula; we have just fou.iJ, we
shall successively have all the values ofp and q that can re-

solve the question proposed.

25. As the values of the terms ^e, p^—
', &c. q%, qv-^i Sec.

are independent of the exponent, c, we may abstract fi*om it,

and denote the terms of these two increasing series thus,

p% p\ p\ /', p'\ &c. q\ q', cf, q", q\ &C.

so that we shall have the following results.

/ = 1 (70 =
p' = 1^ 9\

= '^

?>' z= u! p' -\- \ <?'' := U,'

p"l = yj'f + p< q'" ^ iu,"/ -f.
q'

f^ = |.c"|p"' + p" q'^- = /x"'y'"+ q<

&C. &C.
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Then

>03

, p^-af 1

P Z. —7
,
Z-

aq —p a— [A

p"-aq"

,„
p" - aq"

^ ^ af—p"'

iw.'^ Z -f —^ &c.

Where the sign Z. denotes the integer number imme-
diately less than the value of the quantity placed after that

sign.

Thus, we shall successively find all the values ofp and q
that can satisfy the problem ; these values being only the

correspondent terms of the two series p°, jp', p", p'", &c. and

<t\ r/, /, /', &c.

26. Corollarij \. If we make

h =
p^ — ap^

aq'—p'

p"— aq^'

we shall have^ as it is easy to perceive,

1
b =

a—if'

_ 1

*" "~ b^<

d = :„ &C.
C— jM-"

and iJ!. L ci, yJ /L b, ijJ' L c, yJ" L d, &c. therefore the num-
bers jtjt, (jJ, jjJ', &c. will be no other than those which we have
denoted by a, /3, y, &c, in Art. 3 ; that is to say, these

numbers will be the terms of the continued fraction, which
represents the value of a ; so that we shall have here

,
1

Consequently, the numbers /V, p", p", &c. will be the nu-

/.'-h4,+,&c.
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merators, and </', q', (f\ &c. the denominators of the fractions

converging to a, fractions which we have already denoted byABC
^> ^> -n ^^' (Art. 10).

So that the whole is reduced to converting the value of a
into a continued fraction, having all its terms positive

;

which may be done by the methods already explained, pro-

vided we are ahvays careful to take the approximated values

too small ; then we shall only have to form the series of
principal fractions converging towards a, and the terms of
each of these fractions will give the values of p and q,

which will resolve the problem proposed ; so that — can

only be one of these fractions.

*^1. Corollary 2. Hence results a new property of the

fractions we speak of; calling — one of the princijjal frac-

tions converging towards a, (provided they are deduced
from a continued fraction, all the terms of which are positive),

the quantity j9 — aq will always have a less value (abstract-

ing from the sign), than it would have, were we to substitute

in the room of p and q any other smaller numbers.
28. Problem 2. The quantity

Ap"" + &p"'-^q -f cp"'-^q- +, &c. + yq"\

being proposed, in which a, b, c, &c. are given integers,

positive or negative, and p and q unknown numbers, which
must be integer and positive; it is required to determine
what values we must give to p and q, in order that the

quantity proposed may become the least possible.

Let a, /3, y, &c. be the real roots, and p + v V— 1,

ir + f //— Ij &c. the imaginary roots of the equation

AX'" -1- B>C'"-1 -I- CH»'-"- + , &C. + V = 0,

then we shall have, by the theory of equations,

Ap™ + iij)'"-^q + cf"--q- +, &c. + \q'" =
a(p - aq) X {p - ^q) X {p - yq) x

(/? - (/^ + V a/— l)y) X (;; - (^ - V v^ 1)<7) X

(i?
- C* + P V-l)q)x (p _ (tf _p -/- l)*^)....^:

A{p -aq)x {p - ^q) x (p — yq) X

( ip — i^qY-\-yY-) x i(p- mY+ f'?') * • • •

* Because (p—{i^ + v A/—l)q) x (p-{[x, - v^-l)q)
=.p- — 'ipiuq -f- [i/q^ 4- v'^q^ = (p — [uqY + v^y% and the same
with the others. B.
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Therefore the question is reduced to making the product

of the quantities /; — «(/, p — (^q, p — yq, &c. and

ip - mT' -h "'?% (p - "^^y + fq\ &c.

the least possible, when p and q are integer, positive numbers.

Now, suppose we have found the values of/; and q which
answer to the minimum ; and if we substitute other smaller

numbers for p and q, the product in question must acquire

a greater value. It will therefore be necessary for each of

the factors to increase in value. Now, it is evident, that if

a, for example, were negative, the factor p— aq would
always diminish, when p and q decreased ; the same thing

would happen to the factor {p — l^qY -\- V^q^, if {^ were
negative, and so of the others; whence it follows, that

among the simple real factors none but those where the roots

are positive, can increase in value ; and among the double
imaginary factors, those only, in which the real part of the

imaginary root is positive, can increase. Farther, it must
be remarked, with regard to these last, that in order that

{p ~ t^^V + "'2'" "i^y increase, whilst /> and q diminish, the

part {p ~
ix,q)- must necessarily increase, because the other

term -/q"^ necessarily diminishes ; so that the increase of this

factor will depend on the quantity p —
l^^q ', and so of the

others.

Therefore, the values of p and q, which answer to the

minimum, must be such, that the qviantity p — aq may in-

crease, by giving less values to /; and q, and taking for a one
of the real positive roots of the equation,

AX» + B?t™-1 + CK™-- +, &C. + V =: 0,

or one of the real positive parts of the imaginary roots of the

same equation, if there be any.

Let r and s be two integer, positive numbers less than p
and q; then r — as must be 7 (p — aq), abstracting from
the sign of the two quantities. Let us therefore suppose, as

in Art. 23, that these numbers are such, thatps — qr= + l,

the upper sign taking place, when p — aq is positive ; and
the under, when p — aq is negative ; so that the two quan-
tities p - aq, and r — as, become of different signs, and we
shall exactly have the case to which we reduced the pre-

ceding problem. Art. 24, and of which we have already
given the solution.

Hence, by Art. 26, the values of p and q will necessarily

be found among the terms of the principal fractions con-

verging towards a ; that is, towards any one of the quantities,

which we have said may be taken for a. So that we must
reduce all these quantities to continued fractions ; which
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may easily be done by the methods elsewhere taught, and then

deduce the converging fractions required: after which,wemust
successively make p equal to all the numerators of these

fractions, and q equal to the corresponding denominators,

and of these suppositions, that which shall give the least

value of the proposed function will necessarily answer like-

wise to the minimum required.

29. Scholium 1. We have supposed that the numbers ;;

and q must both be positive ; it is evident that if we were to

take them both neg-ative, no change would result in the

absolute value of the formula proposed ; it would onb"-

change its sign in the case of the exponent m being odd ; and
it would remain quite the same, in the case of the exponent
in being even : so that it is of no consequence what signs we
give the numbers p and q, when we suppose them both of

the same kind.

But it will not be the same, if we give different signs to p
and q ; for then the alternate terms of the equation proposed

will change their signs, which will also change the signs of

the roots a, /3, y, &c. /'- ± '' a/— 1, tj" ± f V— 1, &c. so

that those of the quantities a, p, y, &c. /x, tt, &:c. which
were negative, and consequently useless in the first case, will

become positive in this, and must be employed instead of the

other.

Hence, I conclude^ generally, that when Ave investigate tlie

minimum of the proposed formula, without any other re-

striction, than that of p and q being whole numbers, we
must successively take for a all the real roots a, /3, y, &:c.

and all the real parts p, tt, &c. of the imaginary roots of the

equation ah'" + b>c"'~^ + c->i"'~- +, &c. + v — 0; abstract-

ing from the signs of these quantities ; but then we must
give the same signs, or different signs, to ^; and q, according

as the quantity we have taken for a, had originally the

positive, or the negative sign.

30. Scholium 2. When amon^ the real roots a, p, y, &c.

there are some commensurable, then it is evident that the

quantity proposed will become nothing, by making— equal

to one of these roots ; so that in this case, properly speaking,

there will be no minimum. In all the other cases, it will be

impossible for the quantity in question to become 0, whilst

p and q are whole numbers. Now, as the coefficients a,

B, c, &c. are also whole numbers, by hypothesis, this quan-

tity will always be equal to a whole number; and, con-

sequently, it can never be less than unity.
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If we had, therefore, to resolve the equation

A/»"' + B/?^"-^<7 + cp"'-^q~ +, &c. + v<7"' = + 1,

in whole numbers, we must seek for the values ofp and q by

the method of the preceding problem, except in the case

where the equation

ax'" + BJC'"-^ + oC'-^ +, &C. + V = 0,

had roots, or any divisors commensurable ; for then, it is

evident, that the quantity

Aj)'" + Bjr-^q + cf'-^'q'^ 4- , &c.

might be decomposed into two or more similar quantities of

less degrees ; so that it would be necessary For each of these

partial formula? to be separately equal to unity, Avhich would

give at least two equations that would serve to determine p
and q. »

We have elsewhere given a solution of this last problem

{Memoires pour VAcademie de Berlin pour l'Amite 1768);

but the one we are going to explain is much more simple and

direct, although both depend on the same theory of con-

tinued fractions *.

31. Problem 3. Required the values of p and q, which

will render the quantity Ap"- + Bpq -\- cq" the least possible,

supposing that whole numbers only are admitted forp and 5.

This problem evidently is only a particular case of the

preceding ; but it may be proper to consider it separately,

tjecause it is capable of a vei-y simple and elegant solution ;

and, besides, we shall have occasion afterwards to make use

of it, in resolving quadratic equations for two unknown
quantities in whole numbers.

According to the general method, we must begin, there-

fore, by seeking the roots of the equation ax- -|- bx -j- c = 0,

I,- 1 I .1 -B+ V(b^-4ac)
which we know to be, -x •

' 2a
1st, If b"" — 4ac be a square number, the two roots will

be commensurable, and thfere will properly be no minimum,
because the quantity \p- + Tipq + cq' will become 0.

2d, If B^ — 4ac be not a square, then the two roots will

be irrational, or imaginary, according as b^ — 4ac will be

7, or Z. 0, which makes two cases that must be considered

separately ; we shall begin with the latter, which it is most

easy to resolve.

First case, when b^ — 4<ac z. 0.

32. The two roots being in this case imaginary, we shall

* See also Le Gendre's Essai sur la Theoric des Nombrcs,

page 169.
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have -^ for the whole real part ofthese roots,which mustcon-

sequently be taken for a. So that we shall only have to reduce

the fraction -^, abstracting from the sign it may have, to a

continued fraction, by the method of Art. 4, and then deduce
from it the series of converging fractions (Art. 10), which
will necessarily terminate. This being done, we shall suc-

cessively try for /; the numerators of these fractions, and the
corresponding denominators for g, taking care to give p and

q the same, or different signs, according as -^— is a positive,

or negative number. In this manner, we shall find the
values of 'p and q, that may render the formula proposed a
mhiimum.

Example. Let there be proposed, for example, the quantity
49p' - 238/7<7 + %)0q':

Here, we shall have a = 49, b = — 238, c - 290

;

wherefore b- — 4ac — — 196, and -^— = y^? — y . Work-

ing with this fraction according to the method of Art. 4, we
shall find the quotients 2, 2, 3 ; by means of which, we shall

form these fractions (see Art. 20),

2, 2, 3.

' ii i- L7
oJ 1 ' a> 7 •

So that the numbers to try with will be 1, 2, 5, 17, for p,
and 0, 1, 2, 7, for q. Now, denoting the quantity proposed
by p, we shall have

p q -P

1 49
2 1 10
5 2 5
17 7 49;

whence we perceive, that the least value of y is 5, which

results from these suppositions p = 5, and q = S.; so that

we may conclude, in general, that the given formula can

never become less than 5, while p and q are whole numbers

;

so that the minimum will take place, when p = 5, and

<7 =2.

Second case, when b'^ — 4ac 7 0.

33. As, in the present case, the equation ak" -\- -rk -j- c = 0,
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has two real irrational roots, they must both be reduced to con-

tinued fractions. This operation may be performed with the

greatest ease by a method which we have elsewhere explained,

and which it may be proper to repeat here, since it is na-

turally deduced from the formulae of Art. 25, and likewise

contains all the principles necessary for the complete and ge-

neral solution of the problem pi^oposed.

Let us, therefore, denote the root which is to be thrown
into a continued fraction by a, which we shall suppose to be
always positive ; at the same time, let b be the other root,

and we shall evidently have a + b = , and ab — ~;
A A

v'(b^ — 4ac)
whence a — b = ; or, for the sake of abride-

A *

ment, making b- — 4ac — e, a — b — , where the ra-
A

dical v^ F- i^ay he positive, or negative : it will be positive,

when the root a is the greater of the two, and negative, when
that root is the less ; therefore

— B-|- v^E , —B— a/e
"=-—27—'* = -IE—-

Now, if we preserve the denominations of Art. 25, we shall

only have to substitute for a the preceding value, and the
difficulty will only consist in determining the integer, ap-
proximate values, fx', /x", |U<"', &c.
To facilitate these determinations, I multiply the numerator

and the denominator of the fractions,

^?3^" /3^' <3?" ^^- ^'^'Vectiyely by

a(%' - p'), A{p" - bq"), A{bq'" - p"% &c.

and as we have

/ /

A{aq' — p') X {bq' ~ p') = Ap" - A{a + b)p'^ -\- Aabq~ =

Ap" + sp'q' + cq\

A{p" - aq") X {p" — bq") = Ajf - A{a + b)p"q" + Aabq' =
II II

Ap"- 4- B^"^" + C^^, &C.
a(/ - af) X {bq' - p') = ~ fx,A - iB - 4 Ve,
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A(a9' — p') X ip' ~ bq") =
- Ap'p" -j- Aap"(/ + Abp'q'' — Aabq'q'' =

- Ap'p" - cq'q" _ iB(;;V/' h q'])") + ^ •/ F-lfq' ~ q"l>%
A{p" ~aq') X (bq'" '-p"') =

~ apY' + Aopy + Abp'f - Aahq'Y =
— Aff - cq"f - iB(p"q"' + qY) + i a/ v.{p"'q" ~ q'Y),
and so on. Now, in order to abridge, let us make

P«= A

/ I

P = Ap~ -}- up' q' -j- cq-

II II

p" =. Ap" + iip"q" -{- cq-

'" III

t"'= Ap^ + ^p'Y -f cq% &c.

q' = AfX- -f 4B
q" =: Ap'p" -f -IbC/?" -L

<2;p") -\- cq'q"

q!" =z Ap"p"' + iB( p"?'" + 9>'") + cq"q"', &c.

Because

p''9' - qY - 1, 2^"^" - q'Y' = - 1, Z^"«?"'
- Q'Y" = 1, &c.

we shall have the following values,

t^ I- pO

I-' L
-q! I v/e

p'

il" L
-q!' + i ^/E

^ p"

..III /
—a" a a/E

' p"f

Now, if in the expression of q" we put, for
i^" and q",

their values, [jJp' -\- 1, and /^", it will become p-'p' + q'
; also,

if we substitute iu the expression of q"', for p'" and q'", tlieir

values ijJ'p'' -\-p', and [J'"q" + q', it will be changed into

jjj'v" -\- «", and so on ; so that we shall have

q' = f*
p« + q}'

0." — [/J v' + q!

Q"'=f^"i>" + a"

Q'^=[JJ"V"' -1- q'", &c.

Likewise, if we substitute the values ofp'', and q", in tlie

expression of p", it will become ^'-p' -{- ^jjJq! + a ; and if we
substitute the values of p'", and u'", in tl)e expression of p"',
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it will become (x'p" + ^ijJ'q." -i- p', and so on ; so that we
shall have

P' = l^t^pO + ^IM (f +C
I

iu,2p' + 2f^' q! + p'*

III

By means of this formulae, therefore, we may continue the

several series of numbers, /x, /*', p"; q", q', q", and p*^, p', p",

&c. to any length, which, as we see, mutually depend on
each other, without its being necessary, at the same time, to

calculate the numbers ;;°, p', p", &c. and 5-", g', q", &c.

We may also find the values of p', p", p'", &c. by more
simple formulas than the preceding, observing that we have

q2 _ p/ =: (^'a -]- 4b)^ - A(ft2A + _u,B 4- C) = ^B^ - AC,

a^ - p'p" = {[^.'p' + q!Y - pV^p' -f 2^'q! + a) = or - ap',

and so on ; that is to say,

q2 _ pOpf _ ^jj

//

0^ — p'p" = ' E

Whence we ffet

III

iT - P"P"' = iE, &C.

a- - iE

//

p'l — ±_a'f —

p" = -^ , &c.

The numbers
f/-,

jw,', jx", &c. having thus been found, we
have (Art. 26), the continued fraction,

,
1

f' +L + , &c.

and, in order to find the minimum ofthe formula
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Aj)^ + Bp5' + C(7S we shall only have to calculate the num-
bers iA /^',/, p'", &c. and (/«, 5', q\ q\ &c. (Art. 25), and
then to tr}^ them instead of/? and q\ but this operation may
likewise be dispensed with, if we consider, that the quantities

P°, p', p", &c. are nothing but the values of the formula in

question, when we successively make p = p", p', p", &c. and

q =. 5-0, 9', ^", &c. We have, therefore, only to consider

which is the least term of the series p'\ p', p", &c. which we
calculate at the same time with the series, ju., ju,', ju.", &c. and
that will be the minimum required ; we shall then find the

corresponding values of p and q by means of the formulae

above quoted.

34. Now I say, that continuing the series, p", p', p", &;c.

we must necessarily arrive at two consecutive terms with dif-

ferent signs ; and that then the succeeding terms, also, will

all have different signs two by two. For, by the preceding

Article, we have
po =z A(pO - af) X {f - hq%
p' = a( p' - a(() X Ip' — bq), Sec.

And, from what we demonstrated in Problem 2, it follows,

that the quantities if— a(/'\ p'— aq'^ p" — aq'', &c. must
have alternate signs, and go on diminishing; therefore, Ist,,

if 6 is a negative quantity, the quantities if— bq^, p' — bq',

&c. will all be positive ; consequently, the numbers p°, p', p",

will all have alternate signs ; 2diy, if 6 is a positive quantity,

as the quantities p'— aq', p" — aq", &c. and much more the

• • P' P" n • 1
• •

quantities—— a, -j— a, form a series, decreasing to in-

finity, we shall necessarily arrive at one of these last quan-
p'"

titles, as —, — a, which will be z (a— b), abstracting from

p" p''

the sign, and then all the followino-, —— a, — a, will» ®' q"- ' q^' '.

be so likewise ; so that all the quantities

p'' p'^'

a — b -—n — (i-> a — b + —-. a, Sec. will necessarily have
q'' q'^ '

the same sign as the quantity a — b ; consequently, the

p'" if'
quantities —^ — 6, —r^,

— i, &;c. and these p'"— bq''\

p'^' — 6<y'*', &c. to infinity, will all have the same sign ; there-

fore, all the numbers p'', p'*', will have alternate signs.

Suppose now, in general, that we have arrived at terms,

with alternate signs, in the series p', p'', p"', &c. and that
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Pk is the first of those terms, so that all the terms Px, P^+ ',

p'^+2, &c. to infinity, are alternately positive and negative;

I say that none of those terms can be greater than E. If, for

example, p'", p*', p% &c. have all alternate signs, it is evident

that the products, two by two, p'''p'", p''p
, See. will neces-

sarily be negative ; but (by the preceding Article), we have

q2 — p"'piv — p^ Q^ _ pivpv _ [.-^ g^c. wherefore the positive

numbers, — p"'p'', — p'^p , will all be less than e, or at least

not greater than e; so that, as tije numbers p', p'', p'", &c.

must be integers, the numbers p"', p'% Sic. and, in general,

the numbers pa, p^ + i, &c. abstracting from their signs, can

never exceed the number E.

Hence it follows, also, that the terms q}^', q.'', &c. and, in

o-eneral, a^+^, a'^ + '^, &c. can never be greater than ^/e.

Whence it is easy to conclude, that the two series p'^,

px+i^ p^ + ^, &c. and Q^+ ', Q'' + ^, &c. though carried to in-

finity, can never be composed but of a certain number of

different terms, those terms being, for the first, only the na-

tural numbers as far as E, taken positively, or negatively

;

and for the second, the natural numbers as far as ^ E, with

the intermediate fractions i, |, |, &c. likewise taken posi-

tivelv, or negatively ; for it is evident, from the formulae of

the preceding Article, that the numbers q', q", q'", &c. will

always be integer, when B is even ; but that they will each

contain the fraction 4, when b is odd.

Therefore, continuing the two series p', p', p"', &c. and

q', q", q'", &c. it will necessarily haupen, that two correspond-

ing terms, as P'' and Qt, will return after a certain interval

of terras, the number of which may always be supposed

even; for, as the same terms P"- and Q^^, must return to-

gether an infinite number of times, because the number of

different terms in both scries is limited, and consequently

also the number of their different combinations, it is evident,

that if these two terms always returned, after the interval of

an odd number of terms, we should only have to consider

their returns alternately, and then the intervals would all be

composed of an even number of terms.

Denoting, therefore, the number of intermediate terms by

2f, we shall have p7r + 2? = ptt^ and Q'^ + ^i-
— q'^, and then all

the terms p^ P'='+i, p"+^, &c, q'^, q'+i, q'^+'^, and f/.^,

ju,t:+i, /XT + 2^ &c. will also return at the end of each interval

of 2f terms. For it is evident, from the formuhe given in

the preceding Article, for the determination of the numbers,

jw-'j i"-") l^"'->
&-C. q', q", q'", &c. and p', p", p'", &c. that, since we

shall have pi- + 2o — ptt^ aiid q'^ + ^j = q^^, we shall also have
I. L
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p,w + 2g= |u.«, then QTf + 2a+i = Q'^+i, and p'r + 2g+i ^^ p^+i
;

whence, also, ft.'r + 254-1 _ jj^tt + 'Jp^ and so on.

So that, if Q is any number equal, or greater than ir, and

m denotes any integer positive number, we shall have, in

general,

therefore, by knowing the tt + 2f leading terms of each of

the three series, we shall likewise know all the succeeding,

which will be only the 2^ last terms repeated, in the same

order, to infinity.

Fn-m all this it follows, that, in order to find the least

value of p — Ap- -h npq + cq^, it is sufficient to continue

the series r", p, p', ^vc. and q", q', q'', &c. until two cor-

responding terms, as v and a'^ appear again together, after

an even number of intermediate terms, so that we may have

P7r + 2g - p;r^ and Q.^' + '^'i — Q'^ ; then the least term of the

series P", p', p'', &c. p'^+^s will be the minitnum required.

35. Corollary \. If the least term of the series p", p', p",

&c. p'!^ + 2o is not found before the term v, then that term

will be repeated an infinite number of times in the same

series infinitely prolonged ; so that we shall then have an

infinite number of values ofp and q answering to the mml-
mum, and all discoverable by the formulae of Art. 25, by

continuing the series of the numbers ju.', jw,', ju,'", &c. beyond

the term iiJ^i+^ by the repetition of the same terms ^''+',

jt/,'^+2j as we have already said.

In this case we may likewise have general formula? repre-

senting all the values of p and q in question ; but an ex-

planation of the method for arriving at this, would carry me
too far; for the present, I shall only refer to the Men.o'ires

de Berlin already quoted, ann. 1768, page 123, &c. Avhere

will be found a general and new theory of periodical con-

tinued fractions.

86. Corollary 2. We have demonstrated (Art. 34), that,

by continuing the series p', p', p'", Jk.c. we ought to find con-

secutive terms with different signs. Let us suppose, there-

fore, for exaniple, that p ' and p' are the first two terms, with

this property. We shall necessarily have the two quantities

p' — hq'i and jt?'^ — /q' , with ihe same signs, because the

quantities //' — aq\ and p'" — aq'', have from, their nature

ciifferent signs. Now, by putting in tlie quiintities J9^
— bq'^,

p ' — og^', i>Lc. the values of p'^', p"', &c. q", q \ &c. (Art.

25j, we shall have

p'- — bq" = i^^'Xp'''
- bq") +p"' - hq"

p' - bq'''= [Ji^'Xp^- — bq') -i-p^' - A^*% &C.
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Whence, because jWr'^ ju,^, &,c. are positive numbers, it is

evident that all the quantities jf — 6<7^', /?' — h(f\ &c. to in-

finity, will have the same sig-ns as the quantities y — 65''",

and p^^ — bq'^' ; consequently, all the terms p'", p'*', p'', &c.

to infinity, will alternately have the signs phis and minus.

From the preceding equations, we shall now have

,^,_ p^-bf j^^ — bq'"

p^' — bq" p'^—bq^'

i— bq'''~p^'—bq'"

p'"— bq"' p''—bq'^

f^-bq^^ ^ p^'-^bq^- ^^
^ p^'— bq"' p'-'—bq"''

where the quantities, ^-r^;^

—

t\, ——
j^, , &c. are all positive.

Wherefore, since the numbers jw,'^', y.^', fo^', &c. must be all

p^—bq"
positive integers, by hypothesis, the quantity .^ , ^^ must

be positive, and 7 1 ; so also must the quantities

;— , ——j^-r, &c. wherelore the quantities
py — bq-' ' p^'^—bq^'

' ^

p'' — bq''- p'—bq'- „ ...

,

. . ,, ,~ ^-^~
,

- -:

—

r—, &c. Will be positive, and less than unity ;

p^—bq'' 2)''— bq'''
f ' J '

SO that the numbers i"-^,
jW'^', &c. can only be the integer

numbers, which are immediately less than the values of

7^, -—^ r^? Sec. As to the number w,'^' it will
pv __ bq' ' p"— bq'--'

also be equal to the integer number, which is immediately

p^ — bq^'

less than the value of =^7; £-—,, whenever we have
p'^— oq'^

f— hf

Thus, we shall have

. zi.

'' p'-bf

^ p""— i^r^''

L l2
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the sign /. placed after the numbers |u."', jw,'^,
fy,^,

&c. de-

noting as before, the integer numbers which are immediately

under the quantities which follow that same sign.

Now, by reductions similar to those of Art. 133, it is easy

to transiorm the quantities -^——r--, ~~> &c. into^ p" — 6<7" j9'— bq^

these, }-—

,

—
, &:c. Farther, the condition of

plN pV

pf-bf , , ^ J ^. — p'" af-f'
^-4 j-4- z 1 may be reduced to this, —— z -^ —^

;

which, because —^ ^ 7 1, will certainly take place, when
p"^— «' "^ ^

_p"'—— = or Z 1 ; wherefore we shall have
piv

Q^'+lv'E ..-P"'
u," z —

, if—T- =: or z 1."
piv ' plV

iv/r.

pv. ^ ^^•

Combining now these formulae with those of Art. 33,

which contain the law of the series p', p", p'", &c. and o!, o.",

q'", &c. we shall easily see, that, if two corresponding terms

of these two series be supposed to be given, the rank of

which is higher than 3, we may go back to the preceding

terms, as far as p" and a% and even to the terms p'" and a",

— p'"

if the condition of

—

— = or Z 1 takes place; so that all

these terms will be absolutely determined by those which we
have supposed to be given.

For example, knowing p", and q", we shall immediately

know p' from the equation q- — pV' = i-E; then, having

ft"" and p^', we shall find the value of a'' ; by means of which,
we shall next find the value of q" from the equation

Q"' = iL^'p" + Q\ Now, the equation q- — p''p' =: i-E, will

— p'"

give p'"
; and if we previously know, that —— must be = or

/ 1, we shall find p.'"'; after which, wc shall have q*'' from
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the equation a'' = [ju'^'e'"' + ^'% ^^^^ t^^'-'" ^"' ^^'^^ ^^•^'

Jll-n'lV _ 1Q- — P"'P'" = ^E.

Whence it is easy to draw this general conclusion, that if

p>. and p^+i are the first terms of the series p', p", p'", &c.

which-are successively found witli different signs, the term
p'^ + \ and the following, will all return, after a certain number
of intermediate terms, and that it will be the same with the

term p'^, if we have -=—: — or Z 1.

For let us imagine, as in Art. 34, that we have found
pT+2j = prr^ and 0.-^ + ^$ = Q% and suppose that iris 7^,
that is to say, ir = X -\- v ; Avlierefore we may go back, on

the one hand, from the term p- to the term p'^+ ', or pa, and
on the other, from the term T^^ + 'i to the term ff^ + '2g+\^ or

¥^ + '^§; and, as the terms from which we set out are equal

on both sides, all the terms derived from them will hkewise

be respectively equal ; so that we shall have p?^ + 2§ + 1 = pA + j
^

.^ +PA 1

or even p^ + p = pa, it ——- = or Z. 1.

We may, therefore, judge beforehand of the beginning of

the periods in the series p"^, p', p'', p'", &c, and consequently

in the other series also, a°, o!, a", o!", &c. /x, ^', ^a", ^u,", &c.

but as to the length of the periods, that depends on the

nature of the number E, and entirely on the value of that

number, as 1 could demonstrate, were I not afraid of being

led into too long a detail.

37. Corollary 3. What we have demonstrated in the

preceding corollary, may serve to prove the following theo-

rem : Every equation of the form p^ — Kq'^ — 1, (in zohich

K is a positive integer nmnher, but not a, square, and p
and q tzoo indeterminate numbers) is resolvlble in integer

mimhers.
For, by comparing the formula/?^ — Kg-' with the general

formula, a^' + Tipq + eg''', we have a = 1,b = 0, c=— k;
wherefore e = b- — ^ac = 4k, and |\/e = a/k (Art. 33).

Wherefore, p° = 1, a" = 0; likewise a Z v'K, a' — jW-, and
p' = ju,2 — K ; whence we see first, that p' is negative, and

consequently has a diff'erent sign from p°; secondly, that

— p' is = or 7 1, because k and jw. are integer numbers;
pO

so that we shall have r = or Z 1 ; whence we shall
— p'

find, from the preceding Article,

X = 0, and p^J = p° = 1

;
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SO that by continuing the series p", p', p", &c. the term,
p*^ = 1, will necessarily return after a certain interval of

terms; consequently, we may always find an infinite num-
ber of values for p and ^, which will render the formula
j)"^ — Kq^ equal to unity.

38. Corollary 4. We may likewise demonstrate this

theorem : If the equation v" — Kq" = ± n be resolvible in

integer numbers, by supposing k a positive number, not

square, andn a positive number, less than a''k, the numbers

p and q must be such, that — may be one of the principal

Jifactions converging to the value of ^/k.

Let us suppose that the upper sign must take place, so

that p^ — v.q" = H ; wherefore, we shall have

D — o a/k = —;

, and /k = .

^+'^'' '

,'(f
+ v'K)

Now, let us seek two integer positive numbers, r and s, less

than p and q, and such, that ps — qr = 1, which is always
possible, as we have demonstrated (Art. 23), and we shall

p r ^
have =: — : subtracting this equation from the pre-

q S qs
a 1 r

ceding, we shall have

— — A / K = ; so that we have
^ P s 2^

q\^ + ^^K)

p-qsf^^——^ ,

!7(y + VK)

1 y sn ^,
r - s v^K = —(—T !)•

p
Now, as ^— 7 A.^K, and h Z. a/ k, it is evident, that

q

will be z i^ : whence p — nJ'^ will be Z — ;« ^ ' x^ i V Qq— +^/K ^

1
Vw

wherefore, will much more be Z i, since s I q\
V

w that r - j> /K will ])c a negative (juantity, which taken
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1

positively, will be 7^, because that 1 —
q p

So that we shall have the two quantities, j) ~ q \/k, and
r — .? \/K ; or rather, makinoj a — \/k, p — aq^ and r — as:

which will be subject to the .same conditions as we have
supposed in Art. 24, and from which we shall draw
similar conclusions : therefore, &c. (Art. 26), if we had
p~ — Kq- = — H, then it would be necessary to seek the

numbers r and s such, that ps — qr = — 1, and we should

have these two equations,

qVK — p =
q{ ,/K+^)

s s/K - r = —( 1).

^ ^(v/k4-|-)

As H Z v^K, and s Z q, it i» evident, that
*H

9(v/K+|-)

will be Z 1 ; so that the quantity S\/k — r will be negative.

ISow, I say that this quantity, taken positively, will be

greater than q^K — p; to prove which, it must be demon-

strated, that — (1 ) 7 ,

H(l+ -)
'

q
or rather, that Iv ; that is to say,

try OXJ"

y^K-| 7H H ; but HZ v/K(/ij/p.) ; it IS therefore

7) S aX K
sufficient toprove,that— 7 , or that p? S\/ii\ which is

evident, because the quantity s^Jk — r being negative,

we must have rys^/K, and much more py^^/K, since

pjr.
Thus, the two quantities, p — q \/k, and r — s^k, will

have different signs, and the second will be greater than the
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iirst (abstracting i'roiu the signs), as in the precedujg case;
therefore, See.

So that when we have to resolve, in integer numbers, an
equation, of the fomi,p'- — k^'- = + h, where h Z ^ k, we
liave only to follow the same process as in Art. 83, making
A — 1, B =: 0, and c — — k; and, if in the series p", p',

p", p"', &c. r^+-?, we find a term = ± H, we shall have the

solution required; if not, we may be certain that the given
equation admits of no solution in integer numbers.

39. Scholium. We iiave considered (Art. 33) only one
root of the equation a^* + b" + c = 0, which we have sup-
posed positive ; if this equation have both its roots positive,

we must take them successively for a, and perform the same
(operation with both ; but if one of the two roots, or both,
were negative, then we should first change them into positive,

by only changing the sign of b, and should proceed as be-
fore : but then we should take the values of p and g with
contrary signs ; that is to say, the one positive, and the other
negative (Art. 29).

In general, therefore, we shall give the ambiguous sign

± to the value of b, as well as to .\/'e ; that is to say, we
sliall make q! — + Ib, and let us put + before v^e, and
we must take these signs, so that the root

a —
A

may be positive, which may always be done in two different

ways: the upper sign of b will indicate a positive root; in

which case, we must take both p and q with the same signs

;

on the contrary, the lower sign of b will indicate a negative
root; in which case, the values of/? and q must be taken
with contrary signs.

40. Example. Required what integer numbers must be
taken for p and q, in oider that the quantity,

9/>2- 118;79 +378?-
may become the least possible.

Comparing this quantity with the general formula of
Problem 3, \ve shall have a = 9, b = — 118, c = 378;
wherefore, b^ — 4<ac = 316; whence we see that this case

belongs to that of Art. 33. We shall therefore make
K = 316, and i-v'E = .,/79, where we at once observe, that

a/79 7 8, and Z 9 ; so that in the formula? of which we shall

only have to find the approximate integer value, we may
immediately take, instead of v^79, the number 8, or 9, accord-

ing as that radical shall be added, or subtracted, from the

/otliL-r numbers of the .same funnulu.
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V\'e shall now give the ambiguous sign + to b, as well as

to \/e, and shall then take these signs such, that

±59 ± N^79
"^ ^

—
may be a positive quantity (Art. 39) ; wlience we see, that
we must always take the upper sign for the number 59 ; and,
that for the I'adical a/79, we may either take the upper, or
the under. So that we shall always make a^ = — lu, and
^/E may be taken, successively, p us and minus.

First, therefore, if i v^e = x/79 with the positive sign, we
shall make (Art. 33), the following calculation :

5?

RT

X

X

+
-5

II

X
C5

CO

X
Or

©
X

X

+

X

Or

Or

00 CO

1—

'

?o t*^ C5 •i^ COO
1

Cn O
, Kt' ^

,u 1 o.
-^ <>- ^ ii 1 o

;o o zo CD CO CO

K-i CO

CO
1

N

Or

CO

N IS

1
or

I
00

1 CO 1

t +
,

-5
1 +

,

-:! +
1

*>

1 ;o 1 1 o» 1

<, CO 1' <. -5
1 o

^
"-5

CO ^ CO -J
CO ^ CO

Or
CO

+

CO

^ ^ ^ S^ 3^ r r cr^

Here I stop, because I perceive that q.'" = ^'^ and
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p^'" = p', and that the difference between the two indices,

1 and 7, is even ; whence it follows, that all the succeeding
terms will likewise be the same as tlie preceding; so that we
shall have q^" =z 4, q^"* = — 3, o.'" = 7, &c. p^" = — 7,
pviii _ 20^ ^(.^ so that, if we choose, we may continue the

above series to infinity, only by repeating the same terms.

Secondlyi let us take the radical v/79 with a negative

sign, and the calculation Avill be as follows

:

9P
1

o
1

(—1

O 1

Ct
I CO

o
1

o X -1 X CO
X Ci X X

X L_l X HJ X CO
1

X 1—*
Or

^o 1 t—

'

I

Or 1 I—"
1

1

+ hf^ + -4 + -J
1 —"

C^T II w
II

CO

00 il 1-1 I*'

II

1

II
Oj

II II
00

II
II

1

J
1 I 1

1

t—

'

M J-l
>—

'

*>

t ri hi
< fl tJ w - X •v nn

05
CO

Oi CO

-^ CO
CO

Ol oo CO

II II II II II II

1 ^
1 o 1

Ci ~3 i^

-?.
<

"?_
<

N n' N ^ ^ N

^ CO
CO "
05

Or

N

•?

N

Or

-JS 1
»^

1
-5 1

~5 h-' H-

+

1

Or

1 CO
+

1

CO
+

1

<^ CO

00

> u + CO

-1 ^ -I
CO

-:{ -^ -I <l
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 1

II II

CO ?o CO

We may stop here, since we have found a"' = a'", and
pix _ pW^

^i^g difference of the indices 9 and 3 being even

;

for, by continuing the series, we should only find the same

terms that we have found already.

I
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Now, if we coiiskler the values of the terms r", p', p", p'",

&c. found in the two cases, we shall perceive that the least

of these terms is equal to — 3 ; in the first case, it is the

term v'", to which the values p'" and q" answer; and, in the

second case, it is the term p'", to which die values p'"'' and q^''

answer.

Whence it follows, that the least value, which the given

quantity can receive, is —3 ; and, in order to have the values

ofp and q, which answer to it, we shall take, in the first

case, the numbers ju-, jo.', jw-", namely, 7, 1, and 1, and shall

form with them the principal converging fractions {, |, y ;

the third fraction will, therefore, be ^, so that we shall have

p'" =: 15, and q" = 2; that is to say, the values required

will be p = 15, and q = ^. In the second case, we shall

take the numbers ju,, pt', (jJ', uJ", namely, 5, 1, 1, 3, which will

give these fractions, -f, -^, V, V; so that we shall have
/>=>' — 39, and q'" = 7 ; therefore, p = 39, and q = 7.

The values which we have just found for p and q, in the

case of the minimum, are also the least possible ; but if we
choose, we may likcAvise successively find others greater : for

it is evident, that the same term, •—3, will always return at

the end of every interval of six terms ; so that, in the first

case, we shall have p'" = — 3, p'-^ = - 3, p'^' r= — 3,

&c. and, in the second, p'^rz - 3.. p^ rr -3, P''" =—3, &c.

Therefore, in the first case, the satisfactory values of j9

and q will be these ; p'", q'", p'", q"", /?"', q''^ &c, ; and, in

the second case, p'", §'"', p", (7", p''^'', g'""', &c. Now, the

values of jw-, [jJ, itJ', &c. are in the first case 7, 1, 1, 5, 3, 2, 1
;

1, 1, 5, 3, 2, 1 ; 1, 1, 5, 3, &c. to infinity, because ju-'" = jO-',

and ju,""' = ,a'', &c. so that we shall only have to form, by
the method of Art. 20, the fractions,

7, I, I, 5, 3, 2, I, I, 1, 5,
7 8 i5 83 26+ 611 375 I4 8j5 2J6 I i 3 i 9J ijp
T> T> T 5 TT> TT > TT » TT6» 19 7' 3 i 3 » i 7 6 a ' "'"^"

And we may take for p the numerators of the third,

ninth, &c. and for q the corresponding denominators: we
shall therefore havej9 = 15, y = 2, orp = 2361, q = 313,

&c.

In the second case, the values of yJ, [jJ', jjJ", &c. will

be 5, 1, 1, 3, 5, 1, 1, 1, 2; 3, 5, 1, 1, 1, 2, &c. be-

cause /*''', ijJ", jM.'' = jw.'"', 8ec. We shall, therefore, form these

fractions,

5, 1, 1, 3, 5, 1, 1, I, 2, 3,
5 6 II ,19 a06 14S +51 696 18 + 3 61*5 firf

,

T> T> T 3 T > TT ' T*' » TT > I "iT? TTT ? i i i s' *
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And the fourth fraction, the tenth, kc. will give the
values of 7; and q ; which will therefore be

p ^ 39, ? =: 7, or p = 6225, q = 1118, &c.

In this manner, therefore, we may regularly find all the
values of j5 and 5, that will make the given formula :^ — 3,
the least value it can receive. We might even have a ge-
neral value, which would comprehend all these values ofp
and q. Any person who has the curiosity may find it by a
method which we have elsewhere explained, and which has
been already noticed (Art. 35).

We have .just found, that the minimum of the quantity
proposed is —3, and consequently negative ; now, it mio-ht

be proposed to find the least positive value, that the same
quantity can receive : Ave should then only have to examine
the series P^, p', p'', ?'", &c. in the two cases, and we should
see that the least positive term is 5 in both cases ; and as in

the first case it is p"', and in the second p'", which is 5, the
values of ;? and ^, that will give the least positive value of
the quantity proposed, will be p'\ q'\ ov p^, q"", or Sec. in the
first case, andp'", q''\ or p''', q""', &c. in the second ; so that

we shall have, from the above fractions, p = 83, q = 11 ; or

p = 13291, q = 1762, kc. or p:=-il, q = 2; p = 1843,
q = 331, &c.

We must not forget to observe, that the numbers y^, [jJ,

jw,'', &c. found in the above two cases, are no other than the

terms of the continued fractions, which represent the two
roots of the equation Qyf- — 118;c -f 378 — 0.

So that these roots will be,

^^+i-f, &C.

' '+T_^|-f,&C.

expressions which we might continue to infinity merely by
repeating the same numbers.

Thus, we perceive how we are to set about reducing to

continued fractions the roots of every equation of the second
degree.

41. Scholium. In volume XI. of the New Commen-
taries of Petersburg, M. Eulee has given a method similar

to the preceding ; but deduced from principles somewhat
different, for reducing to a continued fraction the root of any
integer number, not a square, and has added a Table, in

which the continued fractions are calculated for all the
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natural numbers, that arc not squares, as far as 100.

This Table being useful on various occasions, and par-

ticularly for the solution of indeterminate numbers of the

second degree, as we shall afterwards find (Chap. 7), we
shall here present it to our readers. It will be observed,

that there are two series of integers answering to each
radical number; the upper is that of the numbers p'', — p',

p", — p'", &c. and the under that of the numbers, «,, a', uJ',

iJ\ &c.

V '^
1111 &c.

12 2 2 &c.

v/ 3
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 &c.
112 12 1 2,&c.

V 5
1 1 1 1 &c.

2 4 4 4 &c.

1/ 6
12 12 12 1 &c.

2 2 4 2 4 2 4 &c.

v^ 7
1 o 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 &c.
2 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 &c.

V 8
1 4 1 4 1 4 1 &c.

2 14 14 1 4 &c.

yio 1 1 1 1 &c.

3 G 6 6 &c.

-v/ll
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 &'c.

3 3 6 3 6 3 6 &c.

v/12
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 &c.

3 2 6 2 G 2 6 &c.

v/13
1 4 3 3 4 1 4 3 3 4 1 &c.

3 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 6 &c

v/14
1 5 2 5 I 5 2 5 1 &c.
3 1 2 1 6 1 2 1 6 &c.

^15 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 &c.

3 1 6 1 6 1 6 &c.

^17
1 1 1 1 1 &c.

4 8 8 8 8 &c.

v'18
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 &c.
4 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 &c.

^/19
13 5 2 3 3 13 5 2 5 3 1

4213128213128
&c.
&:c.

r-°
1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 &c.
428282828 &c.

v/21
15 4 3451543451
4 112 118 112 118

&c.
&c.
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x/22
1 6 3 2 3 6 1 6 3 2 3 6 1 &c.

4124218124218 &c.

v/23
1 7 2 7 1 7 2 7 1 &c.
4 1 3 1 8 1 3 I 8 c<tc.

/^,
i

1 8 1 8 1 8 1 &c.
^ -^

1 4 1 8 1 8 1 8 &c.

v/26
1111 &c.
5 10 10 10 &c.

v/27
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 ^.c.

.T 5 10 5 10 5 10 &c.

v/28
13 4 3 13 4 3 1 <S:c.

5 3 2 3 10 3 2 3 10 &c.

^29
14 5 5 4 14 5 5 4 1 &c.
5 2 1 1 2 10 2 1 1 2 10 &c.

^/30
15 15 15 15 1 &c.
5 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 10 &c.

^/31
16 5 3 2 3 5 6 1 6 5 &c.
5 1 1 3 5 3 1 1 10 1 1 &c.

x/32
17 4 7 17 4 7 1 &c.
5 1 1 1 10 1 1 ] !0 &c.

v/33
18 3 8 18 3 8 1 &c.
5 1 2 1 10 1 2 1 10 cS^c.

v/S-t
19 2 9 19 2 9 1 &c.
5 1 4 1 10 1 4 1 10 &c.

/.^ 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 &c.
^'^^

f) 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 &c.

^/57
1 1 1 1 1 &c.
6 12 12 12 12 &c.

^/S8
12 12 12 1 &c.
6 6 12 6 12 6 12 &c.

v/39
13 13 13 1 &c.
6 4 12 4 12 4 12 &c.

^^40
14 14 14 1 &c.
6 3 12 3 12 3 12 &c.

v/41
15 5 1 5 5 1 ike.

6 2 2 12 2 2 12 &c.

^^42
16 16 16 1 &c.

6 2 12 2 12 2 12 &c.

v/43
17 6 3 9 2 9 3 6 7 1 7 6 &c.
6 1 1 3 I 5 1 3 1 1 12 1 1 &c.

v/44
18 5 7 4 7 5 8 1 8 5 &c.

6 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 12 1 1 &c.

v/4-5
194549 194549 194 &c.
6 1 2 2 2 1 12 1 2 2 2-1 12 1 2 &c.
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v/46
I 10 .3 7 6 5 2 5 6 7 3 10 1 10 3 &c.

6 13 112 6 2 113 1 12 1 3 &c.

v/47
i 11 2 11 1 11 2 11 1 &c.

G 15 1 12 I ,5 1 12 &c.

v/48
1 12 1 12 1 12 &c.

6 i 12 1 12 1 &c.

^/50
1 1 1 1 &c.

7 14 14 14 &c.

v/51
12 12 1 2 &c.

7 7 14 7 14 7 ^c.

v/52
13 9493 139493 13 &c.

7 4 1 2 1 4 14 4 1 2 1 4 14 4 &c.

V53
14774 14774 147 &c.

7 3 1 1 3 14 3 1 1 3 14 3 1 &c.

V5^
15 9 2 9 5 15 9 2 9 5 1 5 &c.

7 2 1 6 1 2 14 2 1 6 1 2 14 2 &c.

^55
1 6 5 (i 116 5 6 1 &c.

7 2 2 2 14 2 2 2 14 2 &c.

^/56
17 17 17 1 &c.

7 2 14 2 14 2 14 &c.

a/57
18 7 3 7 8 1 8 7 &c.

7 1 1 4 1 1 14 1 1 &c.

A/-58
19 6 7 7 6 9 1 9 6 &c.

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 1 1 &c.

^/.59
i 10 5 2 5 10 1 10 5 &c.

7 12 7 2 1 14 1 2 &c.

^/60

v^Sl

1 11 4 11 1 11 4 &c.

7 12 1 14 1 2 &c.

1 12 3 4 9 5 5 9 4 3 12 1 12 3 &c.

7 14 3 12 2 13 4 1 14 1 4 &c.

^62
1 13 2 13 1 13 2 &c.

7 16 1 14 1 6 &c.

v/6S

^/65

1 14 1 14 1 14 &c.

7 1 14 1 14 1 &c.

1 1 1 1 &c.

8 16 16 16 &c.

^/66

v/67

12 12 1 »cc.

8 8 16 8 \6 &:c.

13 6 7 9 2 9 7 6 3 1 3 6 &c.

8 5 2 1 1 7 1 1 2 5 16 5 2 &c.

a/SS

.v/69

14 14 1 4 &c.

8 4 16 4 16 4 &c.

15 4 113 114 5 1 5 4 ike.

8 3 3 14 1 3 3 16 3 3 &c.
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V70
1 6 9 5 9 G 1 6 9 &c.
8 2 1 2 1 2 16 2 1 &c.

Wl I 7 5 11 2 II 5 7 1 7 5 &c.
8 2 2 17 1 2 2 16 2 2 &c.

vn 18 18 1 8 &c.
8 2 16 2 16 2 &c.

v^73
983389 198 &c.
1 1 5 5 1 1 16 1 1 &c.

v/T'i
10 7 7 10 1 10 7 &c.
Ill 1 16 1 1 Ac.

a/75
11 6 11 1 11 6 &c.
11 1 16 11 &c.

^76
12 5 8 9 3 4 3 9 8 5 12 1 12 5 &c.
12 115 4 5 112 1 16 1 2 &c.

V77
13 4 7 4 13 1 13 4 &c.
13 2 3 1 16 1 3 &c.

a/78
14 3 14 1 14 3 &c.
14 116 1 4 &c.

a/79
15 2 15 1 15 2 &c.

17 1 16 1 7 &c.

^/SO
16 1 16 1 16 &c.

1 16 1 16 1 ike.

a/82
1 1 1 &c.

18 18 18 &c.

a/SS
2 12 1 2 &c.

9 18 9 18 9 &c.

v/84<
3 13 13 i^c.

6 18 6 18 9 &c.

\/85
4 9 9 4 1 4 9 &c.
4 1 1 4 18 4 1 &c.

v/86
5 10 7 11 2 11 7 10 5 1 5 10 &c.

3 11 18 11 1 3 18 3 1 &c.

.s/Sl
6 16 1 6 &c
3 18 3 18 3 &c.

v/88
17 9 8 9 7 1 7 9 &c.

9 2 1 1 1 2 18 2 1 &c.

18 5 5 8 1 8 5 &c.

9 2 3 3 2 18 2 3 &c.v/89

a/90
1 9 1 &c.

18 2 18 <!vc.

v/91
10 9 3 14 3 9 10 1 10 9 &c.

115 15 1 1 18 11 ^.c.

x/92
118 7 4 7 8 11 1 11 8 &c.
112 4 2 1 1 18 11 &c.
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^/93
1

9

12

1

7 114 3 4 117
1 14 6 4 11

12 1 12 7 &c.
1 18 1 1 &c.

v/94
1

9

13

1

6 5 9 10 3 15 2

2 3 1 15 18
15 3 10 9 5 6 13 1 &c.
15 113 2 1 18 &c.

V95
1

9

14

1

5 14 1 14 &c.

2 1 18 1 &c.

v/96
1

9

15

1

4 15 1 15 &c.

3 1 18 1 &c.

^/97
1

9

16

1

3 11 8 9 9 8 11

5 11111 1

3 16 1 16 &c.
5 1 18 1 &c.

^98
1

9

17
1

2 17 1 17 &c.
8 1 18 1 &c.

v/99
1

9

18

1

1 18 1 &c.

18 1 18 &c.

Thus, for example, we sliall have

a/S = 1 + i
+ i+, &c.

and so of others.

And, if we form the converging fractions,

^ I. I. ^ S^r
qO> q,' q'ly yf«»^c-

according to each of these continued fractions, we shall have

{py - 2{qy = \,f- 2^"- = - 1,

V = Ij &c.

and likewise,

// //

p"- - 3g2 = 1, &c.

M M
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CHAP. in.

Ofthe Resolution, in Integer Numbers, o/"Equations of the

first Degree, containing tz&o unTcnoion Quantities.

[appendix to chap. I.]

42. When we have to resolve an equation of tins form,

ax — hif — c,

in which a, b, c, are given integer numbers, positive, or

negative, and in which the two unknown quantities, .r and ?/,

must also be integers, it is sufficient to l^now one solution,

in order to deduce with ease all the other solutions that are

possible.

For, suppose we know that these values, x = a, and

y =. /3, satisfy the conditions of the equation proposed, a and
jS being any integer numbers, we shall then have aa— h^—c\
and, consequently,

ax — hif •=. a% — h^, or a[x — a) — h{y — ;S) =: 0;

whence we find ^ = — . Let us reduce the fraction

— to its least terms, and supposing, in consequence of this

V
reduction, that it becomes — , where V and «' will be prime

to one another, it is evident that the equation,

X —OL b'

could not subsist, on the supposition o^ x — a, and y — /3,

being integers, unless we,have x—a, rz ml', and^

—

B zn ma\
m being any integer number ; so that we shall have, in

general, .z^ =: a + mb', and j/ =: /3 -|- ma' ; m being an in-

determinate integer.

Now, as we may take m either positive, or negative, it is

easy to perceive, that we may always determine the number
111 in such a manner, that the value of x may not be greater

V a' .

than -^, or that of ^/ not greater than—, (abstracting from

the signs of these quantities) ; whence it follows, that if the
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given equation ax — bij =: c, is resolvible in integer num-
bers, and we successively substitute for x all the integer

numbers, positive as well as negative, contained between

these two limits-—, and , we shall necessarily find one

that will satisfy this equation : and we shall likewise find

a satisfactory value of y among the positive, or negative

a' —d
whole numbers, contained between the limits ;r-, and ~-pr-.

By these means we may find the first solution of the

equation proposed ; after which, we shall have all the others
by the preceding formulae.

43. But, Avithout employing the method of trial, which
we have now proposed, and which would sometimes be very
laborious, we may make use of the very simple and direct

method explained in Chap. I. of the preceding Treatise, or of
the following method.

First, if t!ie numbers a and b are not prime to each other,

the equation cannot subsist in integer numbers, unless the

given number, c, be divisible by the greatest common
measure of a and b. Supposing, therefore, the division

performed, and expressing the quotients by «', b\ c', we
shall have to resolve the equation,

a\v — b'y n d,

where a! and b' are prime to each other.

Secondly/, if we can find values of /j and q that satisfy the

equation, a'p — b'q = ±1, we may resolve the preceding
equation ; for it is evident that, by multiplying these values

by ±c', v/e shall have values that will satisfy the equation,

ahv — b'lf —. c' ;

that is to say, we shall have

cc = f pc', and ?/ = + qc'.

Now, the equation a!p — h'q = + 1 is always resolvible

in integers, as we have demonstrated, Art. 23 ; and, in order
to find the least values of ^7 and q tiiat can satisfy it, we shall

only have to convert the fraction —
:

, into a continued frac-

lion by the method of Art. 4, and then deduce from it a
series o't principal fractions, converging to the same fraction,

—, by the formulae of Art. 10; the last of these fractions

b'

will be the same fraction —, ; and if we represent the last
a ^

M M 2
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but one by — , we shall liave, by the law of these fractions,

(Art. 12) a'p — b'g = + 1 ; the upper sign being for the

case, in which the rank of the fraction is even, and the under

for that in which it is odd.

These values of^ and q being thus known, we shall first

iiave r = + pc', and // = + yd, and then taking these values

for a and (3, we shall have, in general, (Art. 42),

X = + pd -{- mV, ?/ = + 5'c' -}- vid^

expressions which necessarily include all the solutions of the

given equation that are possible in integer numbers.
That we may leave no obstacle to the practice of this

method, we shall observe, that although the numbers a and
h may be positive, or negative, Ave may notwithstanding

take them always positive, provided we give contrary signs

to X, when a is negative, and to ?/, when h is negative.

44. Kxample. To give an example of the preceding me-
thod, we shall take that of Art. 14, Chap. I. of the pre-

ceding Treatise, w here it is required to resolve the equation,

39/? = 5Gq H- 11. Changing j» into x, and q into j/, we shall

have 39.r — 5Qy =11.
So that we shall make a = 39, b = 5^, and c = 1 1 ; and

as 5Q and 39 are already prime to each other, we shall have

a! = 39, b' = 56, e' = 11. We must therefore reduce the

fraction —r = 44» to a continued fraction; and, for this
a' ^^

purpose, as we have already done (Art. 20), we shall make
the following calculation ;

39)56(1
39

17)39(2
34

5)17(3
15

2)5(2
4

1)2(2
2

0.
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Then, with the quotients 1, 2, 3, &c. \vc may t'onn the

fractions,

n O <5 o c>
1, ^5 O, ^, ~,
I 3 I O 11 5 6

and the last fraction but one, 44j will be that which we have

expressed in general by — ; so that we shall have p = 23,

q = 16" ; and, as this fraction is the fourth, and consequently,

of an even rank, we must take the upper sign ; so tliat wo
shall have, in general,

X = 23 X 11 -|- 56m, and

?j = 16 X 11 -l-^9"«;

m being any integer whatever, positive, or negative.

45. SchoUiwi. We owe the lirst solution of this problem
to M. Bacliet de Meziriac, who gave it in the second edition

of his Mathematical Recreations, entitled Problemcs jjlaisan.'!

et delectables, &c. The first edition of this work appeared
in 1612; but the solution in question is there only an-

nounced, and is only found complete in the edition of 1624.

The method of M. Bachet is very direct and ingenious, and
cannot be rendered more elegant, or more general.

I seize with pleasure the present opportunity of doing
justice to this learned author, having observed that the ma-
thematicians, who have since resolved the same problem, have
never taken any notice of his labors.

The method of M. Bachet may be explained in a few
words. After having shewn how the solution of equations

of the form ax — by = c, [a and h being prime to each
other), may be reduced to that of ax — ^3' = r: 1, he ajj-

plies to the resolution of this last equation ; and, for this

purpose, prescribes the same operation with regard to the

numbers a and 6, as if we wished to find their greatest com-
mon divisor, (and this is what we have just done); then
calling c, d, e, f, &c. the remainders arising from the dif-

ferent divisions, and supposing, for example, that f is tlie

last remainder, which will necessarily be equal to unity (be-

cause a and h are prime to one another, by hypothesis), lie

makes, when the number of remainders is even, as in the

present case,

^d±\ . ^c+1 yh±\ .

(3rt+l
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and these last numbers ^, and a, will be the least values of

X and j/.

If the number of the remahiders were odd, ff for instance

being the last remainder — 1, then we must make

f±l = K, —77- = B, —— = S, S.C.

It is easy to see that this method is fundamentally the

same as that of Chap. I. ; but it is less convenient, because

it requires divisions. Those who are curious in such specu-

lations, will see with pleasure, in the work of M. Bachet, the

artifices which he has employed to arrive at the foregoing-

Rule, and to deduce from it a complete solution of equations

of the form, ax — hi/ = c.

CHAP. IV.

General methodfor resolving, in Integer Numbers, Equa-
tions ivith hvo ttnhnoxen Quantities, of which one does not

exceed thefrsi Degree.

[appendix to chap. III.

46. Let the general equation,

a + hx \-cij-\- dx" + exy -\-gx-y +fx' + hx'^+ kxy-^, &c.

= be proposed, in which the coefficients a, b, c, &c. are

sriven integer numbers, and x and ?/ two indeterminate num-
bers, which must also be integers.

Deducing the value of j/ from this equation, we shall have

a + hx + dx" +fx^ +hx^ -\- , &c.

^ ~ c+ex+gx^+JiX^ + , &c.

so that the question will be reduced to finding an integer

number, which, when taken for .r, makes the numerator of

this fraction divisible by its denominator.

Let us suppose

17 = a + hx -\- dx'^ +f-^^ + h^v'^ +? &c.

q = c + ex + gx^ + l^x^ +, &c.

and taking x out ofboth these equations by the ordinary rules

of Algebra, we shall have a final equation of this form,

A -|- B/? + eg' + D// + ^pq + 'pff+ ^p"' 4-j Sic. = 0,

where the coefficients A. b, c, &c. will be rational and integer

functions of the numbers a, b, c, &c.
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P
Nov/, since 1/ = — —, we shall also have p = — q7/ ; so

that by substituting this value ofp, we shall get

A - -ni/q + cq + D?/V - Ti/q^- + F^/^ +, &c. = 0,

where all the terms are multiplied by q, except the first, a ;

therefore the number a must be divisible by the number q,
'

otherwise it would be impossible for the numbers q and 5/ to

be both integers.

We shall therefore seek all the divisors of the known in-

teger number a, and shall successively take each of these

divisors for q ; from each of which suppositions we shall have
a determinate equation in .r, the integer and rational roots of
which, if it have any, will be found by the known methods ;

then substituting these roots for x, we shall see whether the

p
values ofyj and q, which result, are such, that — may be an

integer number. By these means, we shall certainly find all

the integer values of .r, which may likewise give integer

values of // in the equation proposed.

Hence we see, that the number of integer solutions of such

equations must always be limited ; but there is one case

which must be excepted, and which does not fall under the

preceding method.
47. This case is when there are no coefficients e, g^ k, &c.

So that we have simply,

a-l-bx+dx"'4-fx^-\-hx*-{-, &c.
^ ^ ._

In order to find all the values of x, that will render the

quantity a + bx + dx'+ fx^ 4- hx'^ +, &c. divisible by the

quantity c, we must proceed as follows. Suppose we have
already found an integer, w, which satisfies this condition ;

it is evident that every number of the form n + [x,c will

likewise satisfy it, jw, being any integer number ; farther, li^n is

c
7 -^ (abstracting from the signs of n andc), we may always

determine the number /x, and the sign which precedes it so,

Q
that the number n + ftc, may become /_ -^ ; and it is easy

to perceive that this could only be done in one way, the

values of n and c being given ; whei'efore, if we express by
c ...

/«' that value of n + fxc, which is L -^, and which satisfies
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the condition in question, we shall have, in general,

11 z= n' + \uc, If.
beinf; any number whatever.

Whence I conclude, that if we substitute successively, in

the formula, a + bx -\- dx^ -\-fa^ +5 &c. instead of a-, all the

c
integers positive, or negative, that do not exceed — , and ifwe

denote by ?«', ii\ w", &c. such of those numbers as will render
the quantity, a -\- hx + dx^ -{-, &c. divisible by c, all the

other numbers that do the same, will necessarily be included
in the formulae w' + /x'c, n" ± ^J'c, n'" ± \jJ"c, &c. p.', fx",

,«-'''',

&c. being any integer numbers.
Various remarks might here be made to facilitate the finding

of the numbers 91', ?i", 7i"', &c. but it is the more unnecessary
to enlarge upon this subject, as I have already had occasion

to treat of it, in a Memoir published among those of the

Academy of Berlin for the year 1768, and entitled Noiivelle

Metliode pour resoudre les Prohlcmes indctermines.

48. I shall, however, say a word on the method of de-

termining two numbers, a; and 7/, so that the fraction

ay" -\- by'^-^x + dj/'"^'x''+fy"--'x^+, &c.

c

may become an integer number, as this investigation will be
very useful to us in the sequel.

Supposing that 3/ and x must be prime to each other, and
farther, that 7/ must be prime to c, we may always make
X — ny — cz\ n and z being indeterminate numbers ; for,

considering x^ y, and c, as given numbers, we shall have an
equation always resolvible in whole numbers by the method
of Chap. III., because ?/ and c have no common measure, by
the hypothesis. Now, if we substitute this expression of x
in the quantity, aj/'" + by"~^x + dy"'~~x- +, &c. it will be-

come,

(a -\- bn + dri'+Jii^ -f , SvC.)y"

- {b i- Mn+Sfn"-^, &c.) cy-H
+ (fZ + 3/>i + , &c.) cy-^z'-
— , &c.

and it is evident, that this quantity could not be divisible by
c, unless the first term, (a-\-bn-\- dn^ +fn^ +, &:c.) y'" w -re

so, since all the other terms are multiplied by c. There-
fore, as c and y are supposed to be prime to each other, the
quantity a -{- in -\- dn"- +/h^ +, kc. must itself be divisible

by c ; so that we shall only have to seek, by the method of
the preceding Article, all the values of 11 that can satisfy this
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condition, and then we shall have, in general, x = ny — az,

z being any integer number whatever.

It is proper to observe, that although we have supposed
the numbers .r and // to be prime to each other, as well as

the numbers 3/ and c, our solution is still no less general;
for if X and 7/ had a common measure a, we should only have
to substitute a.r' and a.jj\ instead of x and y, and should
then consider y and y as prime to each other; likewise if

y and c were a common measure /3, we might put %", in-

stead of y, and considery and c as prime to each other.

CHAP. V.

A direct and general method for Jind'mg the 'values of' x,

that will render Rational Quantities of the form
v^Ca^ bx + cx^), and for resolving, in Rational Num-
bers, the indeterminate Equations of the second Degree,
which hate tzoo unl'nown Quantities, when they admit of
Solutions of this hind.

[appendix to chap. IV.]

49. I suppose first that the known numbers a, h, c, are

integers ; for if they were fractions, we should only have to

reduce them to a common square denominator, and then it is

evident, that we might always abstract from their denomina-
tor ; but with respect to the number x, we shall suppose
that it may be integer, or fractional, and shall see, in what
follows, how the question is to be resolved, when we admit
only integer numbers.

Let then a/ {a -\- hx •{ cx"^) ~ y, and we shall have
'Hex -Js-h = V (4<c?/'' + 6- — 4ac) ; so that the difficulty will

be reduced to rendering rational the quantity,

x/(4cy -f h'' - A'Cic).

50. Let us suppose, therefore, in general, that we have to

make rational the quantity a/(a//'- + u) ; that is to say, to

make Aif + i? equal to a square, a and b being given integer

numbers positive or negative, and y an indeterminate num-
ber, which must be rational.

It is evident that if one of the numbers a, or b, were 1,

or any other square, the problem would be resolvible by
the known methods of Diophantu^^, which arc detailed in
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Chap. IV. ; we shall therefore abstract from those cases, or
rather we shall endeavour to reduce all the rest to them.

Farther, if the numbers a and b, were divisible by any
square numbers, we might likewise abstract from those
divisors ; that is to say, suppress them, only by taking for a
and B the quotients, which we should have, after dividing the

given values by the greatest squares possible ; in fact, sup-
posing A = a"a', and /3 = ^-b', we shall have to make the

number, A'a'j/" + b'|3' a square ; therefore, dividing by /3'-,

and making —~q/'; w-e shall have to determine the un-

known quantity ?/' ; so that Ay^ + b may be a square.

Whence it follows that, when we have found a value of^
that will make Aj/- + b become a square (rejecting in the

given values of a and b the square factors a^ and ^^, which

they might contain), we shall only have to multiply the

value found for 2/ by — , in order to have that which answers

to the quantity proposed.

51. Let us, therefore, consider the formula aj/^ -]- b, in

which A and b are given integers, not divisible by any square ;

and, as we suppose that j/ may be a fraction, let us make

y = — , p and q being integers prime to each other, in order

that the fraction may be reduced to its least terms -, we shall

A'J'
therefore have the quantity ——-{-b, which must be a square; .

wherefore, hp^ -\- v>q" must be a square also ; so that we
shall have to resolve the equation, Kp~ + -aq^ == =^, sup-

posing p, q^ and 2, to be integer numbers.

Now, I say that q must be prime to a, and p prime to b ;

for if q and a had a common divisor, it is evident that the

term sg- w ould be divisible by the square of that divisor

;

and the term hn- w^ould only be divisible by the first power

of the same divisor, because p and q are prime to each other,

and A is supposed not to contain any square factor ; where-

fore the number Ap^ + Bg^ would only be once divisible by

the common divisor of 5' and a ; consequently, it would be im-

possible for that number to be a square. In the same man-

ner, it may be proved, that p and b can have no common
divisor.
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Resolution of the Equation xp* + uq"^ = z^ iti integer

Numbers.

52. Supposing a greater than b, the equation will be

written thus,

Ap^ = 2^ — wq"-,

and as the numbers ji, q, and-;: must be integer,, z- — Bq"

must be divisible by a.

Now, since a and q are prime to each other (Art. 51), we
shall, according to the method of Art. 48, make

Z =. nq — Ag'',

n and q^ being two indeterminate integers ; which will change

I

the formula, s- - iiq-, into (?r — b)§'-— %ikqq^ -\- A-q", in

which li^ — B must be divisible by a, taking for n an integer

number, not 7 -^.

We shall try therefore for n all the integer numbers that

do not exceed — , and if we find none that makes n" — b

divisible by a, we conclude immediately, that the equation

Ap" = z'^ ~ Bg'^ is not resolvible in whole numbers, and

therefore that the quantity Ay" + b can never become a

square.

But if we find one or more satisfactory values of n, we
must substitute them, one after the other, for «, and proceed

in the calculation, as shall now be shewn.

I shall only remark farther, that it would be useless to

j^

give n values greater than —, for calling 7t', n", n'", &c. the

values of ?i less than -^, which will render n'-—B divisible by

A, all the other values of n that will have the same effect will

be contained in these formulas, 7^' + /^'a, n" ± i^"a, n'" ± ijJ"a,

8cc. (Chap. IV. 47). Now, substituting these values for 7i,

in the formula, (n^— b)(/* — ^nAqq' + A"q", that is to say,

(nq — Aq'Y — nq'^ it is evident that we shall have the same
results, as if we only put n', n", n'", &;c. instead of 7i, and
added to 5^' the quantities +yJq, +H'"q, +l^"qr> &c. so that,

as q' is an indeterminate number, these substitutions would
not give formulae different from what we should have, by the

simple substitution of the values n', 7i", 7i"', &c.

53. Since, therefore, 7i' — b must be divisible by a, let a'
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be the quotient of this division, so that aa' — n- — b, and
the equation,

Ap"^ = z- — Bg"- == (7i» — ]i)g' - 2nAgq' + A-q\
being divided by a, will become

p* = A'q'^ — %iq(l + A(fi

where a' will necessarily be less than a, because
. n" — B A

a' = , and B L a, and n not 7 -x.

First, if a' be a square number, it is evident this equation
will be resolvible by the known methods ; and the simplest
solution will be obtained, by making ^' = 0, <7 = 1, and
p = \/a'.

Secondli/, if a' be not a square, we must ascertain whether
it be less than b, or at least whether it be divisible by any
square number, so that the quotient may be less than b,

abstracting from the signs; then we must multiply the
whole equation by a', and, because aa' — n^ -zz — b, we

shall have a'/)^ = {Alq — ng'Y — Bq^ ; so that mg^' + A'p'^

must be a square ; hence, dividing by ^% and making

—= y\ and a' z= c, we shall have to make a square of the

/

formula By"^ -{- c, which evidently resembles that of Art. 52.

Thus, if c contains a square factor y*, we may suppress it,

by multiplying the value which we shall find for j/' by y, in

order to have its true value ; and we shall have a formula
similar to that of Art. 51, but with this difference, that the

coefficients, b and c, of our last will be less tlian the co-

efficients, A and b, of the other.

54. But if a' be not less than b, nor becomes so when di-

vided by the greatest square, which measures it, then we
must make g — vg' -\- q" ; and, substituting this value in the

equation, it will become

p" r: A'q-— ^nq"q' -f A"q",

where n' = n — va',

and a" = A"y'- 2nv-|- a -^-^—j^.
A

We must determine the whole number v, which is always

A'

possible, so, that n' may not be 7 -7,-, abslraclnii; lioDi \]\c
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signs, and then it is evident, that a" will become /_ a', be-

/

7i^—

B

cause a" — p-, and b =, or z. a', and n=^ or /. ^.

We shall therefore apply the same reasoning here that we
did in the preceding Article ; and if a" is a square, we shall

have the resolution of the equation : but if a" is not a square,

and Z B, or becomes so, when divided by a square, we must
multiply the equation by a', and shall thus have, by making

~ = ^/, and a" — c, the formula b«/^ + c, which must be a

square, and in which the coefficients, B and c, (after having
suppressed in c the square divisors, if there are any), will be
less than those of the formula K-if' + b of Art. 51. But if

these cases do not take place, we shall, as before, make

(f z=. v'g" -j- <7'", and the equation w^ill be changed into this,

/// /; /; //;

where n" z=. v! — ?i'a",

//

and a"' = a"w- — 2w'v' + a' =
A"

We shall therefore take for v' such an integer number, that

a"
7i" may not be 7 -^, abstracting from the signs ; and, as b

n

71^— B
is not 7 a" [hi/p.), it follows, from the equation, a'"=—r-

,A

that a'" will be /_ a" ; so that we may go over the same
reasoning as before, and shall draw from it similar con-

clusions.

Now, as the numbers a, a', a", a'", &c. form a decreasing

series of integer numbers, it is evident, that, by continuing
this series, we shall necessarily arrive at a term less than the

given number b ; and then calling this term c, we shall have,

as we have already seen, the formula b^' + c to make equal
to a square. So that by the operations we have now ex-

plained, we may always be certain of reducing the formula,

Ay^ + B, to one more simple, such as By" + c ; at least, if

the })roblem is> resolvible.

55. Now, in the same manner as we have reduced the
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formula, aj/' -f b, to By' -|- c, wc might reduce this last to

cif' + D, where d will be less than c, and so on ; and as the

numbers a, b, c, d, &c. form a decreasing series of integers,

it is evident that this series cannot go on to infinity, and
therefore the operation must always terminate. If the ques-

tion admits of no solution in rational numbers, we shall

arrive at an impossible condition ; but, if the question is re-

solvible, we shall always be brought to an equation like that

of Art. 53, in which one of the coefficients, as a', will be a

squaz'e ; so that the known methods will be applicable to it

:

this equation being resolved, we may, by inverting the

operation, successively resolve all the preceding equations,

up to the first A/?" -{- eg- = z'.

We will illustrate this method by some examples.

hQ). Example 1. Let it be proposed to find a rational

value of x^ such, that the formula, 7 -|- 15a; -f- ISa--, may
become a square *.

Here, we shall have « = 7, i rz 15, c rr 13 ; and there-

fore 4c = 4 X 13, and Z»^ — 4ffc — — 139; so that calling

the root of the square in question y, we shall have the

formula 4 x 13^'^ — 139, which must be a square. We
shall also have a n 4 X 13, and b = ~ 139, where it will

at once be observed, that a is divisible by the square 4 ; so

that we must reject this square divisor, and simply suppose
A rz 13; but we must then divide the value found for y by
2, as is shewn. Art. 50.

Making, therefore, y =. •'—, we shall have the equation,

\op- — 139q" = ^-; or, because 139 is 7 13, let us make

y = — , in order to have — 139/?^ + ISq- = z", an equation

which we may write thus, — 139/?^ z=: z- ~ 13cf.

We shall now make (Art. 52) z = nq — 139*7', ^"^ must
take for n an integer number not 7 'f^, that is to say,

Z 70 such, that n"- — 13 may be divisible by 139. As-
suming now n — 41, we have n- — 13 = 1668 zz 139 x 12

;

so that by making the substitution, and then dividing by
— 139, we shall have the equation,

^

p- = — 12<7- + 2 X 41(7(7' - 139?"-.

Now, as —12 is not a square, this equation has not the

* See Chap. IV. Art. 57, of ihc p^ecc(^ing Treatise.
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requisite conditions; since 12 is already less than 13, we
shall multiply the whole equation by —12, and it will be-

come -V2p- = (- ISy-l-lly)^— 13^^ so that 13^2 _ia^2

must be a square; or, making ~ = ^, 13j/* - 12 must be

so too. Where, it is evident, we should only have to make

7/ r= 1 ; but as we have got this value merely by chance, let

us proceed in the calculation according to our method, until

Ave arrive at a formula, to which the ordinary methods may
be applied. As 12 is divisible by 4, we may reject this

square divisor, remembering, liowever, that we must mul-

tiply the value of y by 2 ; Ave have therefore to make a

/ .
I r

square of the formula 13?/'' — 3 ; or making j/= — , (sup-

posing r and s to be integers prime to each other ; so that

the fraction — is already reduced to its least terms, as well

9
as the fraction - -), the formula 13r'-~3,$- must be a square.

P

Let the root be z'^ which gives lSr=z"+Ss'; and, making

z' — ms — 13*', in being an integer not 7 V, that is, l_l,

and such, that m' 4- 3 may be divisible by 13. Assuming

m — 6, which gives vv ~f 3 r= 39 =: 13 x 3, we have, by
substituting the value of z\ and dividing the whole equation

by 13, r- = Qs" — 2 x Qss' + IS-s". As the coefficient 3 of

s" is neither a square, nor less than that of s"-, in the pre-

ceding equation, let us make (Art. 54), s — (x^' + /, and

substituting, we shall have the transformed equation,

r~ - 3/2 - 2(6— 3f/0A' + (3^' - 2 X 6/0, -|- 13)6^

and here Ave must determine jw, so, that 6 — ^{x may not be

7|-, and it is clear that Ave must make ^. — 2, Avhich gives

6 — 3jx —. ; and the equation Avill become r- = 3*' + s^

Avhich is evidently reduced to the form required, as the co-

efficient of the square of one of the two indeterminate

quantities of the second side is also a square. In order to

have the most simple solution, we shall make s" =r 0, V = 1,
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and r = 1 ; therefore, s =z
fj.
— ^, hence 9j' = — —

4; ; ^^^

we know that we must multiply the value of t/' by 2 ; so that

we shall have ?/' =r 1 ; wherefore, tracing back the steps, we

obtam — := 1 ; whence q' z= p; and the equation

-l2f:^{-12q + 4>'lg'Y-13'q' will give

{-l2q+4>lpY=p"-;

that is, —12^ + 4<lp =z p; so that I2q zn 40/? ; therefore,

«/ = — =. ±^ — '-S
; but as we must divide the value ofy

by 2, we shall have ?/ = |- ; which will be the root of the

given formula, 7 + 15x + ISx'^ ; so that making
7 + 15-^^ + 13a;- = y, we shall find, by resolving the

equation, that 26a; -|- 15 = ± ~; Avhence, .r = — i^
3 9' or

We might have also taken —l2q-\-4:lp =•—;?, and

should have had y ziz — =. y ; and, dividing by 2, ?/r:-|4

;

then making 7 + 15jr + 13a'" =: (^4)"> we shall find

26a; + 15 rz + I ; whence, x — —
5 4, or zz — 1.

If we wished to have other values of x, we should only

have to seek other solutions of the equation r- rr Ss^ -f *%
which is resolvible in general by the methods that are known ;

but Avhen we know a single value of x^ we may immediately
deduce from it all the other satisfactory values, by the

method explained in Chap. IV. of the preceding Treatise.

57. Scholium. Suppose, in general, that the quantity

n -]- bx + cx' becomes equal to a square g^, when x rzj", so

that we have a + bf+ cf^ =z g^ ; then a — ^-^ — hf— cf'\
substituting this value in the given formula, it will become
g" + b{x —f) + cix"^ -/')• Now, let us take

g + m{x —f) for the root of this quantity, (m being an in-

determinate number), and we shall have the equation,

g- + b{x -/•) + c{x"- -f) =
g- + 2mg{x ~f) + m^(.r —fY

that is, expunging g^ on both sides, and then dividing

by X — f, we have

h + c{x -f/) = 2mg + m-(ar -/)

;

,
. - fm"—2gm.-\-h-\-cf . , . .

whence we find x zz —, . And it is evident,
VI —c
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on account of the indeterminate number m, that this ex-

pression oF X must comprehend all the values that can be

given to .v, in order to make the formula proposed a square ;

for whatever be the square number, to which this formula

may be equal, it is evident, that the root of this number may
always be represented by g + m(x —J"), giving to m a

suitable value. So that when we have found, by the method

above explained, a single satisfactory value of a:, we have

only to take it for^^ and the root of the square which results

for^-; and, by the preceding formula, we shall have all the

other possible values of x.

In the preceding example, we found z/ = i-, and a;= — y ;

so that, making g -— -|-» and/" — — |, we shall have

_ \^-\0m-^

which is a general expression for the rational values of x,

by which the quantity 7 + 15a: + 13.r^ may be made a

square,

58. Example 2. Let it also be proposed to find a rational

value of//, so that 23^' — 5 may be a square.

As 23 and 5 are not divisible by any square number,

we shall have no reduction to make. So that making

P
y = i-^ the formula 23;;^ — 5q" must become a square, 2-

;

so that we shall have the equation 23/?~ — z' + 5q-.

We shall therefore make z = nq — 9.'6q^, and we must

take for n an integer number, not 7\S such, that n" -\~ 5

may be divisible by 23. I find n r= 8, which gives

w^ -[- 5 = 23 X 3, and this value of n is the only one that

has the requisite conditions. Substituting, therefore, 8§'— 235'',

in the room of z, and dividing the whole equation by 23^ we

shall have |r = 37- — 2 x Sqq + 235-% in which we see

that the coefficient 3 is already less than the value of b,

which is 5, abstracting from the sign. Art. 52.

Thus, we shall multiply the whole equation by 3, and

shall have ^p" — {Qq — Sq'Y -\- 5q"' ; so that making

— —
?/, the formula —5^" + 3 must be a square, the co-

efficients 5 and 3 admitting of no reduction.

Therefore, let tj = —(r and .v being supposed prime to
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each other, whereas g' and p cannot be), and we shall have
to make a square of the quantity —5;-* + Ss^; so that

calling the root ^, we shall have —5r* + 3*^ = z^, and

/

thence —5r" = z- — 3*^.

We shall, therefore, take z' zz ms + 5s, and m must be
an integer number not 7|, and such, that m^ - 3 may be
divisible by 5. Now, this is impossible ; for we can only

take m = 1, or m = 2, which gives m^ — 3 :z: — 2, or — !•

From this, therefore, we may conclude that the problem is

not resolvible ; that is to say, it is impossible for the formula
232/^ — 5 ever to become a square, whatever number we
substitute for y *.

59. Corollary. If we had a quadratic equation, with

two unknown quantities, such as

a + bx + cy + dx^ + exy
-\-f}j' = 0, and it were pro-

posed to find rational values of x and y that would satisfy

the conditions of this equation, we might do this, when it is

possible, by the method already explained.

Taking the value of y in x, we have
yy-^ex\c^ ^/((c - exf — 4f{a -f Z)a: -f- dx^) ) ;

or, making a =. c^ — ^ivf, /3 = 9.ce — ^hf, y — e^ — 4^
9^y + f'.r + c = ^/(a + /3a: -{- yo;") ; the question will be

reduced to finding the values of x, that Avill render rational

the radical quantity V {ol -\- Qx -\- y.r-).

60. Schol'mm. I have already considered this subject,

rather differently, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences

at Berlin, for the year 176*7, and, I believe, first gave a direct

method, without the necessity of trial, for solving indeter-

minate problems of the second degree. The reader, who
wishes to investigate this subject fully, may consult those

Memoirs ; where he will, in particular, find new and im-

portant remarks on the investigation of such integer num-
bers as, when taken for ??, will render «*• — b divisible by
A, A and B being given numbers.

* The impossibility of the formula 23y-—5=z= is readily de-

monstrated: for 7/^ must be of one of the forms 4-?2, or 4h + 1-

In the first case, 23j/«—5 is of the form 2vS x4'W— 5,whichis the

same as 4?j — 1, and this is an impossible form for square num-
bers. In the second case, 283/^— 5 is of the form 23 x(4n-i-l)— 5,

which is the same as 4n— 18, or \n— 2, and this again is an im-

possihle form for square numbers. Therefore, the formula

23j/^ — 5 = z* is always impossible. B.
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In the Memoirs for 1770, and the following years, in-

vestigations will be found on the form of divisors of the

numbers represented by z- — b^'^ ; so that by the mere
form of the number a, we shall often be able to judge
of the impossibility of the equation Ap^ — z'^ — nq", where
A7/2 + B = D

,
(Art. 52).

CHAP. VI.

Of Double a7id Triple Equahties.

61. We shall here say a few words on the subject ofdouble
and triple equalities, which are much used in the analysis

of Diophantus, and for the solution of which, that great

mathematician, and his commentators, have thought it ne-

cessary to give particular rules.

When we have a formula, containing one or more un-
known quantities, to make equal to a perfect power, such as

a square, or a cube, &c. this is called, in the Diophantine
analysis, a simple equality ; and when we have two formulae,

containing the same unknown quantity, or quantities, to

make equal each to a perfect power, this is called a double
equality, and so on.

Hitherto, we have seen how to resolve simple equalities,

in which the unknown quantity does not exceed tlie second
degree, and the power proposed is the square.

Let us now see how double and triple equalities of the

same kind are to be managed.
62. Let us first propose this double equality,

a + bx ziz D
;

c + dx — D ;

where the unknown quantity is found only in the first

degree.

Making a + bx ~ C, and c -\- dx — u-, and expunging
X from both equations, v/e have ad — be — dt^ — 6w';

therefore,

df = he" + ad — 6c, and {dtf — dbu- -f- {ad — bc)d;

so that the difficulty will be reduced to finding a rational

value of 11, such, that dbu" -{- ad- — bed may become a
square. This simple equality will be resolved by the method

N X i:
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already explained, and knowing w, we shall likewise have

v^ — c

d

If the double equality were

ax^ ^ bx = D

,

ex" -^ dx ^= n,

we should only have to make x = —7, and then multiplying

both formulae by the square a:% we should get these two

equalities, a-\- bx = D , and c -^ dx = , which are similar

to the preceding,

Thus, we may resolve, in general, all the double equa-

lities, in which the unknown quantity does not exceed the

first degree, and those in which the unknov/n quantity is

found in all the terms, provided it does not exceed the

second degree ; but it is not the same when we have equali-

ties of this form,

a + bx -\- cx~ = D

,

a + (Sjr + yx^ — D

.

If we resolve the first of these equalities by our method, and

caliythe value o^ x, which makes a -\~ bx -\- cx^ = g^-, we
shall have, in general (Art. 57.),

_fm--9.gm-\-b\cf
in-— c

wherefore, substituting this expression of x in the other

formula ; a \-Bx-\-yx-, and then multiplying it by (m- — c)",

we shall have to resolve the equality,

a{m^ - cY + /3(w' — c) x {fm" - %m + ^' -{- cf)-\-

y{fm^-2.rmJ-bJrcfr= D;
in which, the unknown quantity, m, rises to tlie fourth

degree.

Now, we have not yet any general rule for resolving

such equalities ; and all we can do is to find successively

different solutions, when we already know one. (See

Chap. IX.)
63. If we had the triple equality,

ax + bi/^

ex + d7/y= D,
hx + ki/

)

we must make ax -^ bi^ = i\ ex -\- dy — iC^, and
hx -\- ky z= s\
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and, expunging x ax\\ 1/ from tl.ese three equations, we
should have

{ak — bh)u- — {ck — dh)t'^ = {ad - c6)s=;

so that, making — = z, the difficulty would be reduced to

resolving the simple equality,

ak— bJi „ ck - dh

ad— cb'^ ad—cb '

which is evidently a case of our general method.

Having found the value of z, we shall have u = tz, and

the two first equations will give

d—bz- az--c
X = —5 r^^, y = —5 7C •

ad— CO ^ ad—cb

But if the given triple equality contained only one variable

quantity, we should then again have an equality with the

unknown quantity rising to the fourth degree.

In fact, it is evident that this case may be deduced from

the preceding, by making ,^ = 1 ; so that we must have

az'^-c
, , , az''-c

j^Zd)^ - ^
'
^"^' ^o"«^q"^"t^y'

ad^i^b = °-

Now, calhngy one of the values of z, which can satisfy

the above equality, and, in order to abridge, making

=r e, we shall have, in general, (Art. 57.)
ad~cb

_fm"-2gm+e/
z — -z •

m"*— e

Then, substituting this value of z in the last equality, and

multiplyino- the whole of it by the square of m'^— e, we shall

ajfin'-^-g'^+ ef^'-'Cn'-'^^ = o, where the un-
' ad—cb

known quantity, m, evidently rises to the fourth power.
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CHAP. VII.

A direct andgeneral method^forfinding all the values ofy
expressed in Integer Numbers, by which we may render

Quantities of tlie form \''(Ay2 + b), rational; a and ^

being given Integer Numbers; and also for Jinding all

the possible Solutions, iii Integer Numbeis, of indeter-

minate Quadratic Equations of two unknown Quantities.

[appendix to chap. VI.]

64. Though by the method of Art. 5, general formulae

may be found, containing all the rational values of y, by
which AT/' + B may be made equal to a square ; yet those

formulae are of no use, Avlien the values of y are required to

be expressed in integer numbers : for which reason, we must

here give a particular method for resolving the question in

the case of integer numbers.

Let then Az/^ + b = a;^ ; and as a and b are supposed to

be integer numbers, and ?/ must also be integer, it is evident

that X ought likewise to be integer ; so that we shall have to

resolve, in integers, the equation x^ — aj/- = b. Now, I

begin by remarking, that if b is not divisible by a square

number, y must necessarily be prime to b ; for suppose, if

possible, that y and b have a common divisor a, so that

y = ay', and b = ecu' ; we shall then have x" — Aa-f = as',

whence it follows that x- must be divisible by a ; and as a is

neither a square, nor divisible by any square (hj/p.), be-

cause a is a factor of b, x must be divisible by a. Making

then X = ax', we shall have a,"X' =- a^Aj/" + ccb' ; or, di-

viding by a, au?'^ = ahv" + b' ; whence it is evident, that b'

must still be divisible by a, which is contrary to the hypo-

thesis.

It is only, therefore, when b contains square factors, tliat

J/ can have a common measure with b ; and it is eas}^ to

see, from the preceding demonstration, that this common
measure ofy and b can only be the root of one of the square

factors of b, and that the number x must have the same

conmion measure ; so that the whole equation will be divisible

by the square of this common divisor of x, y, and b.
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Hence I conclude, 1st. That if b is not divisible by any
square, y and b will be prime to each other.

2dly. That if b is divisible by a single square a*, y may
be either prime to b, or divisible by a, which makes two
cases to be separately examined. In the first case, we shall

resolve the equation x" — A.y'^ — b, supposing y and b

prime to one another ; in the second, we shall have to resolve

the equation, x"^ — A?/^ = b', b' being = „ , supposing also

1/ and b' prime to each other ; but it will then be ne-

cessary to multiply by a the values found for ?/ and x,

in order to have values corresponding to the equation

proposed.

odly. If B is divisible by two different squares, a^ and |S^,

we shall have three cases to consider. In the first, we shall

resolve the equation x" — Ay' = b, considering y and b as

prime to each other. In the second, we shall likewise resolve

the equation, x^ — Ay" = b', b' being = -^, on the supposi-
a

tion of z/ and b being prime to each other, and we shall

then multiply the values of x and y by a. In the third,

we shall resolve the equation x^ — Ay'^ = b", b'' being

B= — , on the supposition of y and b" being prime to each
p

other, and we shall then multiply the values of x and y
by/3.

4thly, &c. Thus, we shall have as many different equa-

tions to resolve, as there may be different square divisors

of B ; but those equations will be all of the same form,

x"^ — Ay'^ — B, and y also will always be prime to b.

65. Let us therefore consider, generally, the equation

x" — Ay2 = B ; where y is prime to b ; and, as x and j/ must
be integers, x" — Ay" must be divisible by j).

By the method, therefore, of Chap. IV. 48, we shall make
x=-ny— ^z^ and shall have the equation,

(w- — a)//'^ — %iY,yz \- B-s- = B, from which we perceive,

that the term, (w^ — A)y"-, must be divisible by b, since all

the others are so of themselves ; wherefore, as y is prime to

B, (Jiyp.) n^ — A must be divisible by b; so that making

::= c, and dividing by B, we shall have,

cy- — ^nyz -\- bz- =1. Now, this equation is simpler than

the one proposed, because the second side is equal to unity.
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We shall seek, therefore, the values of n, which may ren-

der 71^ — \ divisible by b ; for this it will be sufficient,

(Art. 47), to try for n all the integer numbers, positive or

negative, not 7-^ ; and if among these we find no one

satisfactory, we shall at once conclude that it is impossible

for w^ — A to be divisible by b, and therefore that the given

equation is not resolvible in integer numbers.
But if, in this manner, we find one, or more satisfactory

numbers, we must take them, one after another, for ??, which

will give as many different equations, to be separately con-

sidered, each of which will furnish one, or more solutions, of

the given question.

With regard to such values of n as would exceed that of

-^y, we may neglect them, because they would give no equa-

tions different from those, which will result from the values

of 71 that are not 7 -^, as we have already shewn (Art. 5S.)

Lastly, as the condition from which we must determine n
is, that li^ — A may be divisible by b, it is evident, that each

value of w may be negative, as well as positive; so that it

will be sufficient to try, successively, for n, all the natural

numbers, that are not greater than -^, and then to take the

satisfactory values of n, both in plus and in minus.

We have elsewhere given rules for facilitating the investi-

gation of the values of n, that may have the property re-

quired, and even for finding those values a priori in a great

number of cases. See the Memoirs of Berlin for the year

1767, pages 194, and 274.

Resolution of the Equation cy^ — 2nyz + bz- — 1, in

Integer Numbers.

This equation may be resolved by two different methods.

First Method.

66. As the quantities c, ii, b are supposed to be integer

numbers, as well as the indeterminate quantities ij and z, it

is evident, that the quantity cy^— 2nyz + bs^ must always be

equal to integer numbers ; consequently, unity will be its

least possible value, unless it may become 0, which can t)nly

happen, when this quantity may be resolved into two rational
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factors. As this case is attended with no difficulty, we shall

at once neglect it, and the question will be reduced to find-

ing such values of y and s, as will make the quantity in

question the least possible. If the minimum is equal to

unity, we shall have the resolution of the proposed equation ;

otherwise, we shall be assured, that it admits of no solution

in integer numbers. So that the present problem falls under
the third problem of Chap. II., and admits of a similar so-

lution. Now, as we have here (2«j- — 4bc — 4a (Art. 65),
we must make two distinct cases, according as a shall be
positive, or negative.

Fi7'st case, "dolien n"^ — bc = a ^ 0.

67. According to the method of Art. 32, we must reduce

the fraction — , taken positively, to a continued fraction;

this may be done by the rule of Art. 4 ; then, by the formulae

of Art. 10, we shall form the series of fractions converging

towards — , and shall have only to try, successively, the nume-

rators of those fractions for the number y, and the correspond-
ing denominators for the number z : if the given formula is re-

solvible in hitegers, we shall in this way find the satisfactory

values of y and z ; and, conversely, we may be certain,

that it admits not of any solution in integer numbers, if no
satisfactory values are found among the numbers that we
have tried.

Second case, when n- — bc n a 7 0.

68. We shall here employ the method of Art. 33 et seq, so

that, because e = 4a, we shall at once consider the quantity

(Art. 39), a — —^
, in Avhicli we must determine the

signs both of the value of n, which we have seen may be
either positive or negative, and of ^/A, so that it may become
j)ositive ; we shall then make the following calculation :

tr — — n, P" =: c, ^a Z

q' = - ^p'^ + (i", p' = ^^-, .a' Z

-o" + ^^A

pO

-q' + N^A
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-q!'± a/A
pW

-o"' + s/A

'
"o

III

p" ' ' p"

&c, &c. &c.

and we shall only continue these series until two correspond-

ing terms of the first and the second series appear again
togetlier ; then, if among the terms of the second series,

p", p', p", &:c. there be found one positive, and equal to unity,

this term will give a solution of the proposed equation ; and
the values of j/ and z will be the corresponding terms of the

two series p'-, p', p", &c. and q^\ q', q\ calculated according

to the formuljE of Art. 25 ; otherwise, we may immediately
conclude, that the given equation is not resolvible in integer

numbers. See the example of Axi. 40.

Third case, "Johen a is a square.

69. In this case, the quantity ^/ a will become rational,

and the quantity ci/^ — 2m/z + bz^ will be resolvible into

two rational factors. Indeed, this quantity is no other than

(cy — nzf — a2^ . „^-^ , wmch, supposmg a r= a-, may be thrown

.
, ,1 .

r-
(c?/ ± {n + a)z) {cy ± {n - a)z)

into this torm, .

c

Now, as n- — «^ = AC ~ {n -\- a) x {n — a), the product

of ?i + a by n — a must be divisible by c; and, conse-

quently, one of these two numbers n + a, and ii — a, must
be divisible by one of the factors of c, and the other by the

other factor. Let us, therefore, suppose c — bc, n + a =J^b,
and n — a — gc,fand b being whole numbers, and the pre-

ceding quantity will become the product of these two linear

factors, C7/ + J^, and bi/ + gz ; therefore, since these two

factors are both integers, it is evident that their product

could not be = 1, as the given equation requires, unless

each of them were separately == + 1 ; we shall therefore

make cj/ +Jz = + 1, and bj/ + gz = ± 1, and by these

means we shall determine the numbers j/ and z. If we find

these numbers integer, we shall have the solution of the equa-

tion proposed ; otherwise, it will be irresolvible, at least in

whole numbers.
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Second Method.

70. Let the tbrmiiui Cij"—''Znyz-\-)AZ' undergo such trans-

formations as those we have already made (Art. 54), and we
shall invariably be brought by the transformations, to an
equation, such as L^— 2ai^^ f nv{(% the numbers l, m,n, being

whole numbers, depending upon ihe given numbers c, b, w,

so that we have m^ — ln :=: w^— cb =: a ; and fartlier, that

2m may not be greater (abstracting from the signs) than the

number L, nor the number n, the numbers and "^ will like-

\vioe be integer, but depending on the indeterminate numbers

y and z.

For example, let c be less than b, and let us put the

formula in question into this form,

making c — b', and z =r ?/' ; if 2n he not greater than b', it

is evident that this formula will already of itself have the

requisite conditions ; but if 9,n be greater than b', then we
must suppose y = mif + 7/" ; and, by substitution, we
shall have the transformed formula,

i u I

B3/2— 2n';y'y' -|- b"?/%

where
^

')l- — A
n' = 71— ??«e', and b'' = vi~b'— 2mn + b = ;—

.

b'

Now, as tlie number m is indetei'minate, we may, by sup-

posing it an integer, take it such, that the number n — wb'
may not be greater than ^b', abstracting from the sign ; then

2?i' will not surpass b'. So that, if 2w' does not even exceed

b", the preceding transformed formula will already be in the

case wliich we have seen ; but if 2w' is greater than b", we
shall then continue to suppose ?/' = m'y'' + j/'", which will

give this new transformation,

/;/ II II III

where
i,

w" = w' — mn'K and b"' = m"B" — 2m7i + b' = r.—

.

b"

We shall now determine the whole number m', so that

b"
n' — m'B' may not be greater than — , by which means 2n,"

will not exceed b"; so that we shall have the required trans-

formation, ii' 2n" does not even exceed b''; but if 2«" exceed

b'", we shall again suppose r/" — m''y"' + ?/"', &c. &c.
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Now, it Is evident, that these operations cannot go on to

infinity ; for since 2w is greater than b', and 2?i' is not, 7i'

will evidently be less than n ; in the same manner, 2;i' is

greater than b", and 2ii" is not, wherefore ii" will be less than

n', and so on ; so that the numbers n, n', n", &c. will form a

decreasing series of integers, which of course cannot go on
to infinity. We shall therefore arrive at a formula, in which

the coefficient of the middle term will not be greater than

those of the two extreme terms, and which will likewise have
the other properties already mentioned; as is evident from
the nature of the ti'ansformations employed.

In order to facilitate the transformation of the formula,

cy- — 9>nyz + b;:;^

into this,

let us denote by d the greater of the two extreme coefficients

c and B, and the other coefficient by d' ; and, vice versa^ let

us denote by 5 the variable quantity, whose square shall be
found multiplied by d', and the other variable quantity by 6'

;

so that the given formula may take this form,

D'9"- - 2nm + d62,

where d is less than d ; then we have only to make the fol-

lowing calculation

.

'* . ... '^" — A ,m =—i,n' =. n — wd' d' = -.— , 9 — mS' -\ 9',

d' d'si-

ll

m' = -—
-„ n!' = ?i' - m'j)", o"'= -—;;—, 5' = ;«'9' + 9

d" d"
III

III

n" 71" — A
m" = -i:,,n"' = 7i"-m"D">, d'^= ^, f= m"S'" + 9*%

d'" d"

&c. &c. &c.

where it must be observed, that the sign =, which is put

after the letters vi, m', m", &c. does not express a perfect

equality, but only an equality as approximate as possible,

so long as we understand only integer numbers by m, m',

m", &c. The sign = being only employed for want of a

better.

These operations must be continued, until in the series

n, ii', n", &c. we find a term, as Uc, which (abstracting from

the sign) does not exceed the half of the corresponding term,
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m of the series d', d", d''', &c. any more than the half of the

following term De+l. Then we may make d? = l, np = n,

DP + i = M, and Bp = if, 9p+i = ^, or dp = m, dp+i = l,

and Qp = ^, 9?+^ =\^. We must always suppose, as we
proceed, that we have taken, for m, the less of the two num-
bers Dp, De+ 1.

71. The equation, cj/- — 2ni/z-{-DZ' rr 1, will therefore be
reduced to this,

Lr - 2N^t^ -f MV^= = 1,

where n- — lm =: a, and where 2n is neither 7 l, nor 7m,
(abstracting from the signs). Now, m being the less of the

two coefficients l and m, let us multiply the whole of the

equation by the coefficient m ; and making

it is evident, that it will be changed into

d2 - A^' = M,

in which we must make a distinction between the two cases

of A positive, and a negative.

1st. Let A be negative, and =.— a {a being a positive

number), the equation will then be
y* + a^" =. M.

Now, as N" — LM = A, we shall have a = lm — n- ; whence
we immediately perceive, that the numbers l and M must
have the same signs ; otherwise, 2n can neither be 7 L, nor

7 M ; wherefore n'' will not be 7 -r-; therefore, a :=, or
4

7 ^LM ; and since m is supposed to be less than l, or at least

not greater than l, we shall have, a fortiori, a =:, or

7 Im^
; whence m =, or Z. v'' ^ ; and m Z t \'^ «•

Hence, we see that the equation, y- -f «P == m, could not

exist on the supposition of v and ^ being whole numbers,
unless we made ^ ~ 0, and 'f- =r m, which requires m to be a

square number.
Let us, therefore, suppose m — fx-", and we shall have

= 0, = + jx, wherefore, from the equation, u zz. M^ - n^,

we shall have /^'^f/ r: + ^u,, and, consequently, ^J/
= + -- ; so

that i> cannot be a whole number, as it ought, by the

hypothesis, unless ju, be equal to unity, or = + 1, and, con-

sequently, M n 1.

Hence, therefore, we may infer, that the given equation is
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not resolvlble iii integers, unless m be found equal to unity,

and positive. If this condiUon takes place, then we make

^ — 0, ^1/ = + 1, and go back from these values to those of

y and s.

This method is founded on the same principles as that of

Art. 67; but it has the advantage of not requiring any

trial.

2dly. Let a be now a positive number, and we shall have

A= M-— LM. And as n- cannot be greater than -j-, it is evi-

dent that the equation cannot subsist, unless — lm be a

positive number ; that is to say, unless l and m have con-

trary signs. Thus, a will necessarily be L— lm, or at

farthest = — lm, if n = ; so that we shall have - LM =,
or Z. a; and, consequently, M^ =, or Z a, or M =, or

Z v-" A.

The case of m = ,/ a cannot take place, except when a
is a square ; consequently, this case may be" easily resolved

by the method already given, (Art. 69).

There remains, now, only the case in which A is not a

square, and in which we shall necessarily have M L V a

(abstracting from the sign of m) ; then the equation,

v^ — A^' — M, will come under the case of the theorem. Art.

38, and may therefore be resolved by the method there ex-

plained.

Hence, we have only to make the following calculation

:

a° = 0,
po = 1, [^ ^ \/A

,

-q'- a^A
q' — a, p' =r Q* — A, ^' Z

a" = yJv' + Q', r" = —--, fx.
. -^ -^

p'

-q"+ a/A

P"

-q'"- ^/A

p//l

&c. &c. &c.

continuing it until two corresponding terms of the first and

second series appear again together ; or until in the series

p', p", p''', &c. there be found a term equal to unity, and

positive ; that is to say, =: P^ : for Uien all the succeeding

terms will return in the same order in each of the three series

(Art. 37). If in the series i>', p", p'", &c. there be found a

term equal to m, we shall have. the resolution of the given
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equation ; for we shall only have to take, for v and 0, the cor-

responding terms of the series p', p", p", &c. q\ q", q'\ &.c.

calculated according to the formula; of Art. 25 ; and we may

even find an infinite number of satisfactory values for o and ^,

by continuing the same series to infinity.

Now, as soon as we know two values of v and ^, we shall

have, from the equation, y = Mxf' — n^, that of vl/, which will

also be a whole number; then we may go back from these

values of and 4/, that is to say, of Og+ •, and 5.2, to those of

9 and 5', or ofy and z (Art. 70).

But if in the series p', p", p'", &c. there is no term = m,

we are sure that the equation proposed admits of no solution

in whole numbers.

It is proper to observe, that, as the series p*', p', p", &c. as

well as the two others, Q°, a', q", &c. and /a, jj.', [jJ', &c. de-

pend only on the number a ; the calculation, once made for

a o-iven value of a, will serve for all the equations in which

A, or u' — CB, shall have the same value; and hence the

foregoing method is preferable to that of Art. 68, which

requires a new calculation for each equation.

Lastly, so long as a does not exceed 100, we may make
use of the Table given. Art. 41, which contains for each

radical V a, the values of the terms of the two series p",

._ p'^ p"^ _ p'"^ &c. and |U., ju,', jx", &c. continued, until one

of the terms p', p', p'", &c. becomes — 1 ; after which, all

the succeeding terms of both series return in the same order.

So that, by means of this Table, we may judge, immediately,

whether the equation, o^ _ a^^ ^ m, be resolvible, or not.

Of the manner of finding- all the possible solutions of the

equation^ cy^— 2nyz + bz^ = 1, when we hiow only one

of them.

72. Though, by the methods just given, we may suc-

cessively find all tlie solutions of this equation, when it is

resolvible in integer numbers; yet this maybe done, in a

manner still more simple, as follows

:

Call p and q the values found for «/ and z ; so that we have

Qp- - %ipq + B^'' = 1,

and take two other whole numbers, /• and 5, such, that

ps ^ qr =^\:, which is always possible, because p and q are

necessarily prime to each other ; then suppose

y = pt + ru, and z = qt -\- su,

t and u being two new indeterminate numbers ; substituting

these expressions in the equation,

Cj/' - %iyz + Bz^ = 1,
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and, in order to abridge, making

p = cp'- — 2iipq + Bq^,

Q. =. cpr — n{ps + qr) + Bqs,

R = cr- ~.9,nrs -\- b*%

we shall have the equation transformed into this,

P^'' + 9>Qtu + ViU' = 1.

Now we have, by hypothesis, p = 1 ; farther, if we
call

f and cr, two values of r and s that satisfy the equation,
ps — qr zzl, we shall have, in general, (Art. 42),

r = f
-- mp, 6- r= (T -f- mq,

m being any whole number ; therefore, putting these values
into the expression of q, it will become

d z= cp§ — n{ pa- -j- q^) -\- Tiqtr -f 7nv ;

so that, as p = 1, we may make (i = 0, by taking

m —— cp§ -{- n{p<r -j- q§)— Bqa-.

We now observe, that the value of q.°— pii is reduced
(after the above substitutions and reductions), to this;
(ji^ — cb) X

(
ps — qrY ; so that as ps - qr — 1, we shall

have Q* - PR — 11^ — CB zi: A ; therefore, making p — 1,
and a = 0, we shall have - r — a, that is, r n - a ; so
that the equation before transformed will become V'— ku'^— 'S..

Now, as
J/, 2, p, q^ r, and s are whole numbers, by the

hypothesis, it is easy to perceive, that t and v. will also be
whole numbers ; for, deducing their values from the equa-
tions, y —pt + ru, and z = qi -{- su, we have

sii—rz
, qu — pz

t = —
, and u = ^—i-

:

ps—qr qr—ps
that is to say, (because ps ~ qr — 1), t = sy — rs, and
u-pz—qy.
We shall therefore only have to resolve, in whole numbers,

the equation i!^ — au"- — 1, and each value of t and u will

give new values of 3/ and 2;.

For, substituting the value of the number wz, already
found, in the general values of r and s, we shall have

r ^ ^{\ - cp') - Bpqa- + np{pa- + qs),
5 = cr(l — Bq"-) — cpqp -|- nq{ p<r + qo) ;

or, because c/)- — Znpq + Bq^ =\,

r = [Bq — np) x {q^ — po-) =— Bq -{- up,

s = {cp —nq) X {po" — q{') — C-f — nq.

Therefore, putting these values of r and s in the fore-

going expressions ofy and z, we shall have, in general,
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y = pt -(Bg — np)if,

z = qi-\- {cp — nq)u.

73. The whole therefore is reduced to resolving the

equation t^ - am" n 1.

Now, 1st, if A be a negative number, it is evident, that

this equation cannot subsist, in whole numbers, except by
making a =: 0, and ^ =: 1 , which would give y i^ p^ and
z zz q. Whence we may conclude that, in the case of a

being a negative number, the proposed equation,

cy"— Swj/x -\- B3^ = 1,

can never admit but of one solution in whole numbers.
The case would be the same, if a were a positive square

number ; for making a = a% we should have
[t -\- an) X {t — an) — 1 ; wherefore, t + «" — + Ij ^nd
^ — ^M = + 1 ; wherefore, 9.au =0, w =; 0, and conse-

quently ^ = + 1,

2dly. But if a be a positive number, not square, then the

equation, t" — Aii- — 1, is always capable of an infinite

number of solutions, in whole numbers, (Art. 37), which
may be found by the formulae already given (Art. 71) ; but
it will be sufficient to find the least values of t and u\ and,

for this purpose, as soon as we have arrived, in the series

p', p'', p", &c. at a term equal to unity, we shall have only to

calculate, by the formulae of Art. 25, the corresponding terms

of the two series //, jf', p'", &c. and g', q'', q\ &c. for these

will be the values required of t and ?/. Whence it is evident,

that the same calculation made for resolving the equation
0- — A^- — ]M, will serve also for the equation

t- — All- — 1.

Provided that x does not exceed 100, we have the least

values of t and u calculated in the Table, at the end of

Chap. VII. of the preceding Treatise, and in which the

numbers a, ???, n, are the same as those that are here called

A, t and u.

74. Let us denote by t\ ti', the least values of t, 7i, in the

equation t- — Au" — 1 ; and in the same manner as these

values may serve to find new values of?/ and z, in the equa-
tion, cy" — 9.nyz + bz- = 1, so they will likewise serve for

finding new values of ^ and u in the equation f — Ati^ — 1,

which is only a particular case of the former. For this pur-
pose, we shall only have to suppose c == 1, and n = 0, which
gives — B — A, and then take f, u, instead of?/, ~, and t\ ?/',

instead of J9, q. Making these substitutions, therefore, in

the general expressions of ?/ and z (Art. 72), and fartbcri

putting T, V, instead of/, u, we shall have, generally,
'

o o
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t = Ttf + A\n',

u = 111! + v^',

and, for the determination of t and v, we shall have the
equation t^ - av'' = 1, which is similar to the one proposed.

Thus, we may suppose t r: ^', and v = w', which will give

t = t^ -\- Au\ u = hi + txi.

Calling ^', m" the second values of t and m, we shall have

f =t- -\- AU", u" = 2fu'.

Now, it is evident, that we may take these new values f,

u", instead of the first ^, u' ; so that we shall have

^ rr T^' + avm",

ti =r tm" + \t",

where we may again suppose t =: ^, v z= ?*', which will give

t = ft" + Au'u", u = hi" + u't".

Thus, we shall have new values of t and w, which will be

t"> = h" + Au'u" = i{t- + Sau'^),

u'" = fu" +i^f = u'{3i- + AU^),

and so on.

75. The foregoing method only enables us to find the

values t", f, &c. u", u'", 8cc. successively ; let us now con-

sider how this investigation may be generalised. We have first,

t = if + AYu'f u = Tu' + vf

;

whence this combination,

t ±u V A = {if ± u' V a) X (t ±y x/ a);

then supposing t = ^, and v = m', we shall have

t" ± u" V A={t' ± 7l' */ a)\

Let us now substitute these values of f and u", instead of

those of t' and u', and we shall have

t ±u V A — {t' ±ic' V ^y X {t ±\ a/ a),

where, again making t = (!, and v = u', and calling t'", u'",

the resulting values of t and u, there will arise

f> ± «'" x/ A ?= (t' ± WV a)^

In the same manner, we shall find

r + M'^ V A = (<' ± wV a)*,

and so on.

Hence, in order to simplify, if we now call t and v the

first and the least values of t, u, which we before called f, u',
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we shall have, in general,

t±u ,/ A = (t ± V V a)"',

m being any positive whole number ; whence, on account of

the ambiguity of the signs, we derive

_ (t+ V \/a)"'+(t—Vy/A)'"
i -

2

(t + V a/ a)'" ~ (t - V ^/a)"'
U = 7Z

•

Though these expressions appear under an irrational form,

it is easy to see that they will become rational, if we involve

the powers of t + v ^^ A ; for it is well known that

m(m—l) ^ ^
(T + V / a)"' - T-" X '^^T'"-'V y/ A H ^—^ T'"--V-A

mlm-l)x(m— 9) , , „

' 2x3
Wherefore,

m(m— 1) _ ,

t — T'" 4- --^—^AT"'--v^

m{m-\)x{m—9) x (^»-3
)^,^„._4^,4 , ^^

2x3x4
mini —\)x{in— 2) ,,,

„ „

U = mT'"-'v + -, ^ AT"'-'V>
2x3

m{m—l)x{m^2)x(m-S)x (^-4)
^,^,„_5^,5 , ^^"^ 2x3x4x5 '

*

Where we may take for m any positive whole numbers

whatever.

It is evident that, by successively making 77i ==1,2, 3, 4,

&c. we shall have values of t and ti, that will go on increasing.

I shall now shew that, in this manner, we may obtain all

the possible values of t and u, provided t and v are the

least of them. For this purpose, it is sufficient to prove,

that between the values of t and u, which answer to m, any

number whatever, and those which would answer to the

number, /« + 1, it is impossible to find any intermediate

values, that will satisfy the equation t- — am^ = 1.

For example, let us make the values f, id", which result

from the supposition of m — 3, and the values t'\ u'\ which

result from the supposition of in - 4, and let us suppose it

possible that there are other intermediate values, 9 and u,

which would likewise satisfy the equation f- — am^ — 1.

oo2
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Ill III iv iv

Since we have t^— AU^ = 1, t^ — Au'^ = 1, and 6*— ao =1,

/// //;
iv iv

we shall have Q"- — t- = a{v^ — ir), and f — Q- = a{u^— o^)

;

whence we see that, if 6 7 i" and Z t"^ we shall also have

V 7 m'", and / i<}"'. Farther, we shall also have these other

values of t and ii\ namely, t = H" — aom'% u — Om*'' — t;^%

which will satisfy the same equation, V- — a?** = 1 ; for, by
substitution, we shall have

(9r — Auw'^)" — A(ur- ^u'^f = (9"-— Ao-) X {e—Al'')=l,

iv iv

an identical equation, because 6'^ — au^ = 1, and P — aw-= 1

{hj/p,). Now, these two last equations give

1 , . . 1

9 - u ^/A = 7- — , and ^»' — zi'V^ = ,^+ ^^^/A'
^ r+ l^'%/A

hence, substituting instead of 9, in the expression,

u = Su'" - vr,

the quantity u ^/a + -—;

; and, instead of &', the quan-

tity y}" \/A + ; , we shall have

u =
6+ov/A ^'^ + m'v^a'

In the same manner, if we consider the quantity ^'"m'^ — li^H^

III III

it may likewise, on account of t^— au'^ = 1, be put into the

u''' tc'"

form, ^7q_^m ^^ + ^iqr^T^-

Now, it is easy to perceive, that the preceding quantity

must be less than this, because 9 7^", and 7 ?/'"; therefore,

we shall have a value of ?<, which will be less than the quan-
tity ^'V^ — u"'f''' ; but this quantity is equal to v ; for

(t + v /a)3-|-^t — V x/a)'
t'" =

2 '

(t +Vv/a)-^-|-(t - V v/a)*_
^

(t + vv/a)3-(t-v^aV

,. ^ (T+V^A^-V^^^
^^^^^^^
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(t - V ^/A)3 X (t + V s^a)* - (t—V ^/aY X (t4- V x^aY
2 /A

Farther, {r - v^aY x (t + v^/A)^ = (t^ - av^)^ = 1,

since x'^ — av^ = !> by hypothesis ; whence

(t — V v/a)' x (t + V a/a)* = t + v^/a, and

(t — Vv'a)'* X (t + y^/AY = T — v-v/a;

so that the value of f'u'^' — u"'f''' will be reduced to

2v v/a = V.
2v/A

It would follow from this, that we should have a value of

w^v, which is contrary to the hypothesis; since v is sup-

posed to be the least possible value of zi. There cannor,

therefore, be any intermediate values of t and ti between

these, t'", t'""', and m'", ^i'*. And, as this reasoning may be

applied, in general, to all the values of t and u, which would

result from the above formulae, by making m equal to any

whole number, we may infer, that those formulae actually

contain all the possible values of t and ic.

It is unnecessary to observe, that the values of t and u
may be taken either positive, or negative ; for this is evident

from the equation itself, f^ — aw- — 1.

Of the manner offinding all tlie possible Solutions, in whole

numbers, of iiideterminate Quadratic Equations of tzvo

unknozon quantities.

76. The methods, which we have just explained, are suf-

ficient for the complete solution of equations of the form

A^/^ + B = x"^ ; but we may have to resolve equations of a

more complicated form : for which reason, it is proper to

shew how such solutions are to be obtained.

Let there be proposed the equation

ar^ _|_ hrs -f cs"^ -f dr + es \-f — o,

where a, 6, c, fZ, e, f, are given whole numbers, and r

and s are two unknown numbers, that must likewise be

integer.

I shall first have, by the common solution,

2flr -1- 65 + (Z = V{{bs + df - A^aics"^ -\- es -\- d) ),

whence we see, that the difficulty is reduced to making

(hs + dY — 4a(c6'- + cs -\- d) a square.

In order to simplify, let us suppose
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b" — 4ac = A,

bcl — 9,ae = g;

and A,s-2 + ^gs + ?i must be a square ; representing this

square by «/-, in order that we may have the equation,

and taking the value of y, we shall have

As-'rg = V(A^'-rg'' - A/i);

so that we shall only have to make a square of the formula,
A?)(^ -\- g^ — Ah.

If, therefore, we also make g- — a/i = b, we shall have to

render rational the radical quantity, a '(aj/^ -|~ b) ; which we
may do by the known methods.

Let V{hy°- -)- b) = X, so that the equation to be resolved

may be mj" + b — .r^ ; we shall then have as -\- g "=. + x.

Now, we alread};^ have 2«r + 65 -f fZ = + j/ ; so that, when
we have found the values of x and ?/, we shall have those of
r and s, by the two equations,

—x—g ^y~d—bs
A 2a

Now, as ?• and s must be whole numbers, it is evident,

1st, that X and ?/ must be whole numbers likewise; 2dly,

that + X — g" must be divisible by A, and +2/ — d — bs

by 2a. Thus, after having found all the possible values of
X and y, in whole numbers, it will still remain to find those

among tliem that will render r and s whole numbers. If A
is a negative number, or a positive square number, we have
seen that the number of possible solutions in whole num-
bers is always limited ; so that in these cases, we shall only

have to try, successively, for x and y, the values found; and
if we meet with none that give whole numbers for r and *,

we conclude that the proposed equation admits of no solution

of this kind.

There is no difficulty, therefore, but in the case ofA being

a positive number, not a square; in which we have seen,

that the number of possible solutions in whole numbers may
be infinite. In this case, as v,e '-h.o'jlcl have an infinite

number of values to try, we could never judge of the sol-

vibility of the proposed "equation, without having a lule, by
which the trial may be reduced within certain limits. This
we shall now investigate.

77. Since we have (Art. 65), x — nt^ - bs, and (Art. 72),

7/ = pf - [nq - np)u, and z = qt + (cp — 7iq)i(, it is easy

to perceive, that the general expressions of r and s will take

this form,
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_ at + ^u-^y _ a!t-\-0u-\-yi
r - -^ , s - Y '

a, ^, Yi ^, «', /3', y, '', being known whole numbers, and /,

u, being given by the formulae of Art. 75, in which the ex-

ponent m may be any positive whole number ; thus, the

question is reduced to finding what value we must give

to r«, in order that the values of r and s may be whole
numbers.

78. I observe, first, that it is always possible to find a
value of u divisible by any given number, a ; for, sup-
posing u =: Acu, the equation, P — am* =z 1, will become
t"^ — a A'^w'^ = 1, which is always resolvible in whole num-
bers; and we shall find the least values of t and w, by
making the same calculation as before, only taking aa%
instead of a. Now, as these values also satisfy the equation

t^ — AM* = 1, they will necessarily be contained in the

formulae of Art. 75. Thus, we shall necessarily have a

value of m, which will make the expression of u divisible

by A.
Let us denote this value of m by

fj.,
and I say that, if we

make m = 2a, in the general expressions of t and u of the

Article just quoted, the value of m will be divisible by a ;

and that of t being divided by a will give 1 for a re-

mainder.

For, if we express by t' and v' the values of f and «,

in which in = jU-, and by t'' and v'' those in which m — 2j!>t.,

we shall have (Art. 75),

I t' + v'v/A = (t + v-v/a)-", and

,t" + v" v/A = (t + vy a)2/«; therefore,

(t'±v'v/a)*=(t"±v'Va),

that is to say, comparing the rational part of the first side

with the rational part of the second, and the irrational with

the irrational,

t" =: t* -t- Av*, and v" = 2t'v' ;

hence, since v' is divisible by A , v" will be so likewise ; and

t'' will leave the same remainder that x* would leave ; butII I
1 T

we have t* — av* = 1 (Jtyp.), therefore t* — 1 must be di-

visible by A, and even by a", since v" is so already ; where-

fore, T*, and, consequently, t" likewise, being divided by a,
will leave the remainder 1

.
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Now, I say that the values of t and ?f, which answer to

any exponent whatever, m, being divided by a , will leave

the same remainders as the values of t and u. which would
answer to the exponent m -\- 2iu. For, denoting these last

by 9 and v, we shall have,

t ±u x/a = (t + v^/ a)"S and

6 + o-v/A = (t + Va/a)'» + 2,«; wherefore,

^ ± vV^ = {t ± uVa) X (t + vVa)2m,

but we have just before found

t" + vVa = (T + vv'a)2/';

whence we shall have

9 ± 'Va =^ {t ± u^k) X (t" ± vVa);
then, by multiplying and comparing the rational parts, and
the irrational parts, respectively, we derive

9 =1 It" -f AMv", y = tv" + ut'.

Now, v" is divisible by a, and t" leaves the remainder 1;

therefore B will leave the same remainder as t, and v the

same remainder as n.

In general, therefore, the remainders of the values of t

and n, corresponding to the exponents m + 2jw,, m + 4ju,,

m + 6/>t,, &c. will be the same as those of the values, which

correspond to any exponent whatever, m.

Hence, therefore, we may conclude, that, if we wish to

have the remainders arising from the division of the terms

i', f, t'", &c. and u', ti", u'", &c. which correspond to m = 1,

2, S, &c. by the number a, it will be sufficient to find these

remainders as far as the terms ^2/^ and i<2u inclusive; for,

after these terms, the same remainders will retuin in the

same order ; and so on to infinity.

With regard to the terms P/^ and u'^/', at which we may
stop, one of them u'^/^ will be exactly divisible by a , and the

other P/-^ Avill leave unity for a remainder ; so that we shall

only have to continue the divisions until we arrive at the re-

mainders 1 and ; we may then be sure that the succeeding

terms will always give a repetition of the same remainders

as those we have already found.

We might also find the exponent, 2ju,, a priori; for we
should only have to perform the calculation pointed out.

Art. 71, in the first place, for the number a, and then for

the number A a"; and if tt be the rank of the term of the

series p', p'', p'", &c. which, in the first case, will be = 1,

and
f
the rank of the term that will be — 1, in the second

case, we shall Only have to seek the smalletit multiple of ^r
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and
f,

which being divided by *, will give the required

value of
P-.

Thus, for example, if we have A = 6, and a = 3, we
shall find for the radical ^6, in the Table of Art. 41,
p'^ = 1, p' = — 2, p' = 1 ; therefore, ^ = 2. Then we shall

find, in the same Table, for -the radical ^(6 x 9) = a/54,
po = 1, P' = - 5, p" = 9, p'" - - 2, p'^' :- 9, pv = - 5,

p^' = 1 ; and hence f
= 6. Now, the least multiple of 2

and 6 is 6, which being divided by 2 gives the remainder 3

;

so that we shall here have jx = 3, and 2/x = 6.

Therefore, in order to have, in this case, all the remainders

of the division of the terms t', t", t", &c. and w', u", u'",

8lc. by 3, it will be sufficient to find those of the six leading

terms of each series ; for the succeeding terms will always

give a repetition of the same remainders : that is to say,

the seventh terms will give the same remainders as the

first, the eighth terms, the same as the second ; and so on to

infinity.

Lastly, the terms tf- and ?/-« may sometimes happen to

have the same properties as the terms t'^/^ and u'^y- ; that is

to say, uf^ may be divisible by a, and tf- may leave unity

for a remainder. In such cases, we may stop at these very

terms; for the remainders of the succeeding terms, tf^+^,

t« + ''^, &c. zi-" + i, uf^ + '^, &c. will be the same as those of the

terms t', t", &c. u', u'', &c. and so of the others.

In general, we shall denote by M the least value of the

exponent m, that will render t — 1, and u, divisible by a.

79. Let us now suppose that we have any expression

whatever, composed of t and u, and given whole nvmibers,

so that it may always represent whole numbers ; and that it

is required to find the values, which must be given to the ex-

ponent m, in order that this expression may become divisible

by any given number whatever, a : we shall only have to

make, successively, m = I, 2, 3, &c. as far as m; and if

none of these suppositions render the given expression di-

visible by A, we may conclude, with certainty, that it can

never become so, whatever values we give to m.

But if in this manner we find one, or more values of m,

Avhich render the given expression divisible by a, then calling

each of these values N, all the values of m that can possibly

do the same, will be K, N -r m, n -f- 2m, n + Bm, &c.

and, in general, n -f Am ; A being any whole number
whatever.

In the same manner, if we had another expression com-

posed likewise of t, u, and given whole numbers, and, at the

same time, divisible by any other given number whatever,
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a', we should in like manner seek the corresponding values

of M and N, which we shall here express by m' and n', and
all the values of the exponent m, that will satisfy the con-

dition proposed, will be contained in the formula n' + A'm';

a' being any whole number whatever. So that we shall

only have to seek the values, which we must give to the

whole numbers A and A', in order that we may have

N + Am — n' + A'm, or mA — mA' rr n' — n,

an equation resolvible by the method of Art. 42.

It is easy to apply what we have just now said to the

case of Art. 77, where the given expressions have the form,

at + Bu -\- y, o!t + /3'm + 7', and the divisors are • and J'.

We must only recollect to take the numbers t and u, suc-

cessively, positive and negative, in order to have all the cases

that are possible.

80. Scholium If the equation proposed for resolution, in

whole numbers, were of the form

ar'^ -|- 9,brs -\- cs" —f,
we might immediately apply to it the method of Art. Qto ;

for, 1st, it is evident that r and s could have no common di-

visor, unless the numberywere at the same time divisible

by the square of that divisor ; so that we may always reduce

the question to the case, in which r and s shall be prime to

each other. 2dly, It is evident, also, that s andycould have

no common divisor, unless that divisor were one also of the

number cr, supposing r prime to ,9; so that we may also

reduce the question to the case, in which s andy shall be

prime to each other. (See Art. 64).

Now, s being supposed prime toy and to r, we may
make r = ns —fi'-, and, in order that the equation may be

resolvible in whole numbers, there must be a value of n,

f
positive or negative, not greater than -^, which may render

the quantity an" + '^hn -\- c divisible by f. This value

beino- substituted for n, the whole equation will become

divisible byy and will be found reduced to the case of Art.

66, et scq.

It is easy to perceive, that the same method may serve for

reducing every equation of the form,

a^m _L ij.mg _j_ cz-'-'-'i-i -{-, &c. -f lis'''' =y;

a b c, &c. being given whole numbers, and r and s being

two indeterminate numbers, which must likewise be in-

tegers, in another similar equation, but in which the whole

known term is unity, and then we may apply to it the

general method of Art. 2. See the Scholium of Art. 30.
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81. Example 'I . Let it be proposed to render rational

the quantity, v/(30 + GSs - ls% by taking only whole

numbers for s.

We shall here have to resolve this equation,

30 + &2s — 7s"- = If,

which being multiplied by 7, may be put into this form,

7 X 30 + (31)= — (7* - 31)= = 7j/%

or, making 7^ — 31 = a:, and transposing,

x"~ = 1171 - ly\ or x'' + 7^/^ = 1171.

This equation now comes under the case of Art. 64 ; so that

we shall have a =~ 7, and b = 1171, from which we in-

stantly perceive, that ?/ and b must be prime to each other,

since this last number contains no square factor.

According to the method of Art. 65, we shall make
X = ny — 1171s; and, in order that the equation may be

resolvible, we must find for n a positive, or negative integer,

not 7 -^ ; that is, not 7 580, such that v?- — a, or n" -f- 7,

may be divisible by b, or by 1171.

I find n=.± 321, which gives n" ^-7 = 1171 X 88; so

that I substitute, in the preceding equation, ±321//— 11712,

instead of .r; by which means, the whole is now divisible by
1171, and when the division is performed, it becomes

88/ T ^^'^yz + 11712= = 1.

In order to resolve this equation, I shall employ the

second method, explained in Art. 70, because it is in fact

simpler and more convenient than the first. Now, as the

coefficient o'^ y^ is less than that of 2;=, we shall here have

D = 1171, d' = 88, and n — + 321 ; wherefore retaining,

for the sake of simplifying, the letter j/, instead of 6, and
putting y, instead of z, I shall make the following cal-

culation, first supposing n — 321

;

m = W = 4s n' = 321 - 4 x 88 =- 31,

3124.7
d" = -^ = n,^:=4y'-\-y",

-31

"IT
4+7

m' = -jj- - — 3, «'' z^ - 31 -h 3 X 11

y--%"+y",
11

- = 2, n'"^ 2—2x1=0,
. = 7, y" = y + y^.
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d'" D*^
Since n'" = 0, and consequently Z — , and Z -^, we shall

here stop, and make d"'=m= 1, d'"— l = 7, n"'=^0= -s, and

y — ?5 ^"^ == ^> because d'" is Z d'".

I now observe, that A being =—7, and consequently
negative, in order that the equation may be resolvible, we
must have m = 1, as we have just now found; so that we
ma}^ conclude, that the resolution is possible. We shall

therefore suppose — ?/'" = 0, ^ — ?/" = ±1 ; and we shall

have, from the foregoing formulae,

y = ± l.y =+ 3 = ^,,y=+ 12 ± 1 =3: n,
the doubtful signs being arbitrary. Therefore,

X = 321^ — 1171^ = + 18 ; and, consequently,

x+Sl S1=F18

Now, as the value of s is required to be a whole number, we
can only take s =: 7.

It is remarkable, that the other value of s, namely y,
although fractional, gives nevertheless a whole number for

the value of the radical, v'(30 4- 6^s — 76''), and the same
number, 11, which the value s = 7 gives; so that these two
values of 5 will be the roots of the equation,

30 -\- 62s - Is^ = 121.

We have supposed n zz 321. Now, we may likewise

make n z= — 321 ; but it is easy to foresee, that the whole
change that would result from it, in the preceding formulee,

would be a change of the sign of the values of w, m', ?«", and of

w', ?i", by which means the vakies of //', and of?/, will

also have different signs ; v/e should not therefore have
any new result, since these values already have the doubtful

sign ±.
It will be the same in all other cases ; so that we need not

take the value of ??, successively, positive and negative.

The value 8 = 1, which we have just found, results from
the value of w = + 321 : and we may find other values of s,

if we have found other values of n having the requisite con-

dition ; but, as the divisor b = 1171, is a prime number,
there can be no other values of n, with the same property,

as we have elsewhere demonstrated *, whence we must con-

clude, that the number 7 is the only one that satisfies the

question.

* Memoirs of Berlin, for tlic year 1767, p^ige 191'.
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The preceding problem may be resolved more easily by
mere trial; for when we have arrived at the equation,

X' = 1171 — 7y'^, we shall only have to try, for ?/, all the

whole numbers, whose squares multiplied by 7 do not exceed

1171 ; that is to say, all the numbers Z v ''-/'/ 13.

It is the same with all the equations, in which a is a ne-

gative number; for when we are brought to the equation,

x^ = B -r AT/-, where making A == — a, and o:^ = b — ai/-,,

it is evident, that the satisfactory values of ?/, if there are

any, can only be found among the numbers, Z ^z —
. So

that I have not given particular methods for the case of a

negative, only because these methods are intimately con-

nected with those concerning the case of a positive, and
because all these methods, being so nearly alike, reciprocally

illustrate and confirm each other.

82. Example 2. Let us now give some examples for

the case of a positive, and let it be proposed to find all the

whole numbers, which we may take for y, in order that the

radical quantity, \^{^^y'' + 101), may become rational.

Here, we shall have (Art. Gi), a = 13, b = 101; and

the equation to be resolved in integers will be,

x'^ — 13j/^ = 101, in which, because 101 is not divisible by
any square, j/ must be prime to 101.

We shall therefore make (Art. 65), x = ny — lOlz, and

n" — 13 must be divisible by 101, taking n A '|^' Z 51.

I find n = 35, which gives n~ = 1225, and

w2 - 13 -= 1212 = 101 X 12;

so that we may take ?i = + 35, and substituting

i 35^/ — 101~, instead of x^ we shall have an equation

wholly divisible by 101, which, after the division, will be

123/= + 703/;^ + lOls^- = 1.

In order to resolve this equation, let us also employ the

method of Article 70; let us make d' = 12, d — 101,

71 = ± 35 ; but, instead of the letter 3, we shall preserve the

letter 3/, and shall only change z into //', as in the preceding

example.

1st. If w = 35, we shall make the following calculation :

m = \L = 3, w' = 35 - 3 X 12 = - 1,

1—13
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m' = ^ = 1, n' = -1 + 1=0,

D'"=-^ = 13, .^ =/+/'•

d" d'"

As n" — 0, and, consequently, ^-^, and Z -^ , we shall

stop here, and shall have the transformed equation,

/// II II 'II II I'l

ny"- - ^ii!'ify'" + D?/- = 1, or l^y" - y"- = \\

III

which being reduced to the form, y" — 1%" = 1, will admit

of the method of Art. 71 ; and, as a = 13 is Z 100, we may

make use of the Table, Art. 41.

Thus, we shall only have to see, whether, in the upper

series of numbers belonging to -/13, there be found the

number 1 in an even place ; for, in order that the preceding

equation may be resolvible, we must find in the series p"", p',

p", &c. a term =: - 1 ; but we have p'' = 1, — p' == 4,

p" =:: 3, &c. wherefore, &c. Now, in the series 1, 4, 3, 3,

4, 1, &c. we find 1 in the sixth place ; so that p'' = — l ;

and hence we shall have a solution of the given equation,

by taking y" = p\ and ij" = q\ the numbers ;9% q\ being

calculated 'according to the formulae of Article 25, giving to

M,, //.', uJ', &c. the values 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 6, &c. which form

the lower series of numbers belonging to ^^^.S in the same

Table.

We shall therefore have

p^ = 1 jr= p'"+p" =11 q' = 1

p' = Q p^ =f^- + p'"= 18 f = q" + 9' = 2
pi' = p' + p'>=4< q<' = q" = q'" + q" = 3

/'= p" +2^=7 5'' = 1 r =?"' + ?'"= 5.

So thaty = 18, and «/" = 5 ; therefore,

y' =f 4- y'" = 23, and 3/ = 3j/' -{- y" = 74.

We have supposed n = S5; but we may also take

71-- 35.

Let therefore n =— 35, we shall make

^:.-.-|^=-3, n'=-35 + 3x 12

-1
12d" = -TTT =-1' y --- 'V+y.
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m' = A = - ^> »*" = 1-1=0,

D"' = —j- =1^, y'= -y"+f.

Thus, we have the same values of d", d''', and w", as before

;

so that the transformed equation in y, and y, will likewise

be the same.

We shall, therefore, have also ?/'" = 18, and y" = 5;
wherefore, i/'= —y"-\-i/'"= 13, and //=—Sy'-\-y"= —34.

So that we have found two values of j/, with the cor-

responding values of 3/', or z; and these values result from
the supposition of n=+ 35. Now, as we cannot find any
other value of n, with the requisite conditions, it ibllows that

the preceding values will be the only prwntive values that

we can have ; but we may then find from them an infinite

number of derivative values by the method of Art. 72.

Taking, therefore, these values of y and z for p and q,
we shall have, in general, by the same Article,

tj = 74^ - (101 X 23 - 35 X 74)?* = 74^ + 267m
^3f + ( 12 X 74— 35 X 23)m = 23^ -f 83u ; or

)ti = - 34^ - 123w
13^+ 47m;

and we shall only have farther to deduce the values of t

and M from the equation, t- — 13m* = 1. Now, all these

values may be found already calculated in the Table at the

end of Chap. VII. of the preceding Treatise: we shall

therefore immediately have t = 649, and u = 180 ; so that

taking these values for x and v, in the formulae of Art. 75,

we shall have, in general,

_ (649+180^/13)'"-{-(649-180\/13)"'
t _

^

_ (649+18 ./

1

3)'"-(649

-

1 80 ^/13)'»

where we may give to m whatever value we choose, provided

we take only positive whole numbers.

Now, as the values of t and it may be taken both positive

and negative, the values of y, which satisfy the question,

will all be contained in these two formula?,

^ = ± 74^ ± 267m,

andy - ±34^± 123m,

the doubtful signa being arbitrary.

'z = 23i5 + ( 12 X 74— 35 X 23)m =

«/ ^ - 34^ - ( 101 X 13 - 35 X 34)z

z= 13^ + (-12 X 34 + 35 X 13)?,

and we shall onlv have farther to dedu
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If we make m = 0, we shall have t = \, and w = 0;
wherefore, i/ =+ 74, or =+ 34 ; and this last value is the

least that will resolve the problem.

I have already resolved this problem in the IMcmoirs of

Berlin, for the year 1768, page 243 ; hut as I have there

employed a method somewhat different from the foregoing,

and fundamentally the same as ihejirst method of Art. QQ,

it was thought proper to repeat it here, in order that the

comparison of the results, which are the same by both

methods, might serve, if necessary, as a confirmation of

them.
83. Example 3. Let it be proposed to find whole num-

bers, which being taken for y, may render rational the

quantity, ^/(79^/- + 101).

Here we shall have to resolve, in integers, the equation,

X- - 79r == 101,

in which y will be prime to 101, since this number does not

contain any square factor.

If we therefore suppose x — ny — lOlz, n'— 79 must be

divisible by 101, taking n Z. '|' Z 51 ; we find n — 33,

which gives »^ — 13 — 1010 = 101 x 10; thus, we may
take n =+ 33, and these ^\'ill be the only values that have

the condition required.

Substituting, therefore, + 33^ — lOls instead of a-, and
then dividing the whole equation by 101, we shall have

it transformed into 10{/- +Q>QtjZ + lOlz^ = 1. Let us,

therefore, make d' rz 10, d = 101, m = ± 33, and first

taking w positive, we shall work as in the preceding example ;

thus, we shall have m =z \l = Q, «' = 33 - 3 x 10 =r 3,

„ 9-79 „ n , n^ =-iQ- =-7,^-3y +y'.

d' d" . .

Now, as n' — 3 is already Z — , and z. — , it is not ne-

cessary to proceed any farther : so that tlie equation will be

transformed to this,

- 7> - eyy -Mo> = 1,
_

which being multiplied by — 7, may be put into this form,

(7y + 3/r - 79y = _ 7.

Since, therefore, 7 is ^ x/ 79, if this equation be resolvible,

the number 7 must be found among the terms of the upper
series of numbers answering to \/ 79 in the Table (Art. 41),

and also hold an even place there, since it has the sign —

.
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But the series in question contains only the numbers 1, 15,

2, always repeated ; therefore, we may immediately conclude,

that the last equation is not resolvible ; and, consequently,

the equation proposed is not, at least when we take ?t = 33.

It only remains, therefore, to try the other value of

n zz— SS, which will give

;«=-^ =- 3, w' = - 33 + 3 X 10 = - 3,

0-97
D"=^ = -7,7/=-3y+y';

so that we shall have the equation transformed into

-77/'-l-6y/-flO> = l,

which may be reduced to the form,

(7?/ - QfY - 79/ - - 7,

which is similar to tlie preceding. Whence I conclude, that

the given equation absolutely admits of no solution in whole

numbers.
84. Scholmm. M. Euler, in an excellent Memoir printed

in Vol. IX. of the New Commentaries of Petersburg, finds

by induction this rule for determining the resolvibiUty of

every equation of the form x- — Aj/^ = B, when b is a prime

number : it is, that the equation must be possible, whenever

B shall have the form 4<An + r", or 4a?z + r- — a; but the

foregoing example shews this rule to be defective; for 101

is a prime number, of the form 4aw + ^'' ~ ^> making
A = 79, n =— 4*, and r = 38 ; yet the equation,

x'^ — Idij^ = 101, admits of no solution in whole numbers.

If the foregoing rule were true, it v/ou!d follow, that, if

the eqviation x"^ — Atj- ir b were possii)le, when B has any
value whatever, b, it would be so likewise, when we have

taken b = 4aw + b, provided b were a prime number. We
might limit this last rule, by requiring b to be also a prime

number ; but even with this limitation the preceding ex-

ample would shew it to be false; for we have 101 = 4<An-\~b,

by taking a n 79, // =— 2, and b — 733 ; now, 733 is a

prime number, of the form x- — 79^'? making x = 38, and
7/ = 3 ; yet 101 is not of the same iorm, x" — 79//-.

p p
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CHAP. VIII.

Remarks on Equations of tlie form p- = Aq--{- 1, and on

the common method of resolving them in Whole Numbers.

85. The method of Chap. VII. of the preceding Treatise,

for resolving equations of this kind, is the same that Waliis

gives in his Algebra (Chap. 98), and ascribes to Lord
Brouncker. We find it, also, in the Algebra of Ozanam,
who gives the honor of it to M. de Fermat. Whoever was
the inventor of this method, it is at least certain, that M. de
Fermat was the author of the problem which is the subject

of it. He had proposed it as a challenge to all the English
mathematicians, as we learn from the Commcj'cinm Epistoli-

cum of W^allis ; which led Lord Brouncker to the invention

of the method in question. But it does not appear that this

author was fully apprised of the importance of the problem
which he resolved. We find nothing on the subject, even

in the writings of Fermat, which we possess, nor in any of

the works of the last century, vvhich treat of the Indeterminate

Analysis. It is natural to sup})ose that Fermat, who was
particularly engaged in the theory of integer numbers, con-

cerning which he has left us some very excellent theorems,

had been led to the problem in question by his researches on
the general resolution of equations of the form,

to which all quadratic equations of two unknown quantities

are reduced. However, we are indebted to Euler alone for

the remark, that this problem is necessary for finding all the

possible solutions of such equations *.

The method which I have pursued for demonstrating this

proposition, is somewhat different from that ofM. Euler ; but

it is, if I am not mistaken, more direct and more general. For,

on the one hand, the method of M. Euler naturally leads to

fractional expressions, where it is required to avoid them

;

and, on the other, it does not appear very evidently, that the

suppositions, which are made in order to remove the fractions,

are the only ones that could have taken place. Indeed, we
have elsewhere shewn, that the finding of one solution of the

• • • 11
equation x"=zAy'^ + v,, is not always sufficient to enable us to

* See Chap. VI. of the preceding Treatise, Vol. VI. of the

Ancient Commentaries of Petersburg, and Vol. IX. of the New.
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deduce others from it, by means of the equation p''= Aq'^ + l;

and that, frequently, at least when b is not a prime number,
there may be values of J and ?/, which cannot be contained

in the o;eneral expressions of M. Euler *.

With regard to the manner of resolving equations of the

form jj- = Aq"^ -}- 1, 1 think that of Chap. VII., however in-

genious it may be, is still far from being perfect. For, in

the first ]3lace, it does not shew that every equation of this

kind is always resolvible in whole numbers, when « is a

positive number not a square. Secondly, it is not demon-
strated, that it must always lead to the solution sought for.

Wallis, indeed, has professed to prove the former of these

propositions; but his demonstration, if I may presume to

say so, is a mere petitio principii. (See Chap. 99). Mine, I

believe, is the first rigid demonstration that has appeared ;

it is in the Melanges de Turin, Vol. IV. ; but it is very

long, and very indirect : that of Art. 37, is founded on the

true principles of the subject, and leaves, I think, nothing to

wish for. It enables us, also, to appreciate that of Chap. VI I.

,

and to perceive the inconveniences into which it might lead,

if followed without precaution. This is what we shall now
discuss.

86. From what we have demonstrated, Chap. II., it fol-

lows, that the values of p and q, which satisfy the equation

p^ — Aq" =z 1, can only be the terms of some one of the

principal fractions derived from the continued fraction, which

would express the value of \/A ; so that supposing this con-

tinued fraction to be represented thus,

we must have.

i^=.+
'^'"^^" + ,&c.

1

jxe being any term whatever of the infinite series (aJ, [jJ', &c.

the rank of which, f, can only be determined a posteriori.

We must observe that, in this continued fraction, the num-
bers [M, /x', [jJ', &c. must all be positive, although we have

* See Art. 45 ofmy Memoir on Indeterminate Prohlemg, in

the Memoirs of Berlin. 1767.

P P 9
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seen (Art. S) that, in general, in continued fractions, we may
render the denominators positive or negative, according as

we take the approximate vahies less, or greater, than the real

ones ; but the method of Problem I. (Art. 2S, et seq.\ ab-

solutely requires the approximate values jot,
f^',

ju.", &c. to be
all taken less than the real ones.

87. Now, smce the fraction -^ is equal to a continued

fraction, whose terms are |U-, f^',
|u.", &c. it is evident, from

Art. 4, that ju, will be the quotient ofp divided by q, that //.'

will be that of q divided by the remainder, /x", that of this

remainder divided by the second remainder, and so on ; so

that calling r, 5, t, &c. the remainders in question, we shall

have, from the nature of division, p = ^j^q -\- r, q = [jJr -{- *,

r = [jiJ's -\- t, &c. where the last remainder must be =. 0,

and the one before the last = I, because p and q are num-
bers prime to each other. Thus, jw- will be the approximate

p q T
integer value of~

,
/x' that of -^, ju," that of—, &c. these

values being all taken less than the real ones, except the

last ju,-, which will be exactly equal to the corresponding

fraction ; because the following remainder is supposed to be
nothing.

Now, as the numbers ft, ja', p.", Sec f^', are the same for

the contmued fraction, which expresses the value of -^,and

for that which expresses the value of ^ a, we may take, as

far as the term m^, -- == v' a, that is to say, ;;- — Aq- n 0.

Thus, we shall first seek the approximate, deficient value of

P'^—
; that is to say, of ^ a, and that will be the value of /x

;

then we shall substitute in p^ — Aq^' z= 0, instead of p, its

value \j.q -\- r, which will give

(f^' — a)^- + 2/^gr -f- r' - 0,

and we shall again seek the approximate, deficient value of

— ; that is, of the positive root of the equation,

(/..^-a) X (|-)"--|-2,a-|--f 1-0,

and we shall have the value of ju-'.

Still continuing to substitute i^'r + .5, instead of y, in the
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transformed equation (y-" — A)if -\- 'Z'jqr -j- r" — ; we shall

liave an equation, whose root will be — ; then taking the

approximate, deficient value of this root, we shall have the

value of |U,''. Here again we shall substitute ;«,"? + s, instead

of r, &c.
Let us now suppose, for example, that t is the last re-

mainder, which must be nothing, then s will be the last but
one, which must be = 1 ; wherefore, if the formula ^^ ' — Ag--,

when transformed into terms of* and t, is fs'^ -r Qst + ii^'-,

by making ^ := 0, and s = 1, it nuist become = 1, in order

that the given equation, p"^— Aq" = 1, may take place ; and
therefore p must be = 1. Thus, we shall only have to con-

tinue the above operations and transformations, imtil we
arrive at a transformed formula, in which the coefficient of

the first term is equal to unity; then, in that formula, we
shall make the first of the two indeterminates, as ?, equal to

1, and the second, as s, equal to 0; and, by going back, we
shall have the corresponding values of^ and q.

We might likewise work with the equation /;- — A^'^ z=. 1

itself, only taking care to abstract from the term 1, which is

known, and consequently from the other known terms, like-

wise, that may result from this, in the determination of the

p Q f
approximate values [j^, yJ, y^', &c. of — , — , —, &c. In

this case, we shall try at each new transformation, whether

the indeterminate equation can subsist, by making one of the

two indeterminates zz 1, and the other zz ; when we have

arrived at such a transformation, the operation will be

finished ; and we shall have only to go back through the

several steps, in order to have the required values of jj

and q.

Here, therefoi'e, we are brought to the method of Chap.

VII. To examine this method in itself, and independently

of the principles from which we have just deduced it, it must
appear indifferent whether we take the approximate values

of //-, jM.', ju/", &;c. less, or greater than the real values ; since,

in whatever way we take these values, those of r, s, t, he.

must go on decreasing to 0. (Art. 6.)

Wallis also expressly says, that we may employ the limits

for |W,, ju,', a.", &c. either in plus, or in minus, at pleasure; and

he even proposes this, as the proper means often of abridging

the calculation. This is likewise remarked by Euler, Art.

102, et seq. of the chapter just now quoted. Ilowever, the

ollowing example will shew, that by setting about it in this
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way, we may run the risk of never arriving at the sokition of

the equation proposed.

Let us take the example of Art. 101 of that chapter, in

which it is required to resolve an equation of this form,

p^ zr 6q" -\- 1, or j^^ — 6q' = 1. We have p n \/{6q'^ + 1) ;

and, neglecting the constant term I, p zz q ^ 6; wherefore

— =: y 6 7 % ^ 3. Let us take the limit in inimis, and

make jw, rr 2, and then p =z 2q + r; substituting this value,

therefore, we shall have — ^q^ + 4:qr -\- ?-* := 1 ; whence,

q = ^ ; or, rejecting the constant term — 2,

2r +7V6 , q 2-Hv/6 ^ „ -^

Q = ; whence,— = —77— 7 ^, Z. 6. Let us

again take the limit in minus, and make q— 2)'-^s ; the last

equation will then become r^ — 4r5 — 2s" zr 1 ; where we
at once perceive, that we may suppose * zz 0, and r r: 1

;

so that we shall have q = 2, and p = 5.

Let us now resume the former transformation,

— 2q"' + iqr -{- r^ = 1,

where we found— 7 2, and Z 3 ; and, instead of taking

the limit in minus, let us take it in phis, that is to say, let us

suppose q = 3r + s ; or, since s must then be a negative

quantity, q = Sr — s, we shall then have the following

transformation, — 5r" + Srs — 2s- = 1, which will give

4s-\-Vi6s^-5)
, , 1 . 1

r =
^

; wherefore, neglectmg the constant

term 5, r = , and — =—r— 7 1, and z 2.
5 s 5

Let us again take the limit in plus, and make r = 2s — t,

we shall now have — 6,9- + I2si — 5f^ = 1 ; therefore

s = ^ ; so that, rejecting the terra — o,

6t-i-t^6 s ^ ^/6 ^

s = ^ , and— = 1 H 7. 7 I, ^ 2.

Let us continue taking the limits in plus, and make
s =2t — ic, we shall next have — 5t^ + I2tu — 6u~ = 1

;

wherefore,

6u-\-V{6u^—5) , t G+ V6 ,

t = —
; and —=—-— 7 1, Z 2.

5 w 5
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Let us, therefore, in tlie same manner, make ^ — 2w — ar,

and we shall have — 2u^ + 8?/^- — B.r" = 1 ; wherefore, &c.
Continuing thus to take the limits always in plus, we shall

never come to a transformed equation, in which the coefficient

of the first term is equal to unity, which is necessary to our
finding a solution of the equation proposed.
The same thing must happen, whenever we take the first

limit in minus, and all the succeeding in jdus ; the reason of
this might be given a priori ; hut as the reader can easily

deduce it from the principles of our theory, I shall not dwell
on it. It is sufficient for the present to have shewn the
necessity of investigating these problems more fully, and
more rigorously, than has hitherto been done.

CHAP. IX.

Of the manner offinding Algebraic Functions of all De-
grees, rohich, xohen muUiplied together, may always produce
Similar Functions.

[appendix to chap. XI. AND XII.]

88. I believe I had, at the same time with M. Euler, the

idea ofemploying the irrational, and even imaginary factors of

formulae of the second degree, in finding the conditions,

which render those formulae equal to squares, or to aJiy

powers. On this subject, I read a Memoir to the academy
in 1768, which has not been printed; but of which I have
given a summary at the end of my reseai'ches on Indeter-

minate Problems, which are to be found in the volume for

the year 1767, printed in 1769, before even the German
translation of M. Euler's Algebra.

In the place now quoted, I have shewn how the same
method may be extended to formulae of higher dimensions

than the second ; and I have by these means given the solu-

tion of some equations, which it would perhaps have been
extremely difficult to resolve in any other way. It is here

intended to generalise this method still more, as it seems to

deserve the attention of mathematicians, from its novelty

and singularity.

89. Let a and /3 be the two roots of the quadratic equation,

5" — as -\-h zz 0,

and let us consider the product of these two factors,
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{x + ay) X (.r + /3?/),

which must be a real product; being equal to

a:" + (a -[- p)xj/ -f a|3?/*.

Now, Ave have a -{- (3 = o., and a/3 =: 6, from the nature of

the equation, s" — as -^ b = ; therefore we shall have this

formula of the second degree,

x'' -\- axj/ -f- bj/-,

which is composed of the two factors,

X -f- ctjj, and X -\- /3j/.

Now, it is evident, that if we have a similar formula,

X- -\- ax'?j' + by",

and wish to multiply them, the one by the other, we have

only to multiply together the two factors x + aij, x' -\~ a.y\

and also the other two factors x -}- &y, x^ -\- /3y', and then

the two products, the one by the other- Now, the product of

X + oy by x^ -\- a.y' is, xf" + a[xy' -{- yx') -}- a^y' ; but
since a is one of the roots of the equation, s" — as -\- b = 0,

we shall have a~ — aa. -{- 6 = 0; whence, a^ =r act— b; and,

substituting this value of a-, in the preceding formula, it will

become, xx' — byy' -j- a{xy' + yx' + ayy') ; so that, in order

to simplify, making

X = xx' — byy'

Y -xy' -\- yx' + ayy',

the product of the two factors x -\- ay, x' + ay, will be
X + aY ; and, consequently, of the same form as each of

them. In the same manner, we shall find, that the product
of the two other factors, x^^y, and x' -\-^y', will be x -f /Sy ;

so that the whole product will be (x + av) x (x + /3y);

that is, x^ + «JCY + b\-, which is the product of the two
similar formulae,

/ /

x" + axy + by-, and x"^ + ax'y' + by".

If we wished to have the product of these three similar

formulae,

/ / / / // // // //

x^ + axy + by^, x^ + axy + iy-, x" + axy -f- &/%

we should only have to find that of the formula, x''^ + «xy + ^y",

by the last, x"' + axy -\- by- ; and it is evident, from the

foregoing formulae, that by making

x' — xy" — bYy"y

y' — ny" -f yu:" + axy'.
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the product sought would be

/ / / /

X'^ + «XY + bY-.

In the same manner, we might find the product of four, or

of a still greater number of formula) siniilar to this,

x- + axy +-6.y%

and these products likewise will always have the same form.

90. If we make x zz x, and ?/
—

j/, we shall have

xzz X- — bij^, Y := 2x1/ + 01/"
;

and, consequently,

{x- ^- axi/ + bifY = X- -j- ffxY + bY".

Therefore, if we wish to find rational values of x and y,
such, that the formula x^+ «XY 4 Z>Y'may become a square,

we shall only have to give the preceding values to x and y,
and we shall have, for the root of the square, the formula,

X- + axy + by";

X and y being two indeterminate numbers.
If we farther make x^' =z x' zz x, and y'' =y =.y, we

shall have x' = x.r — byy, y' = xy + yx + oYy ; that is,

by substituting the preceding values of x and Y,

x' zz. x^ ~ 2bxy^ 4- aby^,

y' zz ^x'^y -f ^axy" + («2 _ b)y'^
;

wherefore,
, y y ,

{x^ -\- axy -^by-y = x- -f" axY -{- ^y^.

Thus, if we proposed to find rational values of x' and y',

/ / / / .

such, that the formula x'^ + axy -f- Ly" might become a

cube, we should only have to give to x and y the foregoing
values, by which means we should have a cube, whose root

would be x'^ -J- axy -;- by"^ ; x and y being both indeter-

minate.

In a similar manner, we may resolve questions, in which
it is required to produce fourth, fifth powers, &c. but we
may, once for all, find general formulae for any power what-
ever, m, without passing through the lower powers.

Let it be proposed, therefore, to find rational values of x
and Y, such, that the formula, x- -|- axY -f- bY", may become
a power, m; that is, let it be required to solve the equation,

x^ -|" axY -\- bx^ — z'".

As the quantity x^ -}- axY -j- bx^ is formed from the pro-
duct of the two factors, x -f '^y, and x + &y, in order that
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this quantity may become a power of the dimension vi, each

of its factors must hkevvise become a similar power.

Let us, therefore, first make

X -r ocY = (x + cci/)'",

and, expressing this power by Newton's theorem, we shall

have

mim— 1)

+ -^^ ~^ '-x'-ya^ +, &c.

Now, since a is one of the roots of the equation,

s^ — as -{ b = 0, we shall also have a^ — aa + Z» = ;

wherefore, a" = aa, — b, ot} ~ acx,^ — ba. = {a^ — b)ix, — ab,

a" = («2 - 6)a* - abac = (a^ — 2ab) a, — a'^b -^-b"" ; and so

on. Thus, we shall only have to substitute these values in

the preceding formula, and then we shall find it to be com-
pounded of two parts, the one wholly rational, which we
shall compare to x, and the other wholly multiplied by the

root a, which we shall compare to ay.

If, in order to simplify, we make

a' = 1 b' =
a" =a b" =b
a'" = aA" - bA< b'" = an" — 6b'

A*' = aA'"— 6a" b'^ = an'" — bvP

A^ = aA}''- bA'", B^' = aB'^— 6b'",

&c. &c. &c. we shall have,

a = A'a — b'

a} = a"a — b"

a^= a'"a - b'"

a^= A^'cc— b'% &c.

Wherefore, substituting these values, and comparing, we
shall have

, ,
m(m — 1 ) „ ^ „

X = a:™ — 7wa;"'~'^«/B' ^

—

x"'~-tj h"

, ,
mini— 1) , „ ,,

Y = ma:'"-^j/A' -j ~ x"'-"7/"a"

^ 2x3
Now, as the root a docs not enter into the expressions of
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X and Y, it is evident, that, having x + ocy = (x-\- o-yYt

we shall hkewise have, y. -\- ^\ — (.r + /S/y)'"; wherefore,

multiplying these two equations together, we shall have,

x2 4- axY -Y bY"- — (x- + axjj -\- bij'^)'";

and, consequently, z — x" -|- axij + jj/^. The problem,

therefore, is solved.

If a were = 0, the foregoing formulae would become
simpler; for we should have a' = 1, a" = 0, a'" = — b,

a'^ = 0, A^ = b-, A^' =: 0, A^" = — i^ &c. and, likewise,

b' = 0, b" = b, b'" = 0, b'^ = — b", B^' == 0, B^' = b\ &c.

Therefore, x = a"' ^—^—' x"'--y''b +
,,(,,-l)xO»-2)X(^^-g) , _ ^^^

2x3x4 ^ '

w(m— l)x(m— 2)
Y = mx"'-^ii -\ ^—5 a?"'-3j/'6 +

/4 x t?

^(^;^-l) X (m-2) x (m-3) x (^-4)

2ia3x4x5 -^ ^ ^ +, &c.

And these values will satisfy the equation,

X^ + bY'~ = (.^2 + 67/2)'".

91. Let us now proceed to the formulse of three di-

mensions ; in order to which, we shall denote by a, $, y,
the thi-ee roots of the cubic equation, s^ — as"-{- hs — c — 0,

and we shall then consider the product of these three

factors,

(a? + a?/ + oC'z) X {x + j3t/ -\- B^z) x (x + y7/ + y^s),

which must be rational, as we shall perceive. The multiplica-

tion being performed, we shall have the following product,

+ (a^,3 + aV+ /3 'a -1- /3V + r'a -f y'/3 )^2/^

+

(a2/32+uY + ^V")-^-' + a/3r^'+ (a'/3y +/3'ay+ y'aiS)^ 2

Now, from the nature of equations, we have

a + jS + y = a, a/3 -;- ay -;- /S/ = b, oc^y = c.

Farther, we shall find

a^ + /32 + y2=(a-f./3-hy)2_2(a/3 + ay + /3y)= a^-26,

a"i3-l-aV+ /3^a+ jSV+ y'a+ y^^ = (a+ /3 +y) X (a/3 +ay+ /3y)

— 3a(3y=a6-3c; and a^(5-+a,Y- + !iY= {a.^ + ay'\-(3yy^

-2(a + /3-|-y)aey=A^-2flc; also, a^/Sy+jS^ay+y"a/3=
(a+/3-fy)a/3y= ac, and a"l3''y+ocY0^-^Y<X'=

(a/3 + ay + |3y)a/3y= be.
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Therefore, making these substitutions, tlie product in ques-
tion will be

k% ax"'j/-^ (a2 _ ^b}^^z^- bxij"-+ (ab—3c)xj/z+ {b-—2ac)xz^

+ dy^ 4- acij-z+ bci/z"+ c'^z\

And this formula will have the property, that if we mul-
tiply together as many similar formulae as we choose, the

product will always be a similar formula.

Let us suppose that the product of the foregoing formula
by the following Avas required, namely,It in

x"^ + ax^ + (a- - 2i)^V + bxy- + [ab — 3c)x'y'z'

II I I II I

-J-(&"-
— 2ac)xz- 4- C7/^ + acj/V + bc?/z- + c^z^;

it is evident, that Ave have only to seek the product of these

six factors,

x-\-ay + e^z, .r + % + /S^,-, x -{ yy -\- y"-z,

x' + aj/' + a^z', ,r' + /3/y' + ^''z', a:' + yi/ + y^z';

if we first multiply x -\- cc^ -{- tx."z, by x' -[- «y + aV, we
shall have this partial product,

xx'+ a{xi/+ ^,'x') + a,'^{xz'+ zx +i/i/) + a-\?/2'+ zy') + o.hz' ;

now, a being one of the roots of the equation,

s^ — as"^ + bs — c = 0,

we shall have a^ — aa.'^ -{- ba, — c = ; consequently,

a^ = aar — ba -{- c ; whence,

a'^ = aa,^ — ba- -\- ca = {a" — b)a^ — {ab — c)a' -\- ac;

so that substituting these values, and, in order to abridge,

making

X = xx' — c{i/z' -\~ zy') -f aczz',

Y = xi/ -\-yx' — b{yz' -\- zy') — {ab — c)2;s',
,

z = a:-'+ zx'-\-yy' -\- a{yz'+ zj/') + {a" - b)zz,

the product in question will become of this form, x-j-ay-f-a^z ;

that is to say, of the same form as each of those from which

it has been produced. Now, as the root a does not enter

into the values of x, y, z, it is evident, that these quantities

will be the same, if we change a into (3, or y ; wiierefore,

since we already have

{x -\-a.y -\- aJ^z) X (x' -j- «?/'+ «•' ~ ) = x -|- aY -}- a,%

we shall likewise have, by changing a into B,

ix-\-B(y-\- /3^^2) X (x' + /3y + ,3-'2') z= x + ^v -f /S'^z

;

and, by changing a into y,

l^' + yj/ + y-^) X (^' -f rj/' + y-^') = x + yy -f y'^z

;
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therefore, by multiplying tliese three equations together, we
shall have, on the one side, the product of the two given

formula^ and on the other, the formula,

x^ + ax^r +(«'- - '2b)\^z + b\Y' + {ab — 8c)xyz i-

{b^ — 2ac)xz- + cy"' + «cy-z -f bcYz' -j- cH^,

which will therefore be equal to the product required ; and

is evidently of the same form as each of the two formuUe of

which it is composed.

If we had a third formula, such as

^3 _|_ a'r'f i- (a - 2b)x"-z" -f bx!/'^ -|- (ab - 3c):i''?/"-'

II II II II II II
^

II

-|- [b^ — ^ac)xz'~ + cy^ + aci/-rJ' + bc/jz' 4- c-r\

and if we wished to have the product of this formula and

the two preceding, it is evident, that we should only have

to make

x' — xx" — c(yz" -f zij") + aczz",

y' = xy + Y^" — b[Yz' + zj/" ) - (ab - c)zz",

z' = xs" + zx" + yy + a{Yz" + zy")+ (a^ _ b)zz\

and we should have, for the product required,

II III
x^ + axH^ + (a- — 26)x"z' + Z»xy- + {ab — 3c)x'y'z'

/ ; ; / / / /

_|.(J2 _ 2ac)xz- + cY^ + «cY^z' + 6cyz^ + c"z.

92. Let us now make x' — .r, y = y, z' = z, and we
shall have,

X = x" — ^cyz + «cs'-,

y =1 9,xii — ^byz — {ab — c)z~,

z = 2xz + y- + 2ayz+ (a'^ — 6)2^;

and these values will satisfy the equation,

x3 -I- ttX'Y + 6xY- H- cy"* + {a'^ — ^b)x-z

-\- {ab — 3e)xYZ + «cy-z + (6^ — 2ac)xz-

+ bcYz" + c^z^ = v'^, by taking

\ =:x^ + ax^y + bxy"- + cy^ +{a'-2b)x-z + (ab—Qc^xyz

+ acy^z + {b" — ^ac)xz" + bcyz- + c"z^ ;

wherefore, if we had, for example, to resolve an equation of

this form, x^ + «x"y + 6xy'^ + cy^ — v-, a, b, c being any
given quantities, we should only have to destroy z, by
making 2xz + y- + %ayz + (a- — 6-)s- = 0, whence we

, . y-+ 2«y3+ ('a--6")s2 , , . . ,.
derive .r z= — —c~ ' ^""> substitutmg this
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value of X in the foregoing expressions of x, y, and v, we
shall have very general values of these quantities, which will

satisfy the equation proposed.

This solution deserves particular attention, on account
of its generality, and the manner in which we have arrived

at it; which is, perhaps, the only way in which it can be
easily resolved.

We should likewise obtain the solution of the equation,

x^ -j- ox'^y' + {ci"~ - 2b)L"'z' -I- bxV' -f {ab - 3c)x'y'z'

II I I II I

4" (6'^ — 2tfc)xz- -J- CY^ + CCY-z' + bCYZ"^ + c-z^ = V^,

by making, in the foregoing formulse,

x" = x' = X, y" — 'ij — y^ 2'' = s' = ^,

and taking

V = ar^ + ax''-y + («- — ^b)x"-z -V hxif + (ab — ?>c)xyz

+ {if- — 2cjc)xz- -f c?/ H- acy-z + bcyz^- + c-2^.

And we might resolve, successively, the cases in which,
instead of the third power v"', we should liave v*, v^, &c.
Eut we are going to consider these questions in a general
manner, as we have done Art. 90.

93. Let it be proposed, therefore, to resolve an equation

of this form,

x"- + flx'^Y + {ce- - 2b)x"z + bxY^ 4- {ab - 3c) xvz +
{b'' — Qnc)\z'^ -f- CY^ + nc\'z -h /^cyz' + c-z^ = v'".

Since the quantity, which forms the first side of this equa-
tion, is nothing more than the product of these three

factors,

(x + av -i- a^z) X (x + /3y 4- /3-z) x (x + yv + y'^z),

it is evident that, in order to render this quantity equal to a
power of the dimension tw, we have only to make each of its

factors separately equal to such a power.

Let then x + av + a,-z = [x + ay -{- a^z)™.

We shall begin by expressing the ??;th power of .r+ a?/ + a':::

according to Newton's theorem, which will give

m{'m— 1) ,, „
or™ + mx"'-\y + ccz)a, -\ —^ x"'-%y + a,zYa"

Or rather, forming the different powers of ?/ + az, and then

arranging them, according to the dimensions of a,
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inim— 1) „ „^
X'" + mx"'--i/a + (w.r'"-',~H -^ a:'"--j/-)a2

+ (w(m — l)^"-22/s+ -^ ^/~ 'x'"-y)a'-{-, &c.
^i.* X o

But as in this formula we do not easily perceive the law

of the terms, we shall suppose, in general,

{x + ai/ + a%)"' = p + p'a + v"a,'^ + p"'a^ + p'^'a'* +, &.C.

and we shall find,

P =: x"',

7nyp

X

,^ _ {m — \)i/v'-\-2mz-?

^' ~ '^^ '

p'^ r: ^ -^ — , &c.

which may easily be demonstrated by the differential cal-

culus.

Now, since a is one of the roots of the equation,

s^ — as'^ + bs — c = 0, we shall have

a^ — aofi + ba. — e rr ; whence,

a' = aa,- — i>a + c ; wherefore,

a* n aa^ — hoi^-\- col = (a^ — 6)a^ — {ab — c)a. + ac,

oi> = (a- — Z>)a^ — {ab — c)a- + «ca = (a' — 2a6 + c)a*

— {a^b — 6- — ac)a + (a^ — 6)c; and so on.

So that if, in order to simplify, we make
a' = A'^ = aa'" - 6a" + ca'

a" = 1 A^' = oa'^ - ^>a"' + ca"

a"'=: a A" = flA^' - bx'" + ca"', &c.

b' = 1 (;' =r

b" = c" =
b"' = b d" = c

b""'= as'" — ^b" + cb' c'^' = ac'" — be" + cc'

b^ = «b'^- 6b'" + cb" c^ = ad" — bd" + cc"

b^'= flB^ — 6b'^ + cb"', 8lc. c^''= ac^ — 6c'^' + cc'", &c.

we shall have,

a = a'o." - B'a + c' a^ = A"'a'^ ~ B'"a + c'"

a"= A"a" — B"a + c" a* = a'^o.'^— b'V + c'^', &c.

Substituting these values, therefore, in the expression
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(.r + a.y + a-s)"', it will be found comjioscd of three parts,

one all rational, another all multiplied by a, and the third

all multiplied by a-; so that we shall only have to compare
the first to x, the second to ay, and the third to a^z, and,

by these means, we shall have

X = p + p'c' + p"c" + p"'c''" -f- p"'''c'^, &:c.

Y == — p'b' — p"b" — p'''b"' - p'^'b'^', &C.
Z = p'a' + p"a" + p'"a"' + V''K'\ &C.

These values, therefore, will satisfy the equation,

X + «Y + a-z rz (x + ay 4- a-z)"'

;

and as the root a does not enter into the expressions of x,

Y, and z, it is evident, that we may change a into /3, or

into 7 ; so that we shall have both

X + /3y + iS2z = (a: + /3j/ + ^"-zY, and

X + 7Y + y^z = (a- + yjj + y'^zY'

If we now multiply these three equations together, it is

evident, that the first member will be the same as that of

the given equation, and that the second will be equal to a

power Wi, the root of which being called v, we shall have

V = j?^ + ax'^y + (a- — 25)a,"z + hxy" + {ab — 3c)xyz

+ (^^ — 2ac)a;z- + cy^ -j- ucyH + hcyz" + &z^.

Thus, we shall have the values required of x, y, z, and
V, which will contain three indeterminates, o", y, z.

94. If we wished to find formulas of foui- dimensions,

having the same properties as those we have now examined,

it would be necessary to consider the product of four factors

of this form,

X -\- a.y •\- oC-% + olH

^ + % + ^"~z + m
X -{- yy + y-Z + yH
X + Sy + ^-2 + $%

supposing a, (3, y, S to be the roots of a biquadratic equation,

such as s* — as^ -j- bs- — cs -{- d ~ ; we shall thus have

a-f-/3 + y 4- $ = a,

aB + ay + a$ i- ^y + I3S + yS -- b,

a.(oy +aft$+ ay$-\-ByS = c,

a&yd = d,

by which means we may determine all the coefficients of the

different terms of the product in question, without knowing
the roots a, p, $^ y. IJut as this requires different re-
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ductions, which are not easily performedj we may set about

it, if it be judged more convenient, in the following manner.

Let us suppose, in general,

X + SI/ + s^z + sH = i;

and, as s is determined by the equation,

5* _ as^ + bs'^ — C5 + (i = 0,

let us take away s from these two equations by the common
rules, and the equation, which results, after expunging *,

being arranged according to the unknown quantity
f,

will

rise to the fourth degree ; so that it may be put into this

form, 2^ — af + p^*^ — Qf + u- ^ 0.

Now, the cause of this equation in f rising to the fourth

degree is, that s may have the four values a, (5, y, $

;

and also that § may likewise have these four corresponding

values,

X + ay + a2- + aH

^ + % + /3-~ + ^'t

^ -\- yy ^- y"^ + 7^^

X -^ty -\- ^H + in.,

which are nothing but those factors^ the product of which is

required. Wherefore, since the last term r must be the

product of all the four roots, or values of f, it follows, that

this quantity, R, will be the product required.

But we have now said enough on this subject, which we
might resume, perhaps, on some other occasion.

I shall here close these Additions, which the limits I pre-

scribed to myself will not permit me to carry any farther

;

perhaps they have already been found too long: but the

subjects I have considered being rather new and little known,

I thought it incumbent on me to enter into several details,

necessary for the full illustration of the methods which I

have explained, and of their different uses.

THE EN». .

Q Q


